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-P~ 
Thermal diffusion is a· process in which partial sepa'ration of an isotopic or 

nonisotopic component occurs in a homogeneous binary or ternary gas mixture 

under the influence of tem-perature gradient. The phenomenon is well known for its 

wide applicability in gases, liquids and solids. It is also importan~ ih the study of 

various types of physicochemical natural phenomena like flames, planetary 

atomosph:ere, stellar. interiors and nabulae. Moreover,· thermal diffusion 

phenomenon being a second order effect, is concerned with the relative motions 

of the components in a homogeneous g~s mixture under te~perature gradient. It · 

is thus important to separate ordinary and rare isotopes from technical point of 

view. 

The main purpose,afthe thesis entitled .. Column Calibration Factor and Force 

Parameters to Predict Temperature and Composition Dependence of Thermal 
. / 

Diffusion ~actor of some Simple Molecules," is concerned with the estimation of 

Thermal diffusion factor aT and force pe3rameters ofthe isotopic gas mixture by 

thermal diffusion column measurement. The theory of thermal diffusion column 

(TDC) is a very complicated phenomenon. In order to ifr!prove the column theory_ 

a scaling factor F s ~ailed the column calibration factor (CCF) as a function of cold 

' and hot wall rad!i r c and r h' geometrical length L of a column and mean temperature 

. Tis introduced. F s is, however, related to TO factor a.,. and lnqmax of a TO column. 

qmax is the ~aximum value of separation factor qe defined by: 

·, qe= (X/ Xi) to/ (Xi /xi) bottom . 
. . 

xi and xi are the mass or mole _fracti?ns of the. lighter (i) ~nd the heavi~r U) 

components of a gas mixture to be investigated. 

The first chapter of the thesis is concerned with the general introduction of 

various experimental techniques involyed in thermal diffusion .. Various aspects of 

~II the experimental techniques-have widely been discussed under the heading 

"General introduction: Experimental details". A brief review 0f work on thermal 

diffusion column measurements has been made in chapter 2 entitled, "Brief review 

of the previous theoretical and experimental works". 

"The scope ~md objective of the present works" of chapter 3 deals with the 

role of column calibration factor in determining aT of a gas mixture. It is also · 

~ interesting to note that aT is a sensitive parameter to investigate intermolecula( 
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forces like e../ k and cr .. of the molecules. Here, an attempt is made to determine 
IJ · IJ , · 

the force parameters of the interacting molecules by <X.r through F s of the column. · 

The thermal diffusion facto'r aT is of much importance to examine whether 

·elastic or jnelastic collisions occurs among the experimental molecules. So in 

chapter 4 different theoretical aspects to determine aT as well as experimental ~ 

by the existing methods have been discus~ed under the title" Estimation of 

theoretical and experimental thermal diffusion factor.'" 

Chapter 5 of the thesis deals with composition dependence ofTDF of some 

inert gas mixtures at a given experimental temperature where as chapter 6 !s 

related to the estimation of ~ of hydrogenic trace mixtures like He- T2, He- HT 

and He- HD .. In both cases ~·5 are calculated from F s arid lnqmax· 

Chapter 7 and 8 of the thesis are concern~d with the determination of the 

· force parameters of some isotopic inert gas mixtures from their temperature 

. dependen~e of <X.r's obtairied by the CCF method. Further the model independency 

of the CCF is established in chapter 8. 

Thus, it becomes necessary to derive a functional relationship of F s .with r c,r h' 

Land T. From the Navier- Stokes hydrodynamical equation an approximate 

formulation ofF s is, however, derived in chapter 9 of ''The ~unctional relationship 

of the colum'n calibration factor in thermal'- diffusion column measuremenC' 

A.pproximate Fs of four different column geometries is found to ·b.e .in good 

agreement with the respective experimental F 
5

• Further, the molecular force 

· pa~ameters of Ne as obtained fr~m aT by the CCF method agree well with the 

literature values. 

The column parameters as formulated in chapter 9 are again used to get the 

optimum pressure of the light isotopic gas mixture like H~3- He4• The experimental 

Fs when plotted againstTin chapter 10 ofthethesisshows the similar magnitudes 

and trends _with respect to theoretical F s· 

To have a clear birds- eye view on the subject matter of th~ thesis "The summary 

and conclusion" is presented in chapter11. 

Thus the thesis provi~es one with the important aspect of the column calibration 

factor to obtain thermal diffusion factor. Subsequently, molecular force parameters 

are obtaine~ from thermal diffusion phenomenon. Moreover, an attempt is made 

to explain the thermal diffusion column behaviour explicitly. by formulation ofF s· 
' . 

derived from Navier- Stokes hydrodynamical equation. 

[iv] 
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CHAPTER 1 

G·eneral Introduction : 
. Experimental Details 



General Introduction : Experimental Details· 

Thermal diffusion in gases was .first theoretically predic.ted by Enskog and 

Chapman1>. But the existence ofthermal diffusion in gases was experimentally 

detected by Dootson2> in 19.17 with H2-C02 bi~ary gas mixture in a Thermal 

diffusion column (TDC). Since then it has been drawing the attention of a 

large ni,.Jmber of workers. The instrument of.TD column was devised by Clusius 

and DickeJ3>. The elementary effect of s~paration of a component in a gas 
. ' 

mixtu~e caused by thermal diffusion in a TDC is multiplied in a simple way. 

However, TD experiments can be performed with thre~ different typ~s ~f 

apparatuses. These are:. 

· .(i) the two bulb apparatus 

(ii) the swing separator or trennschaukel and : 

(iii) the thermal diffusion column (TDC). 

' 
1.1) Two.Bulb Apparatus :A two bulb apparatus conpists of two metal brass 

bulbs of volumes V1 and V2 maintained at two different experimental . ' 

temperatures. The temperature of the_ hot bulb is Th and ~hat of the cold bulb is 

Tc. A schematic diagram of the two bulb apparatus.is ·shown in. Fig 1.1: To ' 

prevent gravitational convective flow of the gas mixture the apparatus is held 

in a vertical position with its_hot bulb at the top. The· bulbs are usually connected 

by a narrow metal tube of length Land cross sectional area Q. 

Under the influence of temperature gradient upon the gas ·mixture qf 

uniform pressure, there is always a diffusion flow of a gas· in a binary gas 

mixture. The equation of diffusion which governs the transport of the desired 

·component of a gas mixture is: 

f ' ;~ [ Dii grad x- Dr f grad T] ., .. (1.1) 

where 1-. is the flux density and x is the molefraction of a comp~:ment in a 

mixture at any given pressure p. Orand Dii are the thermal diffusion coefficient 

[1] 
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and diffusion coefficient respectively. The partial separation of the components 

under temperature gradient is determined by DT at any temperature T K. The 

thermal diffusion ratio K,. on the other hand, defined by K,. = D-!Dii' is strongly 

dependent ori the composition ofth~ gas mixture. It is thus desirable to introduce 

a composition independent factor, called the Th~rmal Diffusion Factor (TDF), 

denoted by aT given by 

a= T 

K,. 
x(1-x) 

The flux density f is finally given by 

....................... (1.2) 

. -pD.. . 
f = RTIJ [grad x- aTx (1-x) grad lnT]. ........ (1.3) 

At steady state condit!on 1 = O.Eq (1.3) can then' be integrated to yield 

lnqe where it becomes : 

.................... (1.4) 

The equilibrium separation factor qe is defined by 

Thus the TDF aT depends strongly on the temperature, but slowly on the 

compositions of a gas mixture. The integration of the right hand side of eq 

(1.4) giv~s only an average thermal··diffusion factor ar-at any intermediate 

temperature T. Here, the c~ncentration dependence of the trace component.s 

of any gas mixture is, neglected. 

The ar can also be found out from the slope of the curve of lnqe against · 

ln(T/Tc) by the relation: 
d lhqe 

aT= _d_l_n-(T_h_/T_c_) ' ........................ (1.5) 

[3] 



aT is taken to be p~sitive if the lighter component conc~ntrates in the hotter 

part of the system. 

1.2. The Swing Separator or Trennschaukel 

The Swing ~eparator or trennschaukel consists of a series of two bulbs 

connected by small capillary tubecs as shown in Fig.1.2. The capillaries connect. 

the bottom of stage 1 to the top of stage 2, the bottom of st~ge 2 to the top of 

stage 3 and so.on. A wobbling n1E3rc;ury pump is used to maintan equilibrium 

between the hot part of stage 1 and the cold part ~f stage 2. The pump .p-roduces 

an oscillating motion of the gas mixture i.n the swing separator. Thus the ga~ 
' ' 

composition becomes equal at the bottom and the top-of the adjacent stages 

and over-all_ separation factor Q is given by 

............................. :· ..... (1.6) 

' 
where qe is the equlibrium separation factor of.th~ individual stage and n is the · 

' '. 

number of stages, 

Due to oscillation in· the gas mixture, the volume of the gas will disturb 

·the steady state separation in the individual separation tube. The back diffu~ion 

through the capillaries will thus reduce the oscillating effect ·with respect to 

high or low speed of the pump. The optjmumspeed of the pump can, however, 
·be estimated from the theory developed by Wearden4>. 

Finally, in a swing separator, eq (1.5) becomes: 

' 1 d lnqe 
a =- --....,...--. 

T n dIn (T/T) 
.................. : .................. (1.7) 

The swing separator has been recognised as a valuable instrument specially 

. designed to measure aT of isotopic mixture when the separation is very smal( 

in a two bulb apparatus. Wearden 4> had argued that the simple relation 

Q = q "are not ·sufficient' enough for the S"!'ing separator. Here, the equality df 
. e ' . 

composition at the ends of the capillary connectors are not attained in finite 

pumping time. Although the swing separator is a useful device to yield more 

acc_urate results, it is susceptibl'e to various types of errors in comparison to 

. the simple two bulb apparatus. 

[4] 



1-.3.-Thermal Diffusion Column 

Thermal Diffusio"n Column (TDC) is a unique device t<? con-centrate 

impurities of a gas mixture. The column consists of two cylindrical surfaces of 

which one is _kept at higher temperature T h and the other at lower temperature 

T
0

• Unlike two bulb apparatus and swing separator in a thermal ~iffusion column 

a temperature gradient is' arranged horizontally to cause _convection, as a 

result cumulative effect occurs. To produce separation Jn the, binary mixture, 

by a JDC it is thus subjected to two effects. ·These are : 

a) thermal diffusion in a horizontal direction due to temperature gradient 

between hot wall orwire c;tnd the cold wall of a:TDC and 

b) convective motion of the lighter component of a g?s mixture . 

upward near the hot wall or wire and downward for the heavier 

component near the cold wall·of a TDC. 

From the equation of continuity the differential equation in vector notation 

. for the separation of a gas mixture in a TDC is given by : 

' . 

'fo =- pipii {grad x +a~ (1-x) grad InT.} .fpvx ....... (1.8) 

where 't
0 

is the transport of the desired component through a cross section of 

the column .per unit time, xis the molefraction of the component, D .. is the 
. . I 

diffusion coefficient and pii is the density of the binary gas mixture. Now, 

considering the thermal diffusion column as a square cascade, the column 

equation· is given by: 

8x 82x · 8 · ••--= (K +K )--- -{ Px + Hx(1-x)} 
r--- 8t . c d 8z2 8z 

............. (1.9) 

where~ is t~e mass of the gas tr~nsport~d per unit length of the column, H 'is 

the initial.tra~sport coefficient which determines the enrichment of a component 

of the gas mixture in a TDC, K is the loss of enrichment due to axial counter . c - .. 

current and Kd represents·the axial back diffusion. The product stream is P in · 

the vertical z direction. In the steady state condition 't
0 

is· no longer ·a function 

[5] 
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. of z and is equal to Px , ·where x is the molefraetion of the product. Using 
p p . . -

Cohens equation~> i.e., 

01 Ox _o_=- J.t-. 
0 z Ot 

eq (1.9) after integration becomes:_ . 

1 =Px+Hx(1-x)-(K+K) Ox·. 
0 c_ d Oz ············:·· (1.1 0) 

At total reflux i.e., with zero productio·n rate we have P = 0. The eq (1.1 0) 

. thus yields 
_ . Ox 
't =Hx(1-x)-(K+K) -· 

o · c d Oz 

As the TDC starts to work, the concentration gradient in _a unif9rm gas.rnixture -
. . ' ' ' . 

contained in a column is zero everywhere. This leads to 

(1)1=0 ·=, Hx ( 1-x) 

which represents the initial transport .. At the steady-state-the concentration in 

:the reservoir of the column is time independent and·the net transport becomes 

zero. Thus for a t~ermal diffusion column working at total reflux we have, 

. . 

· · - Ox-
Hx(1-x) = (K + K)-

c ~- Oz 
........ (1.11) 

Introducing· the_ equilibrium separation factor qe and integrating eq (1.11) for a 

TDC of length L one gets · 

. HL 
lnq ·= 

e K + K 
c d 

.. -~ ....... : .......... ( 1: 12) 

xi an~ xi are the molefractions of the lighter and the heavier components 

respectively at the steady state condition. · 

When the temperature difference between the walls of a TDC is small,-_ 

the expressions for the column parameters H, Kc and Kd are given by Jones 

'and Furr}l6>, ·Fleischmann and Jenson 7), Slieker 8>, and others. The co~fficient · 
-

of yiscosity _llii' the co~fficient of thermal conductivity ~i' the diffusion coefficient· 

Dii' thermal diffusion factor ~and the density pii occuring in the formulae for -

H, Kc and Kd are taken at the mean temperature f = (Th + Tc)/2. The convective 

[7] -



velocity v which specify the flow of a component of a gas mixture in the TOG 

-can be obtained from the well known Navier- Stokes equation: For a square 

cascade TO column the equation which describes the vertical flow of a ga~ as 

-- a functi9n of horizontal. x - coordinate is given by 8> · 

v = - -_1 piJg ~ T 2... (2x-d) (x-d). 
12 11·· T d . IJ ' 

.: .............. (1.13) 

With some suitable bound~ry conditions the column parameter~ are finally 

gi_ven by 8>: 

..... ; ...................... (1 ~ 14) 

Here, 8 is the mean circumference of the parallel plates of a TOC at a distance 

. d apart and g is the acceleration due to gravit~. 

From eqs (1.12) an(j (1.14) for a plane parallel plate type thermal diffusion 

column we have 

.................... (1.15) 

1 

where m = ................... (1.16) 

- lli] is in~ependent of pressure p while pii ~nd Oii are proportional to p and p·1 

respectively. aT is pressure independent function and hence ln.qe is only a 
. . 

function' of pressure 'through m, m is proportional to p2 . 

From eq ( 1.15) it is obvious that as pressure p increases lnq increases 
- . e . 

[8] 



and eventually assumes a maximum value for m = 1. Thus on maximization 

eq (1.15) becomes 
I ' . L AT 
lnqmax=2.4daT( T) ........ .' ................. (1.17) .·. 

and the optimum pressure Popt can be obtained as: 

where the transport coefficients are to be evaluated at any reference pressure 

Po· 

In order to develop the theory of a plane parallel type TDC9-10> it is assumed 
' . . ' 

that there is a nont1.,1rbulent convective flow of gas mixture in the column. In a 
. ' . 

thermal diffusion column it depends upon ~he G~ashof- P:randtl number9>. The 

authors are in the habit to express the Grashof- Prandtl number; Gr. Pr, as · 

· the Reynolds number R where 
~ . e 

It follows that 

H = 
2g d3 Pii ,·.AT · 

384n .. 2 { T-· ). e 
'llj ' 

cp 11ij 
Gr. Pr. = ---:"1:---

/\,.ii 

. ' 

38,4 R
8 
••••••••••••• ~ •••• ·(1.18) 

It ha~ been. shown experimentally by Onsager and Watson11> in a TDC that 

the maximum possible value of Re <25.According to Donaldson and Watson12> 

and Jones and Furry6> Re <14 and Re <1 0 respectively. Grew and lbbs13> argued · 

that spacing should be so adjusted that 5<K/Kd<25. Summarizing ali these 

facts for laminar flow in a TDC we have 

'5<Re <10. 

For diffusion of trace components where R = 0. 78 the condition for 
. . e . . . . 

laminar flow becomes · 

2.5 P opt <P <3.6 P opt. 

The other limitations ofthe theory of concentric cylindrical type TDC can 

[9] 



be summarized as follows : 

(a) the concentration and temperature dependence of the transport· 

coefficients like pii .nii. 0&_. !.wiJ and ~are not taken into account, 

(b) for a concentric cylindric_al type TDC the coefficients are measured 

at the mean g?ls temperafure9> f where 

T = T + 0.56 
c ~T and . , . 

(c) the temperature distribution along the x - axis· of the TDC is 

determined by the conduction ·of heat energy alone. 
. . 

For the concentric cylinder type TDC the expre_ssi_ons for t~e .. column 

parameters are given by Jones and Furry6l, Fleischman and Jenson7l, Slieker8> 

and others. Velds et al9> have, however, used .these column parameters for 
. ' . 

column of cold wall radi.us rc =1 0 mm and hot wall radii rh =4mm, 6.7 mfn and 

.8.3 mm respectively with cold waH temperatl:lre T
0
=293K and hot wall 

temperature T h =633K. The calculated values of column parameters H, Kc and 

Kd for concentric c~linder type colum~swere compared with the values for the 

expressions of plane parallel plates9> .. There is .a clear difference between the 

results of cc:>lumn parameters H, Kc and Kd for concentric cylinder type and . 

plane parallel plate type columns. The col.umn parameters using Jo.nes and 
' ' 

Furry6> column shape factors (CSF) were la~ger in magnitude than the parallel 

plate type in 'contrast with those by using either Fleischmann and Jensons7l 

CSF or Slie.ker's CSF. However, for simplicity many of the authors -9-10> had 

·used the plane parallel type column beh?yi,c;>ur~ . · 

. ' 

It is assumed that the approximations for the theo'retical developments ( 
' ' 

of a plane parallel plate type TDC do not give serious de\/iations between the 

theory and expe~iment. Further, the deviations are cal!sed by the imperfectness· 

·of the TDC such as noiwerticallity of the TDC and·non uniformity in the diameter 

of the tu~es. These usually invite remixing. Jones and Furryii·14> had added a· 

term KP proportional to p4 to the denominator of eq (1.12) for this remixin!;J 

. effects. However, different authors have made different approximations in the 

[10] 



formulation for H, Kc and Kd of the concentric cylinder type.TDC. The agreement 

.between the theoretical and experimental results are still not satisfactory. Better 

experimental results of interesting pair of molecules are
1 

therefore, needed 

for the column parameters H, Kc and Kd of~ concentric cylinder type TDC. 
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) . 

Brief Review of the Previous Theo.-etical ~nd 
Experimental We»rks 

; > 

Since 1911 onward a large number of 'f'Orkers had devoted themselves -
' 

to the theoretical and experrmental 'developments on the phenomenon of 
~ - . ' , . ' 

thermal diffusion in a thermal diffusion column. As a result, the literature of the 

subject has now become so vast that a separate monograph is required to' c> 

rev~ew it- properly. Here, an attempt has been made to accumulate some of 

the essential- and important experimental ·and theoretical .works on thermal 

diffusion_ column by different authors in different times. 

The effect of thermal diffusion in liquid was discovered by Dufour1> and 
. . 

Soret2> in the middle of ·the 19th cent.ury. But thermal diffusion in gases was 

th~oretically predicted in 1911 by Enskog3> and Chapman4>. In 1917 Chapman 

and Dootson5> establi$hed the existence of thermal diffusion in 'gases with 
. ' 

H
2
-C0

2 
gas mixture. Interests on thermal diffusion was largely increa~ed when· 

· Clusius and Dickel6> invented thermal diffusion colum~. (TDC) in wh.ich the 
' -

elementary effect of separation could be multiplied in a simpler way. This 

discovery, however, made it possible to .enrich rare isotopes in amount of 

. gram per day in multistage installation of TO columns called c~scade design~d 

by Vasaru et al1l· 

The analysing technique of the two bulb apparatus were much more 

refined during the middle of the twentith century. With a two ~ulb apparatus 

designed by Mason8> it becomes possible to get reliable results of thermal 
• ' ,• I 

diffusion coefficients from the rate of approach to the steady state. In 1955 

Clusius and Huber9> have invented the swing separator in which the elementary 
. -

> effects ,of thermal diffusion can be multiplied with a known factor. However, to 

avoid. errors much care might be taken in such measurements.' 

Thermal diffusion column on the other hand is easy to construct and can 

produce enriched isotopes in.a relatively >short time. With special.techniques 
. . . 

- Clusius10> had produced highly enriched rare stable isotopes ,by TDC. The 

. most striking theoretical work on thermal diffusion columl"! was done by Furry, 

. Jones and Onsager11>, FurfY and Jones12> and Jones and Furry13> in their classic · 

papers. Subsequently the theory was extended by different authors 14-15>. But 
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only a qualitative agreement with the experimental data wa·s observed. 

. Meanwhile using spherically symmetric intermolecular potential, 
' " I 

Chapman and Enskog)6> succeeded very well in, predicting the ·transport 

, prope~ies of the symmetrical molecules. Wang Chang, Uhlenbeck and de 

Boer17l developed the formc:il kinetic theory'in order to inqlude the existence of 

Internal degrees of freedom and inelastic c;:ollisions among molecules .. 

. Monchick, Yun. arid Mason18> extended this· theory to include the binary 

molecular interactions. In spite of its great theoretical significance, these · 

.aclvances failed to put forth the required improvememt. Van de Ree19> made an· 
' . . ,· 

attempt to~··g[ve a reason for such theoretical failure and contributed a more . 

ad,equate calculation of the thermal diffusi?n factor pf the asymmetric • 

molecules. . \ (' 

I 

Grew and lbbs20> had attempted to develop the theory of separation in· a,. · 

TO column. ·Still" the. theory of sepa~ati~~ by the TO co!'umn is understood 

semiquantitatively perhaps due to involvemen't of both the· coqvective and 
' 
diffusion flow.between the column surfaces. Further, discrepancies are caused 

due to deviation of the experimental column from the id~alised one. Moran 

and Watson21>, Corbett a'nd Wat~on22> had however, shown, that many of the 

discrepancies disappeared in a carefully constructed column. 

The characteristics of separation of the gas mixtures .like Ne.:Ar, He-Ar 

etc. in-a thermal diffusion column was investigated by Saxena and Saxena23>, · 
' ' ~ ' 

Raman and Saxena24> had computed the thermal diffusion coll!mn shape factors 

to explain the proper behaviour qf gas mixtures hi a TO column. Rutherford et 
' •· • j ' • ... 

al 25
•
26> had constructed a large number of TOC with various colum!l geometries 

to enrich rare isotopic binary molecular mixtures. Many precautions had been 

taken in~o acco~nt in performing their experiments so. that preliminary 

experimental errors could be removed. Column experiments were performed· 

with· different binary monatomic or poly~tomic gas mixtures like He, Ne, Ar, 

Kr, CO, CH
4

, N·
2

, CH
3
CI etc. The experimental results a~ obtained are of much ·· 

importance to those who are investigating thermal-diffusion column behaviours. . . , ' 

Saviron et a!27l had .tried to .give a simplified formulation .for the· steady 

state maximum separation factor and optimum pressure 'of a TO column. A 
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flow pattern weighted average temperature as a reference temperature is 

introduce~. Starting from the clas~ical FJO theory and introducing the ref~rence. · 
temperature attempts have been made to obtain the formulation in which the 

influence of the nature of the gas appears only through tr~nsport coefficients.· 
' -

A proportionality relationship of the logarithmic of maximum separation factor 

lnqmax with the thermal diffusion factor ar of the mixture is obtained. The 

proportionality constant is supposed to be molecular model independent 

parameter. 

The .influence of thermodynamic par~meter c;>f any binary gas mixture in a . 

TDC, the geometry of TDC on the degree of sepa~ation and. the energy 

consumption of a gas .in a TDC is interestingly investigated by Leyarovski 

et a!28>. T a. explain the gas behaviour under the influence of temperature gradient 

in aTD column an effective transfer unit height (TUH) is introduced. Evaluation 

of the degree a( enrichment of the heavy to the light gas ·molecules of the 

mixtl:lre is made possible only if the initial concentration, the geometry of the 

column, the cold wall .and· the hot wall temperatures ·af· the TO column are 

~known. 

An approximate formulation for the desired column constants are, however, 

derived by Yamamoto et a!29
• The co,nstants are expressed explicitly in terms · 

· of the geometry of the qolumn and phxsical properties of the gases to be . . " 

separated. Attempts are made to estimate the optimum pressure of a gas mixture 

in the TD column. Theoretical predictions as obtained are systematically 

compared with experimental results for binary,· multi component monatomic and 

for isotopically sub~tituted polyatomic gas mixtures .. Moreover, optimum 

pressures were studied for H2-HT, 0 2-HT binary molecular mixture where t~e 

mass difference between the components are practically nil. It is found that 

even for mixture of unlike gases or systems of low atomic weights the predicted 

optimum pressure are in good agreement with the experimental data. 
' ' 

The ·theory actually advanced by Furry-Jories and Onsager11> was later 

on developed .by different ~uthors in different times. The theories are, however, . 

useful for roughly predicting the column behaviour The analysis is not so simple . 

and it requires numerical calcu,lations with computer. 

' [14] 
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Under such context, Acharyya et al30> and Datta et al31> introduced a column 

calibration factor Fs so that the t~ermal diffusion column behaviour .can be 

understood in a simpler way. Thermal diffusion factors aT of different isotopic, 

nonisotopic and monatomic molecules were evaluated by the CCF method 

and compared with experimental aT by the existing methods. Role of the CCF 

in determining the temperature or composition dependence· of aT are carefully 

examined by Acharyya et al30> and Datta et aP1>. The reliable aT's for He - HT, 

He-HD, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe isotopic mixtures and other like or unlike molecules are 

obtained, The application of the CCF in thermal diffusion column and its wide 

significance inspired the preserit author32> to derive the functional relationship· 

of Fs with the geometry of the TD qolu.mn from the Navier-Stokes hydrodynamical 

equation. 
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CHAPTER 3· 

Scope-. and Objectl.ve .:of the 
. ' 

Present Work 



Scope ;and Objective of tbe-~~esent Work 
.. ~ -

Earlier elementary theory of thermal diffusion column was first put forward by ·-

Furth. The theories developed so far are either complicate·d or have missed 

one or more essential physical points. Further, the development of the classical 

thermal diffusion column th~ory is based on the rig~rous m.athematical concept 

of hydrodynamics mixed ~ith a n~t transfer of componen~s of a gas mixture 

up. and down the column under the temperature gradient. As a re~ults, the 

column constants are evaluated analytically. The analysis needs calculations 
. -

with high speedy computer. Still it is found that there:is a wide disagreement 

-between th~ theoretical formulations of the ·column parameters with their 

experimenta_l results . 

.-3.1. General theQry 

An ideal column with two concentric cylinders is shown in Fig 1.3. The 
- -

cold an~ hot walls of radii rc and. rhare ~ept at temperatures Tcand Th 

respectively. The hydrodynamical eq~atio_n in cylindrical coordinates for a ~iven 

gas mixture confined in the column is 

1 a ( dv)- dp 
- T"" 11r-d - dz - pg. - r ur r 

............... (3.1) 

where v is the convective velocity parallel to z axis of Me column. Now the . . 
rate of heat flow per unit area per unit length of the TD coluf/lflis given by 21tQ 

where 21tQ = 21trA. ( ~ ~T ) . ur 

Thus we have . 

~r =- ~ . ~T , ..................... (3.2) 

establishing the fact that the operator ~r isr~pl_~ced by. the operator -~T . 

. Th£? equation forth~ transport of the lighter component (J
1

) along t_he -- -

tube of the column is· 

. . - . . 

where C1 is the mass fractions and v1 is the velocity of the lighter component·_ 
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along the z axis of a TDC. Here,v1 is not a function of z . .For the steady state 

condition· ~~. =o, thus eq (3.3) beco'mes.. . . . . - . 

........ (3.4) 

· For simplicity the 'term which gives rise to- the longitudinal diffu~ion is 

. omitted here. This will be taken ·into account later on. 

lntrbdu.cing a new function G(z, T) which is· defined by:· 

Be · r '~Q3 . 
- 1 G(zT)= "" J 3z ' · [ D ] 1r p 12 

where J1r is the radial flux of the lighter component per unit, area per unit time, 

eq. (3.4) becomes 
l 

1 . 3 . [ 3012 -] . 
v1= J..,r2Q2p-. ST -/..,- G (z,T) ·. . ............... (3.5) 

Neglecting the term :;~z which is supposed to be· very small, the 

hydrodynamical equation_ in terms of v1 becomes 
. ·• 

_§__ (__!_:.) ...§_ (11/)_§_ ( 1 )_§_ [. pD12G (T)] =- 3p 
3T r2A BT. //.., 3T Ar2p 3T /.., - _g .3T' ... .'.(3·6) . 

with the boundary conditions : 

G(T ) = G{T ) = G'(T ) = G'{T ) = 0 
C h , C. h ......... : ........... -..... (3.7) 

' To find out the total upward transport of the lighter component let us suppose . · 

Using G(TJ=·G(Th) = 0, total upward transport becomes 

~,= ~~ ~ T, ~~~ ( P~,. ) G (T) dT. 

c 

.......... : .. : .... (3.8) 
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The net transport of the lighter component finally becomes: 

. H K dc1 
't= cc+ --. 

1 1 2 c dz , ................. (3.9) 

Taking ir~to account bf the longftudinal diffusion effect the ex~ct transport 

equation is 

. de 
't = H c c - (K + K ) - 1 

1 1 2 , c d dz ................. (3.1 0)'' 

The initial transport co'efficient H, convectiv~ remixing coefficient Kc and the 

diffusive remixing .coefficient Kd are respectively given by : 

PD . a 
(-T) TT G(T) dT, 

and 

21t 1Th 
K = - r2/vpD · dT 

d Q T . 12 
c 

If the steady state situation is acheived in a TDC the net transport 't
1 

of 

· the lighter component of a gas mixture up the column is zero. Eq. (3.1 0) thus 

becomes: 

.......................... (3.11) 

is called the equilibrium separation factor of the lighter and the heavier. 

components of a gas mixture in a TDC of geometrical length L. 

The column the_ory developed by Furry, Jones and Onsager1> was further 

extended both theoretically and experimentally by Mason,Munn and Smith2l .. 

[19] 



Since then most of the current experimental works are directe.d to estimate 

the experimental aT of isoto~jc, isobaric and non-isotopic binary gas mixture 

as a function of temperature or composition. The experimental results thus 

obtained are compared with the theoretical aT by both the elastic or inelastic. 

collision. theories of thermal diffusion deriv-ed by Chapman-Cowling3> and 

Monchick-Munn and Mason4> rel:;pectively .. Unfortunately, the experimental· 

results obtained so far could hardly pe explained by the existing theories3
•
4> 

3.2. Column Calibration Fa-ctor . · 

Under such context, Ach~ryya et al5>, Datta.et al6> ~nd other workers7-8> 

have introduced a scaling-factor F s called Column Calibration Factor (CCF) to 

determine aT of any binary gas ~ixture in a thermal diffusion column (TDC) . 

. The role of the CCF'was extensively studied and the CCF is now regarded as 

the best experimental ~arameter tO determine aT Of any b;in,ary gaS mixture. 

In absence of reliable theoretical possibility to estimate the ac~ual 

experimental aT through the us~ of rigorous column theory Acharyya et al5) 

used this F s to get temperature as weiJ as composition dependence, of aT of 

any binary gas mixture. The exp~rimental. ar obtained by the CCF method · · 

- from the· available data are found to be of the same order of magnitudes 

maintaning almost the same trendwith respect to temperature or composition. 

Thus it become necessary to derive the functional relationship of.F s with the 

geometry .of the TD column. 

In order to modify the_ existing column theory of Furry, Jones and 

Onsager1> and to get the reliable aT of a binary gas mixture, the CCF which is · 

a apparatus constant is introduced. It is defined as5•6>.· 

................. (3: 12) 

The eq (3.12) was widely used by A. K. Datta to establi~h the role ofF sin 

his Ph. D dissertation6>. F s is really a useful parameter in thermal diffusion .· 

column experiments to estimate the actual experimental aT of any binary gas 

mixture. 

From eq (3.12) it is clear that the logarithmic of the maximum separation 
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factor lnq . is related with F which solely depends on the column geometry 
'· max s . . . . • . . 

and the mean gas temperature of the TD column. Further, it is free from binary 

molecular interaction mod13l and is purely an apparatus constant. The 

temperature dependence of Fs for a large number of columns of different column 

geometries were extensively studied by a large number of workers5:6 from the 

available· experimental data. 

As the transport co~fficients H, Kc and Kd are proportional to p2• p4 and p0 

respectively, p being the pressure in atmosphere, eq (3.11} can be written as: 

.............. (3.13) 

where .a = (HL/Kc) p2 abd b =(KiKJ p4
. As there exists asymmetry in the 

column geometry, Jones and Furrry9> simply added·a term K called the remixing 
. ' p ' 

coefficient proportional to p4 to~the denominator of eq (3.11 ). The eq(3.13) 

takes the form : 

........ (3.14). 

where a' and b' are related With a and b as 

a = a' (1 +K /K ) and b = b' (1 +K /K ). . p c p c 

Thus a' ahd b' are the parameters governing the nature of variation of 

~xperimental lnqe against pressure p at any mean gas 'temperature or 

composition of the binary or ternary gas mixture: It is also evident. from eq · 

. (3.14) that as the pressure p increases lnq~ increases ~nd ev~ntl)ally reaches 
' . I~ 0 

'a maximum value of lnq at p = (b) 4 for which~ (lnq ) = 0. Thus · -
e , up e 

a' lnq · = -= 
max 2/Fl • ....... : ............... (3.15) 

a' and b' of eq (3.14) can, however, be calculated by solving the following 

equation_s satisfying the experimental data of lnqe against p in atmosphere: 

L p4 lnqe = a' Lp2 
- b'Linqe 

L p6 lnqe = a' Lp4
- b'Lp2lnqe 

,' 

Using known and reliable ar of any ~alibrating gas mixture and their 
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· lnq in a TDC, F of that column can be obtained from eq (3.12). The obtained max s 

F are always found to satisfy an empirical formula of the type : 
s . 

......... : .............. (3.16) 

where A, 8 and C are three coefficients depending on the geometry of the 

column. The relations of F with T for a large number of columns were s . 

extensively studied by Acharyya et al5> and Datta et al6> and following equations· 

were arrived at : 

(i)· r = 1.37 em· 
- C I rh= 0.6 em; L = 149 em 

F = 68.9480-0.3175 T + 3.71'38 x 10- 4 T2 s 

(ii) r = 2.15 em; c rh = O.Scm; L=120 em. 

F =. -66.5220 + 0.3502 T- 4.1879 X 1 o-4 T2 s . 

(iii) rc= 0.943 em; rh = 0.319 em; ·L=154.4 em .. 

- -

F s = 91.153- 0.3156 T + 3.3446 x 1 0-4 T2 

(iv) rc= 0.9525 em; rh = 0.0795 em; L = 487.7cm. 

Fs = 67.194- 8.5052 X 1 o-2 f + 1.0993 X 1 0·4T2 

\ 

· (v) rc = 0.943 em; rh = 0.08 em; t = 152 em. 

F = -56.7230 + 0.2462 T - 0. 7 497 x 10-4 T2 
" s 

- . 
From the above equations ofF s against Tit is obvious that F 

5
's of different 

columns are the same except their coefficients· A, 8 and C ofeq (3.16) are of 

varying n;1agnitudes and signs. This is proba~ly 'due to different values of r/rc 

with varying geometrical length of the TO column. Te,mperature dependenc~ 

ofF s for different TO columns5
-
6> are, however, illustrated in Figs 3.1 and 3.2. 

Thus keeping in mind that F splays a vital role in thermal diffusion£ column 

experiment, a rigorous study of experimentallnqmax of dif(erent interesting pair 

of molecules with reliable a.T are needed to arrive at the temperature 

dependence of F s for a TO column. A lar~e number of experimental values of 
'' . 

F s so far obtained in TO columns of different geometries may be used to arrive 
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at a unique expression ofF sin t~rms of rc. rh. LandT. This study also observes 

how far F s is a sil)lple and useful parameter to determine the existence of 
' . 

. elastic or ·inelastic collision effects10> among molecules in thermal diffusion. 

The column thus calibrated by using reliable aT and lnqmaxare now used 

simply to determine aT of other binary molecules from their available lnqmax's 

in the same column. Obtained aT's are necessarily compared with other aT's 

by the existing methods using column shape factors (CSF) of Lennard- Jones 

binary molecular interaction m.odel, Maxwell's model and Slieker's molecular 

model independent methods. The aT's obtained from the CCF method are 

compared with the theoretical aT's due to elastic or inelastic collision theory 

according to their needs. The comparisons are ·well displayed graphically in . 

Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 for some systems under investigations6>. It is clear that the 

aT's by t~e CCF method are in dose agreement with the theoretical a/s. 

Although, the aT's based on the Maxwell's molecular model are continuou~ 
. . 

with respect to T, still in most of the cases they are found to be one order of 

magnitude less than those by the other methods. As the cold wall temperature 

held fixed Lennard·- Jones binary mol.ecular interaction model is inapplicable 

in most of the cases. The molecular model independent Slieker shape factors 

(CSF) were also used5•6> to get aT's. These aT's can hardly explain the 

theoretical values. On the other hand, the experimental ~·s by the CCF method 

maintain the same trends and magnitudes with respect to their theoretical 

values. ~he experimental aT's as obtained from the CCF method for He-T2. 

He-HT and He-HD molecules when compared with the theoretical ones 

revealed the fact that Fs plays an important role to yield the actual aT's with 

respect to T for the molecules under investigation. 

Elastic collision effect is usually expected on a symmetric diatomic 

molecules like T
2 

where the angle dependent part of molecular potential is 

trivial in comparison to eccentrically loaded .. sphere molecules like HT and 

DT. Interestingly the magnitudes ar;1d.their ~rends of aT's with respect toT as 

obtained from the CCF method for He-T
2 

mixture are in accordance with the 

theoretical aT's due to elastic collision effect. This study, however, observes 

inelastic collision effect in He-HT and He-DT molecules. 
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Attention to the transport coefficients, H, Kc and Kd. through rigorous 

formulation of lhe column theo'ry is, therefore, shifteq to a simple F s whic;:h is 

suppose? to be free from pi nary molecular interaction model. R.a_ther F s depends 

entirely on the geometry of the column. Consequently it becomes necessary 

to explore the functional relationship of Fs with r~, rh, L ahd Tofthe TO column; 

3.3. Molecular Force Parameters 

Ttie intermolecul_ar force potentials for different moiecules had 'alreaqy 

been detarmined by a large number of workers11> where v~rious equilibrium 

and nonequilibrium properties of gases and gas mixture have been used. The 

properties of the gas mixture rather depends on the interaction potentials . 

. between the like or unlike molecules which tends to musk the dependence of 
- 'l_ 

this property on the unlike potential parameters. Musking effect was much . 

greater in case of viscosity, thermal conductivity and virial coefficient while in ' 

thermal diffusion it is much reduced. The available experimental aT data of 

the· gas mixture may thus be used to determine the force parameters of the 

interacting molecules undergoing thermal diffusion. 

' 
. Using the method of graphical translation Mason·and Rice_12>, Srivastava 

and Madan13> had estimated the mol.ecular force parameters.' The method was 
- ' 

further refined by Saxena and Srivastava14> on the basis_ of molecular exp-6 

·model. 

The theoretical expression of aT for a binary gas mixture due to Chapman 

and Cowling3> is: , 

················· (3.17) 

* Sjl Si, xi' xi' and Cii are explicitly explained elsewhere5).The principal contribution 

to the temperature dependence of aT com_es from the factor (6Cit -5) of eq 

(3. 17). The other terms of eq (3.17), say 'g', depends strongly on the 

composition of the gas mixture and very weekly on ·its temperature, Thus 

aSSUming the . temperature dependence Of (XT comes from. the factor 

· (6 Cii*-5) alone, one can obtain the potential parameters of the molecules. It i~ 
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obvious from eq (3.17) that 

log aT = log (6Ct - 5) + log g 

Further since T* = T/(e/k) one may have 

log T* = log T -log (e/k) . 

................... (3.18) 

...................... (3.19) 

In order to have suitable tranl:ilation along the x and y axes (6C*ii- 5) 

against T and logarithmic of reliable experimental valu~s of aT against log Tare 
. ' . . 

plotted on the same graph paper. Experimental curve can thus be made to · 
. . . 

coincide with the theoretical curve and .the tra-nslation gives e/k and 'g'. By 

takil}g into account the small variation of 'r;f with temperature evaluatio_n of e/k 

can·, further, be refined using the values of e../k and 'g' obtained earlier. 
- ~ . 

Using the translational method Srivastava and Srivastava15> had 

determined the p~tential parameter of the unlike interaction b~tween the pair of 

molecules like Ne-Ar, Ne-Kr and Ar-N
2

. The method ~f translation ·actually given 

by Mason and Rice12>· was emplqyed to d~termine e/k by Jhe method of_ 

successiv~ approximqtions. Using expressions for binary viscosity molecular 

diameter cr .. 's were determined. The unlike force parameters (e../k)'s and cr .. 's 
IJ IJ IJ 

were then utilised by Srivastava and Srivastava15> to calculate the temperature 

dependence of aT's of the binary molecules. Although the obtained results were 

not always close to the. experimen_tal data, the potential parameters obtained 

by them:are close to the literature values15>. This lead to interesting factthat the 

temperature dependence of aT has become an important tool to investigate th~ 

potential parameters of the like or unlike molecules. 

On the other han~. the graphical translation proeedure is complicat~d 

and lengthy. In the cpurse of evaluation of ei/k the p~ocedure:) often invites 

personal judgement. A simple mathematical relationship has, therefore, been -

. developed to yield the force parameter of molecule from thermal diffusion._ 

· ~._The principal contribution to the temperature dependence of ~T comes 

from the f~ctor (6C*ii- 5) while the other term 'g' is a comp9sition dependence 

factor, depends very weekly on temperature. Thus 'g' can be- assumed fairly· 

con~tant for a short rang_e of temperature and for fixed composition .. Paul 

[27] 



et al1°> had shown that 

............. · ............. ;. (3.20) 

where A and 8 are two arbitrary constants. Similarly, it is easy to assume that 

C* .. is a function of i* like 
IJ 

C* .. = C + D /T* 
IJ 

........................... (3.21)_ 

where.~ and Dare two oew constants and f* = T/(eo'k). Substituting C*ii in eq 

(3.18) one may have 

(aT)ther = (6C-5)g + 6Dg/ T*. ..._ ..................... (3.22) . 

' 
·Using the fact that ( aT)ther = ( aT)expt we can have from eq (3.20) and eq (3.22) · 

that 

g =A /(6C-5) ........................ (3.23) 

Experimental ~ at any· two temperatures. can give the constants A and 8 of 
. J - -

eq (3.20). To evaluate C and D of eq (3~21) any two arbitrary T* is chosen. 

Corresponding C* .. for ( 12-6) L-J potentia!17)1 is u'sed to determine the constants 
IJ - . 

C and D. Finally C*ii can be expressed in term of A and C of eqs ( 3·.20) and . 

(3.21) respectively as : 
. I 

* (a) C .. = j_ { T expt (6C-5)+5} ......................... (3.24) 
IJ 6 A . 

C*ii thus fixes T* and the molecular force parameter (e/k) can be obtained 

from the relation : 

' . 

(e/k) =TIT* ........................ (3.25) 

Taking ihto account the small variation of 'g' with temperature the entire 
\ . . ' 

procedure-as. explained above rep!3ated again to yi~lq more ctxrect (e/k). 

The mathematical procedure as ment_ioned above was· employed in this 

thesis to determine e/k and crii of the binary molecules like, Ne20-Ne~2 , Ar36-
Ar40 Krso_Krss Xe1zs_Xe13s CQ2B-CQ29 CH 16-CH 11 and N 2s_N 29 from the 

I I . I . . I 4 4 , 2 2 ' . 

temperature dependence of the experimental,· aT by the CCF method of the 

aforesaid molecules. The excellent agreement of the estimated e../k with the 
. . . • IJ 

· l_iterature values at once est~blishes the _fact that the method of pr~dicting aT·. 

by the CCF method is a reliable one. 
[28] 
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Estimation of Theoretical and . 
Experimental Thermal Diffusion Factor ,, 

4.1 Introduction 

Theoretical aT-of any binary gas mixture is derived from the Chapman

Enskog1> gas kinetic theor:y. The theory is based on the elastic collisions among 

the molecules associated with the distribution function. The distribution fun·ction 

gives th~ number of molecules with position coordinates and translational . 

velocities in a particular range at a given time. The theory is, therefore, suitable 

for a gas mixture of monatomic molecules colliding each ,other elastically. 

For polyatomic molecules such a distribution function is inadequate 

because it requires a knowledge of the number of molecules in a particular 

internal ~tate. The classical theory for such molecules has been ·given by 

Taxman2>. A semiclassical theory has further been developed by Wang-Chang, 
/ . 

Uhlenbeck and de Boer3>. Based on such theories Monchick et al4> derived the 

theoretical ~Tfor molecules with inelastic collisions among them. 

4.2. Theoretical aT Due to Elastic Collisions Among 
Molecules 

aT due to Chapman-Enskog1> gas kinetic theory is derived as the solution 

of art infinite set of coupled algebraic equations whose coefficients are functions 

of molefr.actions, molecular masses and collision integrals. For convenience, 

in numerical calculations it is customary to select some molecular diameter a 
and define the dimensionless collision integrals as : 

n(/5)*- 4 [1 1+(-1)' ]-1( ~ )~ (I) 
.:..:. . - cr2(s+1)! - 2(1 +/) 2nkT Q (s) . .. ....... (4.1) 

The _reduced co.llision integrals are so defined ·as to be unity for rigid elasti~ 

. spheres. of molecular diameter a . The solution of the infinite set of equations 

can formally b_e written as the ratio of two infinite ~eterminants. In Chapman

Cowling1> procedure this is replaced by the ratio of two finite determinants. 

(30] 



The coefficients aii i.n these determinants can be expressed in terms of the 

·collision integrals. But explicit expressions are available only to the t~ira order. 

of approximation. 

Another successive approximation procedure has been derived by 

Kihara5> and extended by Mason6>. Although Kihara's approximation for the 

transport coefficients are usually sjmpler than the Chapman·-cowling1> 

expression, they may not be more accurate depending on the sp~cific system . 

under consideration: Following Chapman-Enskog1> procedure the expression 
- . •, 

for ~of a binary gas mixture can be giveri by : 

* 

ex = T 

s.<1> x. - s.<1> x. 
I I J J ( * · ) 
·X + y 6C r-5 

}.. i,. . . J 
..... : ................ (4.2) 

where Cii is the ratio of the collision integral and it st~ongly depends on the . 

. temperature of the gas mixture. A,u is the coefficient of thermal conductivity, xi· 

. and xi are respectively the molefractidns of the lighter (i) and heavier (j) 

components of the mixture. si<1> is give'n by : 

'M.+M. 'A .. ) 15 
8.(1): I J ( IJ '--

1 2M.. 'Ai 1- 4A* .. 
J IJ 

............. (4.3) 

* where A~. is the collision integral which depends upori eu'k of the binary mixture. 

Mi and Mi are the masses of the lighter and the. heavier components of th~ 

molecules of thermal conductivities ('Ai)1 and ('Ai)1 respectively. The usual values 

of thermal conductivities are computed by the relation : 

"'":""'"; .............. (4.4) 

[ T (Mi+Mi) /2 MiMl12 

instead of ['Aii ]1 ·= 1989.1 x 1 0"7 
cr2Q .. <2,2>* (T* .. ) 

· IJ , IJ 

. X}. and YA of eq (4.2) are calcul~ted using the ~elations: 

....................... (4.5) 
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and 

where 

and 

............... (4.6) . 

4 1 (M- M )2 

U<1>=- A* .. --(..!£ s* .. +1)~+-1- i - i 
15 IJ 12 5 IJ M ' 2 M.M. 

. j I J_ 

I ""'''''''' (4.7) 

4 * . 1 12 * M. 1 (M.- M.)2 

U<2>=-A .. --(-8.:+1)-1 +- J I . (48) . 15 IJ 12 5 IJ M. 2 M:M. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 

/ 

- 4 • (M. + M-)2 
U(Y)- -A I I 

-15 ii 4 M.M. 
I J 

" (A.\)1 

(A.i)1, (A.j)1 

,_ 5 ( ~ s· .. - 5 )' (Mi -. Ml 
32A* 5 IJ M. M. 

ij I J 

I -- I J 

_:!_(' 12-8 ... +1) 
12 5 IJ 

............... -......... (4.9) 

* ' . 
Bij ,-is another collision integral. For different binary molecular mixtures aTs' 

can be evaluated using eqs (4.2) to (4.9). The present investigation includes 

binary gas mixtures like 'cH4
16 - CH4

17, N/8-N2
29 and C028-C029, hydrogenic · 

. . . ~ 

gases in trace concentration in Helium (He4) arid inert gas_ molecules .. The 

purpose is to compare the theoretical aT with the .experimental aT obtained by 

the CCF method and to examine whether elastic or inelastic collisions occur 

among the_ experimental molecules. Here, it is to b~ noted that thermal diffusion 

is a seccmd order effect in the sens~ that its existence de_pends on the nature 

of molecular collisions, whereas the other transport properties like viscosity, 

~heat conductivity and ordinary diffusion arise ·due to occurrence of collisions 

and secondarily on their nature. 

4.3. Theoretical <Xr Due to lnel~s~ic Collisiot:~s ·Among 
Molecules 

The most satisfactory theory of aT based on inelastic collisions among 

··the mol_ecules was given by Monchick, Munn and Mason1l. It is as fqllows: 

...................... (4.1 0) 
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where xi and Mi are the molefraction arid molecular mass of the component 

i, j.lii is the reduced mass of the molecules and n is the number density of 

the mixture. For the polyatomic gas molecules the standard ratio of the 

collision integral C* .. is given by8> · 
' . IJ •. 

(6 C* .. - 5) = 2<(f- s;z)(f-d Cosx)>ii 
- IJ . <(f- Y'l cos x)>ij 

where the angle bracket notation < ........................... > .. is the standard 
. ~ . 

. notation for a collision integral. Primed and unprimed quantities are used 

after and before collisions of the colliding mole,cules and-xis a dynamic 

variable for the scattering angle. 

Assuming the entrance and the exit channels are not the same except 

for ~n angle independent factor equal to the probability of a change in the · 

- internal energy state, Monchick, Sandlar and Mason9> removed certafn 

approximations of the previous work8>. Under this a_ssumption the partial 

therma·l Qond,uctivity Aii becomes the steady state translational thermal 

conductivity A,_ a 
1 

of species i in the mixture. Using th·e relations of A,. a, . 
- 1 rans . · . 1 rans 

_and \ai~t and retaini~g the spin· isotropic. approximations it is found that 

+ 
1 

[ 
(6C .. - 5)/v .. , (6<5 .. ..:. 5)/v .. , ] . . IJ . . J In • IJ lin . 

5nk (Dii)
1 

xi , · - - xi . · 

~ ' 

The collision integral ratio Cris.not symmetric with r:espect to interchanges 
' J • 

of the indices i and j and is very sensitive ·to inelastic collisions among 

molecules .. A.i tttrans and A.j atrans are also influenced by inelastic collisions 

and they are expressed as10>: 
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0 . 
t..a. = ~[(2 c + ~c ) -

.i trans M · 2 v trans 1l in! 

Partial. internal thermal conductivity is given as below11> 

t..a. = 
•· i trans ' 

It is observed by many workers12·13>that this theory is successful in predicting 

.both temperature and composition dependence of aT in such system where 

· one of the components of the binary mixtures is eccentrically loaded sphere 

molecule. 'In other cases. the theory fails to explain the· experimental-results . 
. ' 

However, Chattopadhyay and Acharyya14> extended this part bf the theory with 

the nonspherical part of the potential in the following way : 

where 

and 

~. 5 w.<1>-w.<2> 
(6 cji- 5) = 2 ( Jw.<1> J ) 

J 

€· 
W.<1l = 2 E:-'h sin-1 ( J )'h 

J - J . 1+€. 
I j 

2 

Ei is the molecular eccentricity given by 
m ~.2 . 

E = .J 
' j 21. I 

. J-

"'":""""'"' (4. 11) 

, ..................... (4.12) 

................. : .. (4.13) 

the subscript j refers to the eccentrically loaded sphere molecule, ~·is the distance 
.. I 

betyveen the centre.of mass. of the molecule from its centre of symmetry and Ii 

is the moment of inertia about the centre of mass of the molecule. 

However, the rotati?nal translational collision number Zrot is appro~imately 

inversely proportional to (6C .. -- 5). Thus from eqs (4.11) to' (4.13) we have· 
lj I 
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Sin = --~ 
(K+I) [5-2 (Cii-5)] (K+I)v. 

Since ~t ? ,then K=Ii /C. This K can be found ~ut from the method of 

successive approximation. The distance ~i is·calculated from the knowledge 

of structl!re and bond lengths of' different types. of molecules of varying 

· sizes and shapes. 
l 

Moments of inertia of different molecules from inelastic theory of. 

thermal diffusion t"Jas been shown elsewhere11 >. On comparison with 

experimental values of moment of inertia it reveals that for molecules like· 

HT, DT, HD, ·CH3CI; NH3 etc, there is a good agreement While in case of 

other molecules like NO, CO, HCI, HBr, N20, H20 etc wi~e disagreement 

occurs. It is thus obvious that experimental ar for molecules like HT, DT, 

HD, CH3CI etc as one of the components in a binC:lrY mixtu·re will give 

reasonable good agreement with' theoretical aT due to inelastic collision. 

In case of No,· CO molecu·les with very small eccentricity and N
2
0 

whose eccentricity is comparable to that of HT there is wide disagreement 

between theoretical and experimental.aT's. Also disagreement are there 

.for other molecules whose eccentricities are larger. Thus the eccentricity 
,, . 

parameter does not appear to ,be an important factor in determining the 

validity of this theory. Any rationalisation of the disagreement or any 

inference regarding the·types of molecules for which the the~ry is valid 

can not be made at present14>. 

. ~owever, the composition dependence of aT due to elastic coUision 

theory of He4 - Ar4°, Ne20-Xe132 and Ne20-Ne22 binary molecular mixtures 

have been determined theoretically and discussed in chapter 5 _of the thests. 

Theoretical aT due to elastic collision theory for different experimental 
' . 

molecules are presented in different tables as well as in different graphical 
,_ 

plots of aT against T curves in the thesis chapterwise. aT foF He'-1-!T, 

He-HD He-T CH 16-CH 17 N 28-N 29 and C028-C029 molecules based on 
I . 2' 4 4 I 2 2 

elastic collision theory fails to explain experimental aT's. Consequently, <Xr 
' 

based on inelastic collision theory for these molecules are worked out and 
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compared With the,ir respective experimental a,.. It reveals that inelastic collision 

plays an important role in case of binary mol~cular mixture~ like He-HT, He-:-

HD and He-T2 molecules. 

4.4. E:XIJerimental Cl.r by the Existing and the Present 
Method · · · 

For an ideal column of length. L with a gas mixture at any mean temperature 

T the separatipn factor .qe is given by the relation11> 

HL . 
lnq \:::---

e K + K 
c d 

. where H, Kc and .Kd are proportional to p2
, p4 and p0 respectively; p being the .. 

pressure in atmosphere of the gas mixture. -It is obvious that as pressure p 

increases lnqe increases and eventually becomes maximum at Kc = Kd for 

which the maximum sep~ration factor qmax is given by the relation : 

HL 
lnq = max 

a' . 
lnq '= --max 

. .' ... : ................. (4.14) 

··········;··'·········~·- (4.15) 

where a' and b' are the parameters governing the nature of experimental lnqe 

against pressure p at any constant temperature or composition. Experimental. 
. i ~ . 

lnqmax in terms of a' ~nd b' can thus be obtained from eq (4.15). 

'Fyrther, the expressions for the column coefficients~· Kc and Kd are as 

the followings11> : -

(i) Maxwellian case (n =' 1, a;T is assumed to be temperature independent)-

. 21t - 1 
H =61 (a;rp2g/11)12(rc+rh) (rc- rh)3 (2u)2h', 
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and 

(ii) Slieker's case (lnt~raction model independent): · 
. , . . ~T 
H = [S.F]1 rc

4 ({Yga/11)1-Ef )2 

. Kc = [S.Fj3 rcs.(p3g2 /1l~D}1 ( ~T )2 and 

Kc~ = 1t (1-a2
) rc2 (pD)1• 

(iii) Lennard- Jones case (Interaction model dependent) 

H::: 21t (a p2g /n) r 2·h . 61 T 'I 1 c I 

· ·K =. 21t (p3g2/n2D} r 8 k and c 9! 'I 1 c c 

. Kd.= 21t (pl?)1 rc2 kd. 

Here { h', k
0
', kd' }, .~[S.F] 1 ;1t(1-a2), [S.F.]3 } and { h, k~ and kd} are the 

dimensionless Maxwell, Slieker and Lennard-Janes shape factor (CSF) 

respectively, u = ~i and a= rh·/r
0

• Evaluation of experimentai aT by the existing 
methods thus involved with column shape factors. The Lennard-Janes case. is,. 
however, ,inapplicable where the cold wall temperature T

0 
is held fixed. The mass 

. densityp, the coefficient of viscosity 11 and the diffusion coefficient D may be fou~~ 

out from the experimental results or theoretical formulations reported 

elsewhere15>.- Now, using the expressions for H, Kc and Kd the experimental ar 

·by the existing method can be obtinedfrom eq (4.14). The aT's thus obtained 

are: 

(M II d I) -- 2 .. 39 rc-rh T J k'ck'h . lnq aT .. axwe m0 e A max 
· L L.lT h' 

...... (4.16) 

( 
rc T J kc kh 

~ Lennard Jones case)= 2.39 --- lnqmax ..... (4.17)" 
L ~T h 

r f .Jt(1-a2)[S.F.]3 · a.T (Siieker model)·= 2.00 - 0 
-- • lnq ..... (4.18) 

L ~T [S.F]1 max 

[37] 



Actually, the column shape ·factors depends on ttie geometry of the column. 

Experimental value of lnqmax is obtained from eq ( 4.15). Thus the aT by the 

existing methods are worked out from eqs ( 4.16) to ( 4.18). 

The determination of a,. by the present CCF method deals with the column 

calibration factor Fs of the column. The temperature or composition variation 

of aT is simply found out from the relation. : 

............... (4.19) 

where F s depends on the geometry of the thermal diffusion column and can 

. be obtained by the calibration method. Determination of aT by the CCF method 

is well discussed in different chapters of this thesis. 

We are now in a position to compare the aT's by the CCF method with 

those by the existing methods as well as with the theoretical ~· The comparison 

is well displayed in different tables and also in diffe'rent graphs of aT against 

composition or temperature in chapters 5 to 10 of the thesis. Further, estimation 

of molecular force parameters of the experimental molecules from aT by the 

CCF method have been made in chapters 7 to 9 of the thesis. This is to 

ensure the reliability of the composition or temperature dependence of aT by 

the present CCF method. 
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Colu~n .Calibration Factor to Study t.._e Composition 
. Dependence of the Thermal Diffusion Factors of Inert 
Gas.Mixtures 

5.1. Introduction 

Nowadays the study of thermal diffusion is mostly directed to measuring the 

equilibrium separation factor qe defined by . 

. ........ :··· (5.1) 

for isotopic and non isotopic binar)t gas mixtures of different compositions at a 

fixed temperature, or for a binary gas mixture of fixed composition at different 

temperatures, in a th!3rmal diffusion (TD) column first introduced by Clusius 

and Dicke!1>. Here Ci and Ci are the niass fractions of the lighter_ and heavier 

components of a gas mixtur13_ respectively, and the subscripts 'top' and 'bottom' 

denote the values at the top ·and bottom of a TD column,. The experimental 

values of q . are measured usually at different pressures below and around 
. e . . . . ' . 

· one atmosphere with. the help of a preci~ion type _mass spectrometer and 

hence the TD factor a.rof a binary gas mi~ture as a function of the composition 

or the temperature is estimated. by u~ing various molecular models such as 

those of Maxwell and Lennard-Jones2> and sometimes by using Slieker's model

independent method3>, whi~h is, however, a crude one. In an attempt to get 

the actual a.r, we, 4
-
6

>. however, introduced a factor F,. called the. column 

calibration factor of a TD column, by tne relation 

.................. (5.2) . 

where qmax is the maximum value of qe measured experimentally in a TD column, · .. 

rcare r ~are the cold wall and hot wall radii of the col~mn of ,geometrical length 

LandT is the mean temperature in K of,the gas mixture in the column, defined 
- ' ' 

by T = (Th + TJ/2, Th and Tc being the temperatures of the hot and Qold wall~ 

of the c_olumn, respectively. The column calibration factor F,. which. is purely 

an apparatus quantity, is supposed to be independent of a molecular interaction 
' ' ' . 

model and depends only on the geometry of the column at any _mean 
' ' 

temperature T. 
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The column calibration factor F s of a column with L = 149 em, rc = 1.37. -

em a!J~ rh = 0.6 em has already been studied elsewhere5>, and the empirical 

relation .of Fs to T has been found to be 

-F = 68.94796-0.3174514 T + 3.71383 X 10·4 T2 
s . ' 

- ' 

yielding the value of Fs = 3.946 at T = 340 K. The Fs for this column is plotted · 

against Tin Fig 5.1 .. Fortunately J. M. Saviron et al7) have recently studied the 
' ' 

pressure dependence of the reduced logarithmic separation factors for two 

binary inert gas mixtures of He4 - Ar4° and Ne20 - Xe132 and also an isotopic 

natural mixture of Ne20 
- N~22 for different compositi~ns of the light~r 

components in the respective mixtures in this column at the experimentaL . 
c -

· mean temp_erature T = 340 K, the hot wall and cold wall t~mperatures being -

Th= 380 Kand Tc = 300K respectively. From these results we estimate lnqe of 

the mixtures for different concentrations of the lighter components at different 

-pressures in atmosphere and the data thus obtained are found to sat_isfy the 

hydrodynamical part of the column theor-Y, as developed by Furry and Jones8> 

and Furry, Jones and Onsager9>, so excellently shown in Figs 5.2 and 5.3 that· . . ' 

we have:at, once tlie following relations of p2/lnq to p4 forthese mixtures at . e 

different concentrations: 

p2/lnqe = 3.09752 + 177.30496 p4 

p2/lnqe = 8.52467 + 66.65334 p4 · 

p2/lnqe = 17.20000 +.41 .. 70213 p4 

p2/lnqe = 19.65238 + 16.78669 p4 

~p2/lnqe = 18.74249 + 12.92235 p4 

'-

for th.e' He4 - Ar4° mixture for the concentrations 8 .. 76%, 21.63%, 30.14%, 
. . . 

49.30% and 64.46% of He4 respectively; 

· p2/lnqe = 0.59848 + 3156.6 p4 

p2/lnqe = 2.39745 + 327.3 p~ 

p2/lnqe = 3.03368 + 13~.3 p4 

> ' 

for the ~e20 - Xe132 mixture for 15%, 66% and 90% of Ne20
• and finally 

p2/lnqe = 13.3 + 89.06 p4, 
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-
Table 5.1. Composition dependence ofthennal diffusion factors ~of inert gas at T= 340 Kin a column of L =geometrical length= 149 em. rc =the cold wall radius 

= 1.37cm and rh =the hot wall radius= 0.6 em. 

Expt Expt aT x 1 03 based on 

System Th Tc T %of lighter -a' x 103 b' X 103 aT X 103 models Theo. ~ 
inK inK inK component. (atm)2 (atm)" lnqmax F s 

present (elastic) 
method Maxwell L- J Slieker 

8.76 5.64 17.47 0.0213 5.40 4.20 1.60 3.80 0.226 

21.63 15.00 127.87 0.0210 5.30 3.00 1.20 2.40 0.253 
,........, He-Ar 380 300 340 30.14 23.98 
..j::. 

412.46 0.0187 3.946 4.70 2.70 1.00 2.10 0.273 
..j::. 49.30 59.57 1170.72 0.0275 7.10 3.60 1.40 2.90 0.327 '--' 

64.46 77.39 1295.62 0.0340 8.60 7.20 2.50 5.80 0.340 

15.00 0.32 0.19 0.0115 2.90 4.20 4.50 3.40 0.247 

Ne-Xe 380 300 340 66.00 3.06 7.32 0.0178 3.946 4.50 7.30 7.50 5:40 0.218 

90.00 7.50 22.76 0.0249 6.30 13.70 15.50 11.00 0.236 

Ne20
- Ne22 380 300 340 10.00 11.23 148.87 0.0146 3.946 3.70 5.40 1.70 4.40 0.0248 
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for the Ne20
- Ne22 mixture. These establish that the graph of p2/lnqe against p4 

is always a straight line as predicted by the FJO theory9>. Rutherford and 

Kaminski 10> have recently shown that the FJO theory9> is applicable mainly in 

the case of an isotopic binary gas mixture and also in the case of a mixture in 

which one of the components is in trace concentration. 

In the thermal diffusion phenomenon of isotopic gas mixtures, the elastic 

collisions are supposed to play a prominent role between the interacting 

molecules. Again, the thermal diffusion phenomenon is very sensitive to 

intermolecular interactions of the binary gas molecules, therefore, the study 

of the composition dependence of the TO factors aT of any gas mixture is 

necessary to throw much light on the interactions between like molecules and 

those between unlike molecules of a gas mixture. The temperature dependence 
* * of aT is,· however, entirely governed by the factor (6Cii - 5), vyhere Cii is the 

ratio of the collision integrals. Moreover, the effect of inelastic collisions on the 

thermal diffusion, if any, is practically negligible in gas mixtures containing . 

. inert gases. All the facts mentioned above inspired us to study He4 - Ar4° and 

·Ne20 - Xe132 mixtures at different compositions of the lighter components at a 

given experimental mean temperature T = 340 K and also the isotopic mixture 

Ne20 - Ne22 with its natural isotopic abundances. The purpose of this work is to 

observe how far the TO factors aT as estimated by our column calibration 

factor method agree with those obtained by the existing methods using the 

column shape factors involved in the molecula·r models, and by Slieker's model 
. . 

independent method3>. The comparison is presented in Table 5.1 and shown 

graphically in Figs 5.4 and 5.5 for He4 - Ar40 and Ne20 - Xe132 mixtures, 

respectively. The molecular parameters as well as the column sh.ape factors 

used to calculate the experimental aT by the existing method are shown in 

Table 5.2. The theoretical aT's ~s functions of molefractions of the lighter 

components are also calculated from the formula derived from the Chapman

Enskog kinetic theory11> based upon the elastic collisions between the· 

interacting molecules. These are also showp in Table 5.1 and in Figs 5.4 and 

5.5 for comparison. 
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5.2. Mathematical Formulations to· Estimate the 
Experimental ar's of the Mixtures . 

. For a TO· column with both ends closed, the hydrodynamical part of the 

column theory related with the transport of the lighter ~ompo.nent up the. tube, 

so far developed by Furry, Jones and Onsager9> yields that the net transport of 

the ith component of a binary gas mixture up the column tube is zero, i.e. 

Be. . 
't = Hci·ci- (K

0
+Kd) Bz1 =0. .. ................... (5.3) 

where .z is the coordinate along the column, and H, !<c and Kd are called the 

transport cqefficient, the convective remixing coefficient and the diffusive 

remixing coefficient respectively; they are complicated functions of the wall 

temper~tures, the geometry of the column and also the transport properties of 

.the binary gas mixture and are given by 

~ 21t (Th pDii G (T) dT 
H Q3 )T A, <Xr T 

.T 
......... : ........ (5.4) 

c 

................... (5.5.) 

.................. (5.,6) . 

where p is the density, r is the radial coordinate, A, ·and Dii are the therm~l 

conductivity and diffu~ion coefficient of the gas mixtures respectively, Th and Tc · 

are the hot and cold wall temperatures, and 27tQ denotes the radial heat flow . 

per unit length of the column. The function G(T) is the sqlution of the fourth-. · 
' 0 0 J' I 

order differential equation 
' 

d ( 1 ) d ( 11 ) d . ( 1 ) d . {pD.. . } . 
-dT Ar2 dT ~ dT. A-pr2 dT' T G (T) . 

=g. dp ......... ,. .... : (5.7) 
dT. 

, with the boundar)' conditions 

G(Tc) = G(Th ).= G'(Tc) = G'(Th )= 0 • .............................. (5.8) 

. [47] 
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-., 

Here 1J and g denote the coefficient of viscosity of the.· gas mixture and the 
. ' . 

acceleration due. to gravity respectively. 

Integrating eq (5.3) between the column ends z=O and z=L where Lis the 

geometrical length of the column one gets 

HL 
lnqe = K + K · · ·····:···················· (5.9) 

c d 

The coefficients H, Kc and Kd for an ideal column are proportional to the 2nd, 

the 4th and the Oth powers ofihe pressure p in atmosphere respectively. for a 

binary gas mixture and hence eq (5.9) reduces to 

······················ (5.1 0). 

However, in a practically constructed column, p~rasitic remixing of the 

components of the mixture always occurs. This can be take·n into consideration - . 
by adding a term KP, propertionaf to p_4, in the denominator of eq (5.9}, so that 

eq (5.9) becomes 

or 

. a'p2 
lnq =-~ 

e ~'+p4 

b' 1 
P2J lnq = -·+ _ p4 

e a' a' ' 
............ ........ : (5.11) . 

The a' and b' in eq (5.11) are related to a and bin eq (5.1 0) by a=a'(1 + KPI Kc) . 

and b = b'(1 + K/K) respectively. The a and bin eq (5.1 0) ~g~in are expr~sed 

in terms of the column coefficients and the pressure of the binary gas mixture 
. ' . 

as 

a = (HLIK)p2 'and b=(K/Kc)p4
. 

Further, since (.1 + K/Kc)=Ki (b'K) we have 

H=(a'Kd)/(b'L)=K/(LC), ···~···········=···(5.12) 

where C=;=b'/a' and is given by the intercept of the straight line expressing 

eq (5.11) for p2/lnqe·against p4, deman.ded bY the FJO columri theory9>. 

The possible values of H; Kc and Kd can be obtained by the follow'ing 

equations: 
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Table -5.2 : '2_olumn Shape factors and other molecular parameters used to calculate a,- of He3- Ai"'0, Ne20 - Xe132 and Ne20 -Ne22 

mixtures at T = 340 and the L- J potential r12 in erg- · 

Shape factors due to Slieker's shape factors 
Maxwell's model 

Syste'ms (r1jk)in K cr12 in A h' k' d [S.F.]1 (1 - a2) 

He -Ar-'0. 34.95 3.191 

Ne20 -Xe132 79.36 3.457 0:99425 0.97734 0.7041 1.764 
I 

Ne20 - Ne22 27.50 2.858 "6! 

Lennard-:Jones shape factors 

h k c kd 
He4 -Ar4~· 34.95 - 3.191 0.00750 0:00224 - 0.41875 
Nezo-Xe132 79.36 3.457- 0.00250 0.00180 0.40700 

Ne20 - Ne22 27.50 2.858 0.00975 0.00240 0.42340 
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i) Maxwell1s8> model of binary interaction (aT being assumed to be temperature 

independent and n=1, for Maxwellian molecules). 

27t (a p2g) 1 . 
H =- T · (r +r ) (r -r )3 (2u)2h1 

· 

. 6! 11 2 c h c h 

. 1 . . . 
Kd = 2n(p0)12 (rc+~h) (rc-rh) k

1
d. 

ii) Slieker1s3> model-independent method. 

· n2glY. AT 2 
C = H = [S.F] r 4 tJ.r'd~) .{-=-), 
~ 1 c ~ T 

. C2 = Kd=·7t(1-a2)rc2 (pD)1, 
· . . . AT 2 

C3 = Kc = [SF]3 res (p3g2f112D)1 ( T ) , 

iii) Lennard-Jonesl molecular model of binary interaction, 

H = 21t ( aTp2g_ r 4h 
61 11 I c I 

27t . 
K = - (p3g2fn20) r Sk 

c . 91 . 'I 1 c c' 

Kd = 2.1t(pD)/c2kd. 

The dimensionless quantities h1
, k

0

1 and k1d' [S.F]1> [S.F]3 and 7t(·1 - a2) and h,k
0

, : 

and kd called the column shape factors due to Maxwell, Slieker and Lennard

Janes respectively are presented in Table 5.2, the factors in (ii) are free from 

. a molecula~ interaction model, u=(Th- T)I(Th + T), a=r/rcand LlT= Th- Tc. 

The experimental aT1
S of He4- Ar4°, Ne20 - X.e132 and Ne20-Ne22 can thus be 

evaluated by three methods, the former two at the mean temperature T = 

(Th + T)/2 and the last one using L- J model at the cold wall temperature Tcof 

the column. Equation (5.12) is usually employed to calculate the experimental 

aTis in terms of H, KrPL and the experimentally observed intercept C(=b'/a') , 
. . . 
for a given experimental temperature by the existing three methods. The 

experimental values, thus obtained, are presented in Table 5.1 .and shown 
,· .... -
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graphically in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 for comparison with the experimental aT's due 

to our method and the theoretical aT's also. 

Now, the parameters a' and b' in eq. (5.1 0) influence the manner of 

' variation of lnqe f~r any binary gas mixture with the pressure at any experimental 

tempera~ure. The graph of lnqe against the _pressure for He4-Ar40 and Ne20-

Xe132 mixtures are sh.own in Figs 5.2 and 5.3 ·respectively, at different 

composition~ of the lighter components, along with tt)at for Ne20-Ne22 isotopic 

'mixture. As in most cases ofexperimental observation, Fig. 5.2 and 5.3 show 
. ' 

that, as the pressure increase In q increases for a given composition of the· . e . 

binary mixtures mentioned above al')d becomes maximum at the. pressure 

. p=(b)%,. where 8 In q /op =O.From eq.(5.11) the value lnq at the p.oint of 
e . e 

maximum is 

In q = a'/2./b' max ...... , ...... (5.13) 

The reliable value of lnqmax of the inert gas mixture of a certain composit"ion 
. ' 

and at a given temperature 'can thus be measured from eq (5.13); in terms of 

the experimental parameters a' and b' which ·are obtained by fitting the 
' . . ,; ' 

experimental data of lnqe and pressure ·p in atmosphere. Using eqs (5.2) and 

(5.13) with the knowledge of the value of the column calibration factor, the TO 

factors ciT- of the inert gas mixtures at different _concentrations of the lighter 

components are then estimated, and shown in Table 5.1 and in Figs. 5.4 and 

5.5. 

5.3. Theoretical Formulations 

The theoretical aT's can be calculated form 

1 s(i>x. - Sa>x. . 
I J • 

aT= 6[/...] [x +y] . (6C ii- 5) 
· I 1 i.. · i.. 1 

.................. (5.14) 

. ·where the symbols are defined by Chapman and Enskog11>. Here, (6C*{5) 

depends strongly on·the temperature alone, and the other factor in eq. (5.14) 

·is not only a function of the temperature but also a complicated function of the 
·" ... . . . 

compositior;1s and the therr"ffal con~uctivities of gases and gas mixtures. The 
. . 

aT's, thus computed from eq (5.14) are presented in the last column of Table 
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5.1 and shown graphil;;ally in Figs 5.4 and 5.5 respectively, for the gas mixtures 

... : ... ~ .. ;~ ....... (5.15) 

as deduced by Monchick, Munn and Mason12(by as~uming elastic collisions 

between the molecules and the results obtaine~ are found to be much higher· 

than. those computed from eq ( 5.14). 

· 5.4. Results and Discussions 

1. 

. The.Chapman-Enskog kinetic theory of gases11> is strictly applicable only 

to spherically symmetric molecujes like noble gases, and g·ive a good account · 
' - .. \ . 

of the viscosity, diffusion and heat conductivity of gases so excellently that it 

has often been used with fair success to interprete the experimental thermal 

diffusion 'factors of isotopic mixtures of noble gases14>. But it has been found· 

that for binary mixtures of sphericallysymmetric moleQules the theory is quite 

unable to explain the composition dependence and probably the tem-perature· . . 

· dependence of the experimental thermaL diffusion factors aT for mixtures of 

different noble gases. We computed the theoretical aT's from eq (5.14) with 

-the available force parameters as presented in Taple 5.2 for the mixtures He4 

- Ar4° and Ne20-Xe132
, the data thus obtained are shown iri Table 5.1 and In 

Figs 5.4 and 5.5 only to see that they do not tally with the expe~iinental ones 

ce>mpute_d by the present as well as the existing methods. The theoretical aT's · 

are found to -be two order highe-r in magnitude than the expermental aT's 

estimated while in the case of Ne20-Ne22 is~topic_ mixture the theoretical aT's 

agree fairly well with the experimental on-es as shown in Table 5.1. This is the 

reason why most of the authors in this field of research conclude that the FJ,O 

column theory is successful in. predicting both the temperature and the . 

. composition dependence ofthe experimental aT's for isotopic mixtures as they· 

are reproduced by the theoretical aT's as computed by the Chapman-Enskog 

'- the"ory of monatomic gases. 

In the column theory, to estimate the experimental a,.'s for binary mixtures, 

molecular models such as Maxwells inverse fifth power and Lennard-Janes 
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12:6 potential model are commonly used. The method based on Lennard

Janes potential model is applicable to evaluate aT at the cold wall temperature 

T c of the column. The column shape factors and other molecular transport 

parameters also are required to be determined at the cold wall temperature. 

As evident from Table 5.1 the aT's values for He4-Ar"0 mixture due to the L-J 

molecular model shape factor as shown in Table 5.2 are very low compared 

with our aT's from the column calibration factor (F s) method- as well as with · 

those due to Maxwell's moelcular model and Slieker's model independent 

methqd. For He4-Ar40 mixture, as the percentage of the lighter component, 

say He4 ,· increases, the experimental aT's decrease gradually, attain the 

minimum values and then incr~ase again as shown in Fig. 5.4. This sort of 

behaviour of the comp,osition dependence of aT's for He4-Ar40 could not be at 

all explained by the elastic theoretical ~·s obtai~ed from the Chapman-Enskog 

kinetic theory of monatomic gases. The magnitudes of the values are found to 

be two order higher th~n all the experimental aT's as observed in Table 5.1 . 

. The similar situation occurs in the case of Ne20-Xe132 mixture; the theoretical 

aT's here also co~;~ld not explain the composition dependence of the 

experimental aT's, which are also two-order less in magnitude than the 

theoretical ones, as observed from Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.5. 

It is interesting to note that our experimental aT's. due to the colur:nn 

calibration factor method, which is.simple, straightforward and free from any 

binary molecular interaction. model, is very cl.ose to those due to Slieker's 

method as well as the method using Maxwell's model, so far as the trends of 

variation of the aT's with mole fraction and their magnitudes are concerned. 
' . 

The existing method using L-J model yields aT's of less magnitude for He~-Ar40 

mixture, but in the case of Ne20-Xe132 these aT's are of about the same 

mkgnitudes as the aT's due to Slieker's and our mehod. 

Thus it is concluded that the present method, with the use of the column 

calibration factor Fs and the experimental lnqmax as obtained from the 

experimental parameters a' and b', is not only applicable to isotopic gas 

mixtures, like the existing methods based on molecular models and Slieker's 

method, but is also a universal method to estimate the experimental aT's of 
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· polyatomic gas mixtures. The temperature as well as the composition 
.. 

dependence of the actual.and relatively small ar's· of any binary gas mixture 

can thus be estimated by our present method. This study finally establishes 

that the column calibration factor F plays a significant role in column 
s '' . . 

·measurements. Thus it is wise to study a large number of col~mns of different 

,ret rhand.L and f to explore the functional relationship of F
8 

to rc, rh, Land f, by· 

choosing the interesting gas pairs form,ing binary mixtures,·so that we can arrive 

at the unique formulation of the column calibration factor for a given column. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Thermal Diffusion Factors of 
Hydroge·nic Trace· IVJixtures 
with Helium · by Column. 
Calibration Factor 



Thermal diffusion factors of hydrogenic trace 
mixtur~s with helium by column cal'ibration factor 

6~ 1. Introduction · 

In the existing column theory, as developed by Furry and others 1-3> the column 

geometry plays an important role in determining the exact value of thermal 

difusion factor a~ of binary gas mixture. The column as suer cannOt yield the 

'actual aT values both in trend and in magnitude with respect to temperature · · 

and composition as the binary molecular interactions are often called into 

play. Therrnal diffusion column is still ·far superiqr to any other aT measuring. 

instruments as the equilibrium separation factor qe defined by 

qe = (X/Xj)top~X/Xj)bottom . ' 

' ' ' 

is very large even in the case of small mass difference between the components 

of a mixture. Here, xi and xi are the mass fractions of the lighter and the heavier 

, components respectively. Hence for a binary mixture of almost identical 

· masses, shapes and sizes a calibrated .TO column can safely be used. tb 

: measur~ a reliable relative and small <X-r values. For ·this reason we have 

·calibrated the given column of Slie~er and de Vries4> with known reliable aT of 

He - T
2 

mixture to arrive at the column calibration factor (CCF) Fs from the 

relation: 

....... : ................. (6.1) 

' ' 

where Tis the mean temperature of Th and Tc, Th and T c being the hot and cold 

wall temperatures inK. rc and rh are the radii of cold and hot wall of a column 

of geometricall~nght L. Fs is supposed to be· an independent molecular model 
' ' 

solely dependent on the column .geometry at any mean temperature Tin K. 

A number of studies by Acharyya et al5
-7) and Navarro et al·8> on F enabled 

S.· ' ' 

us to study the temperature dependence of aT of OT and HT in helium only to 
\ 

explore the fact that tt)e TO column is a reliable relative ~measuring instrument 

· and to observe the inelastic collision effects in th_em. In this .study, we estimate 

the experimental parameters a' and b' gc;JVerning the very nature of variation 
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. ' 

of the available experimentallnqe against presswe p of He-01 and He-HT gas 

mixtures4> the hydrogenic 'components were never becoming larger than 5% 
in· helium at three experimental t~mperatures. 

The computed data of lnq of He-DT and He-HT against ·pressure in 
e , ' 

atmosphere are shown in Fig. 6.1 and .6.2 respectively to ensure that the least 
. . . \ 

square fitted curves agree excellently with the experimental ones. For He-HT . . . 

an i'nteresting fea~ure is that unlike the usual be~aviqur, lnq6 becomes smaller 
( . 

with temperatures, not noticed earlier7l. 

The .hydrodynamic(;\.1 part of the column the()ry is ·excellently obeyed by 

He-DT and for some ~elected experimental points of He-HT as their p2/lnq 
. . ' e 

against p4 were found out to be 

= 0. 7758 + 0.8161 p4 at 338.K, 

= 0.4938 + 0. 72~4 p4 at 378 K, 

= 0.3964 +- 0.6034 p4 at 423 K and 

= 9.0749 + 14.8368 p4 at 338 K 

= 13.5999 + 64.6412 p4 at 378 K · 

= 14.6461 + 411.5226 p4 at 423 K respectively. 
' ·' 

t•OO 

0·8 

0·6 
Q.l 

0' 
.s 

0·4 

0·2 

0 
0·325 p 0·650 -0·975 '' 

(Pressure in atm.} 

Fig. 6.1. Inq; against pressure p in atmosphere for He-DT trace mixture at 
T = 338, 378 and 423 K, '0' experimental points. 
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0-04 

0-03 

"' 0.02 

0·01 

He-HT 

0-3 0·6 0·9 

-> p (Pressure in atm.) ' 

Fig. 6.2; Inq •. against pressure p in atmosphere for He-HT trace 
mixture, at i= 338 and 423 K, '0' experimental points. 

·) 

He-·DT 

0.2 

5 

..::-- -- =- = 

'2 

0~----------------------------~ . 300 350 400 450 

~ T (Mean temp. in K) 

- . 
Fig. 6.3. Variat~on of a,. with T ofHe-DT trace mixture, 1. O~r expt 
a,. from Inqm~ and F.; 2. Expt a,. (Maxwell case); 3. Expt aT(~lieker 
case); 4. Theora,.( elastic) from eq (6.7); 5. Theor aT (inelastic) with 
Z,

0
,= 300 from eq (6.7); 6. Theor a,. (inelastic) with Z,o; calculated 

from Barua etal (1970) from eq (6.8); 7. Theora,. (inelastic) with 
Z,

001 
calculated from Parkers12l formula with adjustable zaror= 7.0813l .. 
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In the absence of any reliable possibility to estimate the actual experimental 

aT o.f a mixture through the use of molecular model we used the values of F 
. . s 

already obtained for the column 7/ 

F s = -66.52202 + 0.3502286 T- 4.1879 X 1 o-4 p . 

0·15 Q.015 

5 

..... 

~ 0·10 0·010 
~ He-HT li c 

~ 0 
'iii 
:::1 

I ~ 
-c 6 
ro ~ E 
Q; 0·05 0·005 
.c 
1-

, (M~an temp. in K) 

Fig. 6.4. Variation of a,. with T ofHe-HT trace mixture, 1. Our expt a,. 
from lnqmax and F.; 2. Expt a,.(Maxwell); 3. Expt a,.(Slieker); 4. Theor 
a,.( elastic) from Eq (6.7); 5. Theor a,.(inelastic) withZrot= 300 fromEq(6.8) 
6. Theora,. (inelastic) with Zrot calculated from Baura et al12) from Eq(6.8) 
7. Theor a,.(inelastic) with Zrot calculated from Parker13) formula with 

adjustableZ rot= 12.15. 

Now ~·s of He-DT and He-HT were obtained from eq(6.1) and compared with 

those by the existing methods using column theory as well as the theoretical a,. 
based on elastic and inelastic9> collisions in Fig 6.3 and 6.4 respectively in 

order to reveal the existence of inelastic collisions in these mixtures. . . 
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6.2~ Theoretical Formulation to Estimate Experimenta.la1. 

Both ends being closed for the ideal column of length L,l~qe of. a gas mixture at 

any mean temperature T is given by 
. 

lnqe = HLI(Kc + Kd) . ................ , ......... (6.2) 

where_ H, Kc and Kd are the functions of transport coefficients of a gas mixture 

and propQrtional to p2,-p4 and p0 respectively, p being pressure in atmosP.here. 

In order to remove parasitic remixing effect, 'Furry and Jones2> simply 
. . 

added a term KP proportional to p4 to the denominator when. eq.(6.2) becomes· 
.. . - ' - ' 

which is also written as 

p2/lnqe = b'/a' ·+ (1/a')p4 

a' and b' are however related by 

···················:········'··· (6.3) 

....... : ..................... (6.4) 

H, Kc, Kd are the functions of the transport coefficient of a mixture and KP is the 

remixing coefficient. 

' 

Again if C represents the int~rcept of the straight line of eq. (6.4) we have 

H = (KiLC) .. : ........................ (6.5). 

the exact expressions for H,Kc and Kd are given in our previous publications5-7) 

The estimation of the experimental o:T through the existing formulations 

involved the shape factors taking account of the inherent asymmetry of the . 

. column geometry. The mass density p, the viscosity coefficient 11 and the 

diffusion coefficient 0 were calculated from MTGL of l-:lirschfelder et a!1°>, the 

column shape factors and the force parameters requ-ired had already been 

~eported .earlier7). 

It is observed in Fig.6.1 - 6.2, that as the pressure increases lnq ~ncreases . e 

and becomes maximum when p = (b')1'4 for which 
8
8 (lnqe) = 0. · 

. . p 
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We then-have from eq (6.3) · 

lnq· · ;; (a'I2J""Ti) ~ max ............................ (6.6) 

It is also observed in He-HT, unlike He-DT, that some experimental data of 

lnqe are not in fit with the hydrodynamical part of the column thepry ;as they 

have tendercy-to yield the negative intercept of p2/lnq~.against p4 which is 

absurd unles~ inversion of~ waul~ take place .. Hence we ar~ bound to select 

some six or seven data from the reported graph to fix the values of lnqmax frame 

the eq (6.6). 

Table 6.1 and the graphs of Figs 6.1 and 6.~ revealed that lnqmax from eq 

· (6.6) in terms of a' and b''are in good agreement with the graphically determined 

v~lues earlier7). Th.is establishes the fact that our choice of the lnqe data with 

pressure particularly for the He-HT mixture where the mass difference between . . 

the components is practically nil, is almost right. 
' . d 

~.3. Theoretical Formulations to Calculate ~ 

Theoretical aT can, however, be estimated from 
1 s<i) x.-S<D x. · 

aT= [/.,] ~
1 

y] 
1 

(6C*ij-5) 
' 6 ij 1 [ + 1.. 

.............. · .......... (6.7) 

* . . \ 
where (6C .. - 5) depend~ mainly on the temperature while the other factors 

. ~ . . . 

involved in eq (6.7) are the complicated functions of composition, masses and 
. ) 

thermal conductivitie~ of gases.and gas mixtures. The aT calculated from eq 

(6. 7) is presented in the 12th column of Table 6.1, and shown graphically in 
' ) 

Figs 6.3 and 6.4.for He-DT and He-HT respectively. . . 

The inelastic thermal diffusion factor a .. is given by M6nchick et a!1 1>. 
. , • IJ . . 

- * ~ . 
· _ (6G ij-5)~ij ( j trans t.,r\ trans) 
a .. - - + 

11 
_ 5nk[Dii]1 ximi ximi . 

1 (6c~ -5)·'\ a (6C .. -5)/., a_ . 
1 

[ 
· ij 1\, j int - IJ I In ] 

-5-k-[D-] · ................... (6-8) 
n r1 x. . xi 

J J . . 

. where the symbols have their usual meanings only the collision integral ratjo 
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T;tble 6.1. Experimental and Theoretical czy values or binary gas mixtures with temperature. 

Theoretical czt from , 
Exp! czt with Theor. ·eq(6.7) with ·zrot 

czt from 
Hot Our c:q(6.6) 300 Barua Parker 
wall Cold Mean In q .... · calibration Maxwell . Slicker elastic et al 
temp wall Temp . a' in b' in computed Expt F. factor method shape shape theor. 

System T, inK T. inK Tin J( (atm)2 (atm)" from eq(6.5) Ref(6) eq(6.1) factor ·factor methOd 
,......., 
ei He-HT . 393 283 338 00674 Q-6116 00431 4-()()1 00101 o-oo14 o-oo11 Q-030 o-121 0055 o-oo2 

........ 473 283 378 00155 -o-2104 00169 6-026 00020 0-()()28 ()-0007 ()-030 Q-124 0037 (H)()9 

563 283 423 0-()()24 Q-3559 00064 6-691 00009 00o10 00006 Q-030 Q-129 ~5 Q{l05 

He-DT 393 283 338 1·289 H)519 Q-6284 4-()01 Q-1567 0060 . Q-186 Q-105 Q-100 Q-158 Q-158 
473 283 378 1·371 ()-6670 ()-8331 6il26 . ()-1382 0054 Q-187 Q-104 Q-105 Q-188 ()-154 
563 283 423 1·660 o-6580 1-o232 6:691 o-1529 .ooso o-t94 o-103 o-109 o-226 o-159 



* ,._, 
C .. differs from C ... In fact C .. is not symmetric with respect to the.interchange of 

IJ IJ IJ . . . 

the indices i and j and is very sensitive to inelastic collision. 
. . 

For a pure gas th~ exact values of A,a.itransand A,a.itrans is given by 

11 [( 5 · pD. ·1 ) ( 2C. · 1 .) ( 5 ·· pD ).z A, a = -. -. C + m C ........ I m -- in! 
i trans M _2 v trams 11 in! ' 1tZrot · 2 11 

{ 1+ _2_ (~· Cint + pOint )}1 ] 3 R ........ (6.9) 
1tZrot .11 

Here C 
1 

= 3R/2, the constant value of translational heat capacity, Z 
1 
is the 

v~ . ro 
rotational translational collision number for inelastic co"llision. 

- The rionspheri.cal terms of eq (6.8),we used Hirschfelder-Euken 

expression10> to calculate the thermal conductivity A, a .. 
1 
from 

• 11n 

=-------,---- ................. (6.1 0) 

Theoretical inelastic-aT1
S for He-DT andHe-HT thus cal~ulated fro~ eq (6,8) 

with the help. of eq (6.9) and eq (6.1 0) are shown in Table 6.1 and als() in Figs 

. 6.3 and 6.4 respectively for comparison with other experimental aT v~·lues. 

6.4. Results and Discussion 

The inherent asymmetry in the column geometry is however, taken into 
- . 

account by Maxwell, Sileker and Lennard - Jones dimensionless shape 
. . - \ 

fac;;tors7). We calculated the experimental aT'~ of He-HT and He-DT trace 

mixtures· at T=338, 378 and 423K respectively for eq (6.5) using those shape 

factors .. Siieker's case does not involve any molecular model and it gives rather 

a rough estimation of the experimental aT due to L-J case cannot be applicable . 

here. The aT thus obtained due to Maxwell and Slieker cases is presented in 
. . . 

table 6.1 ar,~d shown graphically by the curves 2 and 3 respectively of Figs 6.3 

and 6.4 .. 
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The experimental aT from eq (6.1) as obtained in terms of lnqmax of ~q(6.8) 

~nd F
8 

is shown by curve 1 in Fig. 6.3 and ·6.4. When they are compared with 

those due to Maxwell (curve 2) and Slieker (curve 3) iUs found that so . .far as 

the trend is concerned the data due to Slieker agree b~tter than those due to 

Maxwell's shape factors. This is perhaps due to t~e fact that both Slieker and 

our.method are free from any binary molecular model. As the mass difference . . 
between the co'Tlponents of a binary mixture decreases as in the case of He

HT the agreement is more close. 

Th·e theoretical aT bas~d on elastic collision theory of eq (6. 7), as shown 

by curve 4 in Figs 6.3 and 6.4 app~ars to be temperature independent. Unlike . . -
He-HT, He-DT however show slightly·lower value at' higher temperature. The 

inelastiC aT aS Calculated from eq (6.8) With Zrot = 300, ShOW itS positiVe 

temperature dependence as represented by curve 5 in Fi~s 6.3 and 6.4. 

When aii were calculated with the available rotational translational collision 

n'umber of Barua et. a/12J an interesting.feature is that the cu~ve 6 of Figs 6.3 

and 6.4coincide with aT's of our CCF method. This· fact prompted us to _adjust 
r • 

Zrat from Parker's formula12>. Using Zrat= 2.78, 2.91 and 3.05 for HT and Zrat= 

. 4. 78, 5.01 and 5.23 for DT at 338, 378 and 423K respectively inelastic a
0
's are 

then estimated for both He-DT and He-HT trace mixtures and were shown by 

curve 7 in Figs 6.3 and ~.4 respectively for comparison with other aT's. 

With zrot determined by us inelastic theoretical aT's curve 7 (15th column 

of table 6.1) so far as the magnitude and trend are concerned in .the case of 

· H~-DT, support our aT's curve 1 (9th column of Table 6.1) and only in trend 

with ~·s due _to Slieker (11th column of Table 6.1 )._In th.e cas.e of H~-HT these 

theoretical aT's almost coincide with our a,-'s, but in trend with the experimental 

aT's due to M.axwell. 

All these comparison of a,-'s so far obtained thus reveal that inelastic 

collisions play an imp·ortant role in such mixtures. Again the variation-of In qmax 

against Tfor'He-HT is given by · 

- -
lnq = 0.89879-4.2097x1 0-3 T +4.9647x1 0-6 T2 

max 
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showing that at T.:: 429K, In qmax may be zero as shown in Fig. 6.5. The isobaric 

He-HT mixture may yield an interesting phenomenon of inversion of both lnq 
max 

and a, with respect to temperature like isobaric system N
2
-CO as·studied in· 

our recent 'publication of Saha et.a/14J. The system He-HT deserves a detailed 

study of measurements of lnqe against pressure f~r its different composition 

and temperatures. 

1·00 

0·50 

He-HT -...... . .___, __ , 

He-DT ..-

OL-----~~-·--~~·--==·==--~--=---~~ 
300 350 400 450 

(Mean temp. in K) 

Fig. 6.5. Variation of Inqmax with temperature fin K for He-DT, He-T 2 and 

He-HT mixtures. 

We are, therefore, now in a position to conclude that CCF is an accurate. 

a.T determining factor of isotopic, nonisotopic and isobar~ aT for bina_ry gas 

mixtures. ,The functional relationship of Fs with rc, rh, L and T should be studied 

both from the theoretical and experimental viewpoints. 
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Estimation of Column Calibration Factor and Force 
Parameters .to Predict Temperature Dependence of 
Thermal Diffusion Factor of Some Simple Molecules 

7 .1. Introduction 

The theoretical thermal diffusion factor as derived from Chapman-~nskog gas · 

kinetic theory1>, based on spherical molecule with spherically symmetric potential 

field is ~enerally not in good agreement with the experimental aT's of a binary 

non isotopic or even isotopic gas ·mixture. It is still of special intere·st from tt:le 

technical point of view to enrich rare as well as ordinary isntopes. The clos.e 

correlatio[l between the· theoretical <:XT's with the intermqlecuJar forces may 

conveniently be use~d as an effective tool to investigate the molecular force· 

'parameters e/j/k and (jlj where e/j is the depth of the potential well, k is the 

Boltzmann constant and criJ is the molecular diameter' as the process of thermal 

·diffusion unlike viscosity is a second order effect. · 

Although, TO column was supposed not to yield the actual aT values 

both in tre.nd and in magnitude with respect to temperature and composition of 

the mixture, still it is far superior ~o any other aT measuring instrument~ like 

-two bulbs and trennschaukel as the equilibrium separation factor qe defi'ned by 

qe =(x1 I x)topl (X/ x1)bottom is very large even in the case ~~isotopic gas mixture' 

where the mass difference between the components i and j is practically very 
- ' ' 

small. x1 and x
1 
are the mass·or mole fractions. of the lighter (i) and the heavier 

(j) molecules resp~ctively. The equilibrium separation factor qe of any binary 

gas mixture is usually determined for different compositions of a· gas mixture 

at a fixed temperature T or for mixture of fixed composition at .different 

experimental temperatures. With. the help of q thus measured at different . . e 

press_ures well below and around one atmq-sphere, aT of a gas mixture could 

be ascertained. The existing method to evaluate the experimental aT from lnqe 

measured in .a column at different pressures ·is usually involved with Maxwell 

and Lennard-Janes model dependent as well as model independent Slieker 

column shape factors .. 

In order to obtain the actual aT of a binary gas mixture, a large number of 
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workers2•5> has, however, introduced a scaling factor F s called the column 

calibration factor (CCF) for a TD column i~ the relation: 

.......................... (7.1) 

where rcold and rhot are the cold and hot wall radii of a column of. geometrical . 

length L..T _is the mean temperature of the gas mixture defined by 

-T=(Thot+ Tcold)/2; That and Tcold are the hot and. cold wall temperatures in K 

respectively. F s is supposed to be a motecular model indepen.dent p"arameter 

and entirely depends on the geornetr:Y'of a TD column: . . 

Roos and Rutherford6> had measured the pressure dependence of inqe . 

of Kr-B0-Kr86 )(e129-Xe136 C028-C029 CH 16-CH -17 and N 28-N 29 with their natural 
I I I 4 4 ·2 2 , 

isotopic, abundances at two experimental temperatl!res in K in a hot wire TO 

column of L=487.7 em, rcold=0.9525cm and rhot = 0.0795 em respectively. The 

measured lnq at different pressures i.n atmosphere by Roos and. Rutherford6> . e , '\ 

were plotted in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 by least square fitted curves with the estimated 

a' and b' values at t~o available temperatures. The a' and b' for·the third 

temperature were also obtained and the variation of lnqe at that temperature 

is, how~ver, selected for each of them and shc:>wn in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 by. 

dotted curves. 

From .the known and reliable aT values7l as, well as exp~rimentall.y 

determined lnqmax of Ar36-Ar4°, Fs for a column as was derived by Datta and 

Acharyya4> was first carried out t~ yield the temperature dependence of aT of 

KrB0-KrB6 as 

aT= 0.0453-11.0479 x 1/ T (7.2) 

The corresponding aT's at the required experimental temperatures 

T = 455.5, 530.5 and s·ao.5K in the column of Roos and Rutherford6> were then 

obtai~ed. They are' shown in Table 7.1. These val~es together with the 
. ' 

experimentally estimated l~qmax of Kr80 
- Kr86 from the curves of lnqe vs p-as 

shown elsewhere8> at those temperatures were then utilised to arriye at the 

probable temperature dependence of F s for a column6> : 

Fs = 67.1066 ~ 0.15809 T + 3.29153 x 104 P ................... (7.3) 
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which is shown graphically in Fig 7.1. The values of F
8 

together with the 

corresponding experimental lnqmax at any temperature gives us <Xr's of the 
' . " 

different systems from eq. (7.1). The force parameters E .. /k and cr .. were 
• I} I} 

estimated from the comparative study of the probable temperatu.re d~pendence .. 

of a,. and C*u (12-6 Lennard-Janes potential) with re.spect to 1if and 1if* 

respectively where T~ = T/(E/k). The temperature dependence of a,. could not 

be predict~d with a,.'s measured at· only two experim.ental temperatures. 

Nevertheless, an approximate middle temperature is, however, essential to 

cbe selected. to reveal the actual variation of ~·s of th,ose sys~~ms under 

consideration with respect to temperature in consistent with the estimation of 

the actual force parameters among the molecules. 

The experimental a,.'s for these systems by the existing methods, involved 

with column shape factors due to ~axwell model9> and Sliek~r, 10> as presented 

in Table 7.2, were obtained and shown grapnic~lly in Figs. 7.4-7.8. The 

theoretical a,.'s based on elastic and inela~tic collisions were alsq computed 

with the estimated force parameters E/k and 0' (Table 7.2) and are shown in 

Figs. 7.4-7.8 for comparison with.experimental a,.'s. The data thus obtained. 

are, however, shown in Table 7.1 together with the other essential data. The 

\zor-----------'----, 

F5= 67·1066- Q.1SB09 T 
+ 3.29153 X10

4 'f 2 

'f 
(Mean temp. in K) 

Fig. 7.1. Variation of column calibration factor F:·(CCF) against 
temperature in K. 
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Fig. 7.2. Variation o!:_Inci. against pressure p in atmosphere: -A-A
Ex_Eerimental Inq. at T= 530.5K for C028-C029

, ----- ~edicted Inq. 
at T=485K for C028-C029,-o-o- Experimental Inq. at T=;455.5K for 
C028-C029, -A-A- ExE_erimental Inq. at T=520.65K for CH4

16-CH4
17

, 

---- Predicted Inq. at T=485 K for CH4
16

- CH4
17

, -o-o- Experimental 
Inq. at T= 440.65 K for CH

4
16

"- CH4
17

• 

3.0 

::. 2·0 

.5 

r 
J.o 

Fig. 7.3. Variation of Inq against pressure p in 'atmosphere: -A-A-
- e 

Experimental Inq at T= 680.5K for Xe129-Xe13~, -----Predicted Imi _ e _ e 

at T= 600.0K for Xe129-Xe136,~o-o- Experimental Inq at T= 539.0K 
' e 

for Xe129
- Xe136

• -A-A- Experimental Inq. at 680.5K for ·r-·l"/8-N/9
• ---

Pr~icted lnq. at T=600.0K for N/8
- N/9

• -o-o- Experimental Inq. 
at T= 530.5 K for N/8

- N/9
• 
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CCF method together with the technique of simultane9us determination of 

force parameter is thus found to be successful in predicting the exact, reliable 

and correct temperature variation of aT of a binary isotopic mixture. 

The curves of aT's against T in Figs 7.4-7.8, howeve.r, support the 

possibility _of estimation of binary interactions among the .molecules as one 
. ' 

obtains those from the viscosity of gases and gas mixtures. The estimation ~f 

~·s by the present CCF method are found to be in close agreement so far 

· trends are concerned, as observed in Figs 7.4-7.8, with the theoretical ones in· 

terms of the estimated force parameters (Table 7.2). Thus the methodology 

so far extended is really a simple, straightforward and unique O!le.' , 

7 .2. Mathematical Formulation to Estimate th·e 
Experimental aT 

. Bo~h ends being closed for an ideal column of length L, lnqe of a. gas 

mixture at any temperature T. is given by11> 

.................... (7.4) 

where H, Kc and Kd are the functions of transport coefficients of a gas mixture. · 

T,hey are proportional to p2 , p4 and p0 respectively, p· being .pressure in 

·atmosphere. In order to remt:?ve parasitic remixing effect, Fur,Y and Jones11> 

simply added a term K. ·called remixing coefficient, being proportional to p4 tb 
. p . ' 

the denominator of eq (7.4). Hence eq (7.4) finally becomes 

or, 

. a•p2 
lnq =-

e b' + p4 

p2/lnqe = b'/a' + (1/a') p4 

a• and b' are, however, related by 

L (HL/KC) p2 = a• (1 + K/KJ 

and (KiKc) p4 = b' (1 + K/Kc) 

...................... (7.5) 

..... : ... , .......... (7.6) 

The constants a• and b' were, however, estimated by fitting eq. (7.6) with the 
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Table 7.1. Experimental and theoretical thermal diffusion factors aT ~f binary isotopic mixtures of simple gases with temperatures in K. 

Hot Cold Mean Temp. 
Computed Column wall wall inK 

Column 
System Temp. Temp. T= 

a' b' lnqmax Calibration 
used 

(Tho.) (Tcold) 21•• +Ts2ld 
(atm)2 · (atm)4 from factor 

inK inK 2 eq(7.15) F~ (CCF) 

623 288 455.5 0.0622 0.00055. 1.333 63.586 

L=Length 
Kr 773 288 530.5 0.1007 0.00074 1.855 75.869 

of the column 1073 288 680.5 0.2464 0.00143 3.252 111.94 

=487.7cm 790 288 539 0.0066 0.00014 0.280 77.562 
Xe 912 288 600 0.0099 0.00019 0.362 - 90.748 

1073 288 680.5 0.0187 0.00036 0.492 111.94 

Hot wall 623 288 455.5 0.3336 0.0142 1.398 63.586 
r~c!ius co 682 288 485 0.3919 0.0149 1.603 67.858 . 
'"bot = 0.0795 em 773 288 530.5 0.5028 0.0166 1.951 75.869 

593.15 288.15 440.65 0.3414 0.0376 0.886 61.357 

Cold wall CH4 682.00 288.00 485.00 0.4768 0.0361 1.255 65.858. 

radius 
753.15 288.15 . 520.65 0.6059 0.0340 1.6~3 74.023 

rcold = 0.9525 em 773 288 530.5 0.3156 0.0201 1.115 75.869 
N2 912 288 600. 0.4423 0.0265 1.360 90.748 

1073 288 680.5 0.7311 0.0437 1.7~7 111.94 

Estimated aT using 
Computed 

theoretical aT 
C.olumn 
used 

System Maxwell Slieker 
Present 
method 

shape shape Elastic Inelastic 
factor · fac'tor 

0.0210 0.0134 0.0146 0.0107 

L=Length 
Kr 0.0245 0.0165 0.0184 0.~127 

of the column 
0.0291 0.0252 0.0290 0.0150 

=487.7cm 0.0036 0.0010 0.0018 0.0087 
Xe 0.0040 0.0018 0.0021 0.0096 

0.0044 0.0022 0.0025 0.0102 

Hot wall 0.0221 0.0100 0.0113 0.0052 0.2861' 
radius co 0.0236 0.0107 0.0117 0.0057 0.3104 
'"bot = 0.0795 em 0.0257 0.0114 0.0127 0.0061 0.3334 

0.0144 0.0070 0.0076 0.0036 0.0230 . 

Cold wall CH4 0.0191 0.0086 0.0095 0.0046 0.0296 

radius 0.0222 0.0099 . 0.0110 0.0054 0.0342 

rcold = 0.9525 c;rn 0.0147 0.0065 0.0073 0.0090 0.4010 
N2 0.0150 0.0069 0.0078 0.0094 0.~081 

0.0153 0.0077 0.0088 0.0102 0.4118 
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experimentally observed lnqe at different pre·ssures in atmosphere. Both ~· . 

and b' are now the experimental parameters to govern the variation.oflnqe 

.against pressure as shown graphically in Figs. 7.2 and 7:~ for C028
- C029

, 

CH 16 - CH 17 and Xe129- Xe136 N 28-N 29 respectively with the experimental· 4 4 I 2 2 

data6•8> placed on them at two available temperature. The third temperature. 

would then be selected from the plot of aT= A__+ BIT with ~he measured aT's at 

two temperatures. 

ln·each case as qbserved in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3, lnqe increases gradually 

with pressure and assumes maximum value lnqmax at a pressure p=(b')114 for 
H . . . . 

which BP· (lnqe)= 0. Hence from e~. (7.5) we_ have , 

. . a' . 
·lnq = f"':'7 .................. :(7.7) 

max 2" b' 

Now a' and b', in Table 7.1, help us fix the values of lnq from eq (7.7) and . max .. 

. hence th'9 expe_rimental aT'S for the above mentioned systemS COUld, hOWeVer; 

be determined from eq.(7.1) with Fs. To use the existing method with-Maxwell 

and Slieker column shape factors eq (7.4) also becomes 

' .. 
HL 

lnq = ____,..._ --
max 

2 
~ 

"1\Kd 

....... : ........... (7.8) 

. when HHp (lnqe) = 0. The final expression of the experimental aT's in terms of 

the column shape fac~ors are finally given by _: 

. r -r T ~ 
a.= 2.39 X cold _hot X --lnq . .·C d 

T L . max 
.. ~T h' .' 

.................. (7.9) 

and 

. · r f {1t(1--a2)[S.F]i;. 
aT= 2.00 x.....J2!iliL..·--Inqmax . . . .... : ........... (7.10) 

L AT [S.F]
1 

. 

respectively, where the symbols used are of usual signific_ance as mentioned 

elsewhere9
•
10>. The column shape factors which are supposed to take into 
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account the inherent asymmetry of. the column geometry are presented in 

Table 7.2. The computed aT's with Maxwell and Slieker column shape factors. 
~ . . . ' 

(Tfible 7 .. 2) are placed in Table 7.1 and shown graphically in Figs 7.4-7.8 by 

curve No. 2 and 3 respectively in order to compare with those by the preser')t , 

. CCF and theoretical ·ones. 

7 .3. Derivation of Force Parameters 

The principal contribution12
> to th.e temperature dependence of aT theor 

. ' 

comes from the factor (6C*u- 5) of Chapmari-Enskag·expression1> where 

aTtheor = g(6C*q- 5). .. : ... : ..................... (7.11) 

The tern: (6C* u - 5) contains only unlike interactions ar:nong the molecules .. 

.. The other part i.e., 'g'depends on the composition of the gas mixture. Althogh, 

'g' depends slowly on temperature it can be taken fairly constant for a short 

range of temperatu~e and for a fixed composition of the gas mixture as in th~ 

.case of the present investigation. It is seen that13> 

. aT expt = A + BIT ............................. (7.12) 

where A and B are two arbitrary constants. C*uof eq. (7 .11) can also be written 

as a function of reduced temperature T* · 

C* = C+ D/T* . lj -......... ' ... : ............ (7. 13) 

C and Dare two new constants. Now from eqs. (7.11) and (7.13) we have 
- 60 

· aTtheor = [(6C- 5) + -=-1 g. ' .............. : .... · ...... (7.14) 
, T* 

When aTiheor= ·aTexpt we may write from eqs. (7 .12) and (7 .14) 

(6C- 5)g =A. .............. _ ............ (7.15) 

The experimental aT's attwo available temperatures by the CCF method are 

now used to get the valu.es of A and B. Similarly with the reported ·c*u VS, T* 

curve14> for 12- 6 Lennard-Janes potential within a short range of reduced 

temperature T*, C and D of eq. (7.13) were easily evaluated. (6C+-5) and A 

could yield 'g'which enable one to locate the value of C*u and T*; and hence 

cif/k. 
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This sort of evaluation was further improved by taking into account the 

small variation of 'g'with temperature. This was done ~Y repeating the entire 

procedure as mentioned earlier to get the exact'vafue of 'g' with the initially 

estimated £!1/k and hence the exact value of £!1/k is finally lo~ated. The £!1/k 

thus estimated agrees well with the literature values as shown in Table 7.2 for 

molecules Ar, Kr, Xe, CO, CH4 and N; respectiv~?ly. With,these £!1/k, the 

respective cr
1
.'s were also determined from available viscosity data and are 
~ ~ 

placed in Table 7.2 together with the literature values. 

7 .4. Theoretical Formula to· Estimate aTtheor 

(i) Elastic : The aT theor due to Chapman-Enskog is already ~iven by eq 

(7 .11) which consists of two factors : 
s(i>x.- smx 

1 1 and (6C* !1-5). 
~+YJ.. 

The first factor is the complicated functions of composition, thermal 

conductivities of gas and gas mixture while the ~econd one is strongly a 

temper~tUre dependent term. The symbols used are described in detail in _ 

MTGL1>. The artheor thus computed with E/k and 0'!/(Table 7.2) ·are presented 

in the 13th column of Table 7.1. and shown graphically in Figs 7.4-7.8 for 

comparison with aTexpt by existing and the present CCF method. 

(ii) Inelastic : According tq Monchick et. ai15J the aT theor due to inelastic 
' I 

collisions is given by : 
(6C*ii- 5)!lii 

aTtheor = 5nk[Dij]1 

~ 1 [ (6C*ij- 5)/v aj int (6Cij- 5)A?i int ] 

5n~D~1 ~ · · · ~ 
................. (7.16) 

where the symbols used have their usual meanings15>. The collision integral 

· ratio C!! which differs from C* !!'· is very sensitive to inelastic collision and not 
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symmetric with respect to the interchange of the indices rand j. The exact 

value of A a. I or 'A,al for a pure gas is given by1 ~) 
J rans rans 

. , [(5 pD. ) Aa =-'' -C' + mt C 
· j trans M 2 v tra'lls 1l in! 

{ 
. 2 ( 5 Cint . pOint ). }·1] 

1 +--- --+---
1t Zrot 3 R ·. 1l 

................... (7.17) 

Hence, Cv = 3R/2 = the constant value of translational heat capacity, Zrot = 
rotational translational collision number for inelastic collision. To evaluate the . . . . . - . 

nonsphertcal part of eq (7.16) we used Hirschfelder-Euken ~ression15> to 

· . calculate the internal thermal conductivity A a int from : 

' ... ; ... ~ .......... , (7.18) 

The inelastic a for C028-C029 CH 16-CH · 17 and N 28-N 29 were calculated . T theor 1 4 . 4 . 2 2 , 

from eq (7 .16) with ~he help of eqs (7 .17) arid.(~ .18). The mass density pii' the 

coefficient of viscosity 111J and the diffusion coeffi~ient Dii of the gas mixtures 

were calculated from MTGL 1>, in terms of the evaluated elk and crii(Table 7.2). 

The ~theor(inelastic) thus calculated for CO, CH4 and N2 isotopic· mixtures are 

placed in Table 7.1 and shown grap~ically in Figs 7.6-7.8 for comparison . 

. 7 .5. Results and Discussions 

The least square fitted equation? of p2/lnq6 ag.ainst _p4 were work~d out 

from the pressure dependence of experimentallnq 6> for KrB0-KrB6, Xe~29-Xe136 , 
. e .. 

C028-C029 CH 16-CH · 17 and N 28-N 29 with their natural isotopic abundances 
I , 4 4 2 2 , . • 

In case of later four systems lnqmax were estimated in terms ofa' and b' at two. 

available experimental temperatures. The pressure dependence of lnq at any . e 
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intermedi"ate temperature could, however be obtained from the temperature. 

dependence of both ~and F
5 

of eqs{7·.12) and (7.3). The linearity of b' with a · 

short range oftemperaturefixes b' and hence a' from eq (7.7) at the intermediate 

temperature. T~e pressure dependence of lnqe in the selected intermediate 

0·035 

10 16 
Kr - Kr 

o.ou 

1-
"'l 
a o.or5 
'g 
;; ,_. 

0.005 
JOO •oo 500 . 600 100 

f ink-

Fig.7.4 Plot of aT's against Tin K for Kr80-Kr86 . -o-o- Curve· 
1: Experimental aT from Fs and lnqmax· -6-6-·Curve 2: Ex
perimentRI aT using Maxwell shape factors. -0-0- Curve 3: 
Experimental aT using Slleker ~hape fact.ors. Curve 4: Theoret
ical aT based on elastic collision. 

temperature for all the systems except KrB0-Kr86 are shown in Figs. 7.2 and i3· . 
by dotted lines. The least square fitted equations of p2/lnq against p4 at all.the 

- . e i . 

temperatures for the aforesaid binary mixtures are given by : 

i) KrB0-KrB6
; 

p2/lnqe= 0.0088 + 16.077.1p4 at 455.5 K 

= 0.0074 + 9.9602 p4 at 530.5 K 

' 
= 0.0058 + 4.0584 p4 at 680.5 K 

p2/lnq~= 0.0212 +"151.515 p4 at 539.0 K 

.:;;; 0.019.2 + 101.0101 p4 at-600.0 K* · 

= 0.0192 + 53A759 p4 at 680.5 K 
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iii) CQ2B-CQ29; 

iv) 

v) 

* 

p2/lnqe= 0.0426 + 2.9976 p4 at 455.5 K 

= 0.0382 + 2.5517p4 at 485.0'K* · 

= 0.0330 + 1.9888 p4 at 530.5 K 

CH 16-CH 17 ' 4 4 I 

p2/lnqe= 0.1101 + 2.9291p4 at 440.65 K 

= 0.0757 + 2.0973 p4 at 485.0 K* 

= 0.0561 + 1.6504 p4 at 520.65K 

N 2B_N 29· 
2 2 I 

p2/lnqe = 0.0637 + 3.1686 p4 at 520.5 ~ 

= o.q599 + 2.2609 p4 at 600:0 K* 

= 0.0598 + ·1.3678 p4 at 680.5 K 

Intermediate temperature. 

The experimental a,.'s due to Maxwell and Sli~ker column shape ~actors 

were placed in the 1Oth and 11th columns of Table 7.1 and· are shown 

graphically by curve Nos. 2 and 3 respectively in Figs. ?.4-7.8 as a functiorJ of 

temperature. They are almost of the same trends with those of CCF method 

as evident in Table 7.1 and Figs 7.4-7.8 1 although, the Slieker column shape 

factors are very crude in comparison with those of Maxwell inverse fifth power 

potential model. 

0.010 

Ill 1:16 
~• - xe 

.. 
~ 0005 

~ 0000 ':7.:400c---~soo=:-----~~oo ___ __,lO~D ------.;;!~o 

---+- T in K 

Fig.7.5. Plot of aT's against 1' inK for Xe129-Xe136 . -o-o- Curve 
1: Experimental aT from Fs and lnqmax· -0-,-CJ- Curve 2: Ex
perimental O'T using Maxwell shape factors. -A-A- Curve 3: 
Experimental O'T using Slieker shape factors. Curve 4: Th'eoret
ical O'T based on elastic collision. 
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Table 7.2. ~laxwcll's. model dependent and Slicker'~ model indcprndcn~ column ahape factors, cocllicient of \'iscosity 'l•j and Dilfusion 
(\'t'lflrirnl 0,_, tOjlt'lhrr with cstiml\lrd force paramrtcr~ c1_1/k and molcc11lar <lillme~crs l7ij IISro in ~he Cl\lcula~ion of OT, of simple 
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Fig.7.6. Plot of ctT's"against Tin K for C028-C0 29 . -o...:.o- CurvE 
( Experimental aT from F s and lnqmax· -!:::,.-!:::,.- Curve 2: Ex· 
pcrimcnt~l ctT using Maxwell shape factors. -D-0- Curve 3 
Experimental aT using Slieker shape factors. Curve 4: Theo· 

· retical aT based on elastic collision .. Curve 5: Theoretical cx1: 
based on inelastic collision. 
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Fig.7.7. Plot of aT's against T i.n K for CH~6-CH~ 7 . -o-o.:... Curve 
1: Experimental O'T from F s and lnqmax -6.-t:i- Curve 2: Ex
perimental O'T using Maxwell shape factors. -0-0- Curve 3: 
Experimental aT using Slieker shape factors. Curve 4: The~
retical aT based on ela.Stic collision. Curve 5: Theoretical O'T 
based on inelastic collision. 
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Fig.7.8. Plot of aT's against T in K for N~8-N~9 . -o-o- Curve 
1: Experimental O'T fro~ F s and lnqmax. -6.-6.- Curve 2: Ex
perinu.mtal O'T using Maxwell shape factors. -0-0- Curve 3: 
Experimental aT using. Slieker shape factors. Curve ,1: . Theo
retical O'T based on elastic collision. Curve 5: Theoretical O'T 
based on inelastic collision. 
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The experimental aT's as obtained in terms of lnqmax and F ~from eqs (7 .1) 

and (7.3) are placed in the 9th column of Table 7 .. 1 and shown graphically by 

the curve No.1 in all the Figs 7.4-7.8. These are slightly high.erthan those due 

to Maxwell (curve 2) and. Slieker (curve 3), but exhibit the similar trends as 

' mentioned earlier. 

' 
The reliability of the temperature dependence of the experimental aT's by 

the CCF method of the aforesaid binary mixtures is, however, ensured with 

the determination of the respective molecular force parameter e../k's and cr..'s 
, . , · . , IJ I) . 

for the molecules. The estimated force parameters seem to be sensitive to · 

intermolecular interactions and agree excellently-well for Ar, Kr, and Xe while 

for CO, CH4 and N2 t~ey dev!ate remarkably. Both e/k's and cri/s are· all presented 

in columns 3 and 4 to compare with the literature values placed in columns 5 

··and 6 respectively of Table 7.2. This fact at once $UQgests the exis~ence of 

inelastic collisions in the later three isotopic mixtures. It was, however, pointed 

out by some workers16• 17) that the theory of inelastic collision,effect iri thermal 

diffusion is not widely applicable.except for eccentrically loaded sphere molecule 

as one of the component in binary mixture·s. The simple theory so :far adopted 

· here to estimate the force parameters is based on the elastic collision amongst 

the molecules. The inelastic collision in molecufes like CO, CH
4
and N2 maybe 

th~ reason of such d.eviations (Table 7.2J 

The aT's due to elastic collision theory from eq. (7.11) in terms of e/k and 

cr .. are also shown graphically by the curve no 4 of Figs. 7.4-7.8 for comparison 
IJ ' ' . 

with aT's by CCF method. They are placed in the 12th column .of Table 7.1. 

The graphs in Figs, 7.4-7.8 and Table 7.1', clearly show that in case of Kr a~d 

Xe elastic a;-'s almost coincide with aT's by CCF method so far the magnitudes 

and trends are concerned. But in case ot'CO, CH4 and N2 elastic aT's are of. 

one order smaller in mag~itudes and not wit~ the same trends with a1-'s·from 

CCF mettlod. 

The fact as mentioned above indicates that Chapman Enskog gas kinetic 

theory1> could not interprets the variation _of aT's of CO, CH4 and N2 isotopic 

mixtures with temperature probably due to the presence of inelastic collision 

among such molecules as shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. But the theory appears 
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to ~e syccessful to explain the temperature d~pendence of aT's of spherically 

symmetric molecules like Ar, Kr, and Xe as evident from Tables 7.1 and 7.2 

and Figs· 7.4 and 7.5. 

The aT based on inelastic collisions as derived'by Monchick et aJ15> from 
' ' I 

eq (7 16) for C028-C029 CH 16-CH 17 and N' 28-N 29 are presented in column 13 
' I 4 4 2 2 , 

of Table 7.1. They are plotted graphically by the curve No.5 in Figs 7.6-7.8Jor 

comparison. 

' 
From all the discussions we may co!lclude that aT's as obtained by CCF 

method is a simple, straightforward and unique one. This study fL:Jrther indicates 

that the nature of variation of F is the same- as observed earlier, 2•4• 17> but s . . 

differing in the magnitudes ofcoefficients A, 8 and C in F s = A + BT + CT2• 

Thus the, nature of variation ofF s with temperature T(Fig 7.1) -confirms that the 

· CCF method to locate the magnitude and trend of aT in Figs 7.4-7.8 is correct 

7 .6. Conclusions 

Although, F s is supposed to be an essential tool in determining the . . 
experimenta.l ~ in a column measurement, still the functional reiationship of . 

Fs with rc~ld' rhat' Land f remains unexplored. Sj~ultaneous determination of Fs 

and the force parameters seems to be an important step forward to observe ~ 

of both isotopic and nonisotopic binary mixtures of simple molecules as a 

function of temperature. A rigorous study of experimental Fs through 

experimentally determined lnqmax of binary mixture having accurate~ is needed_ 

with diffe~ent column geometries to serve this purpose. 

The very existence of inelastic collision effects· in thermal diffusion df 

suitable molecules forming binary mixture have to be studied in detai.l through 

.lnqmax and F s to improve the theory of inelastic collision effects in 'thermal_ 

diffusion. 
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CHAPTER a· 

Molecular Force Parameters 
throu,gh Thermal Diffusion to 
Ensure the Model Independency 
of Column Calibration Factor 
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Molecular For~e Parameters through Thermal Diffusion 
to Ensure the Model Independency of Column 
Calibration Factor 

8.1;, Introduction 

The theoretical formulation of thermal diffusion factor aT as ~erived from 

Cha'pman-Enskog gas kinetic 'theory1> is based on the assumption that the 

molecules are elastic spheres with spheri~ally symmetric potential field. The 

theory car1, however, hardly expla.in th·e experimental aT of bi!lary non isotopic 

or even isotopic gas. mixtures. Thermal diffusion is still interes~fng for its close 

correlation with the intermolecular forces. Moreover, unlike viscosity, thermal 

· diffusion is a second order effect. Thus it is generally used to investigate the 

elastic or inelastic collisions among the molecules. Th~ phenomenon is also 

responsible to enrich rare as well as ordinary isotopes in thermal diffusion 

column. 

The temperature dependence ~f experimental ~'sofa binary· gas mixture 

may offer.a co11venient method to estimate the molecular .for~e parameters like 

Ei/k and crii where eii is the depth of~ potential well, k is the, Boltzmann constant 

and crii is the molecular diameter. elk and ·crii become eik or Ei/k and cru or crii for 

isotopic components in a binary mixture of gases. They are, therefore, expected 

to play an importa~t role to yield the exact theoretical aT's based on elast!c or. 

inelastic collisions. 

To estimate experimental aT the theory of TO column which was already 

developed by a large riumber of workers24> is sti,ll insufficient. TO column, on. 

the other hand, is a very sensitive instrument to investigate the temperature . 

and composition dependence of aT particularly for a binary isotopic gas mixture 

of molecules having practically no mass difference.. · 

The e~uilibrium separation factor of a gas mixture in a TO column is defined 

by: 

[86] 
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where x/and xi are the mass or mole fraction~ of the lighter (i) and heavier {J) . 

components respectively. In a TD column qeis usually measured at different 

pressure in atmosphere, for a fi?<ed composition of a binary gas mixture at 

different 'temperatures or at a fixed temperature for different compositions. 

The existing method of evaluating the experimental aT is involved with Maxwell, 

Lennard-Janes model dependent as well as Slieker model independent column· 
• •• t . 

. shape factors (CSF). The method is, however, complicated and the resulting 

aT's usually not in agreement with the theoretical aT's so far its temperature 

and composition dependences are concerned. 

We 5-7) therefore, introduce a scal.ing factor Fs called CCF for a TD column 

to get the actual-ar of a binary ga~ mixture from column measurements by the 

following relation: 

........................... (8.1) 

Here lhqmax is the logarithmic maxim~m equilibrium se·paration factor, rc and rh 

are the cold and hot wall radii maintained at temperatures T and Th respectively 
I ( C -

in a TD c~lumn of geometrical length Land the mean temperature Tofthe gas 

mixture is giv~n by T = (Th + Tc)/~. 

The molecular model independent parameter7•8> Fs can now be used to 

. evaluate the actual aT's of binary isotopic or nonisotopic gas mixtures from 

their lnqmax measurements. Moran and Watson9> had already measured the 

pressure dependence of lnqe of Ne20-Ne22
, Ar36-Ar4°, and K~80-Kr86 mixtures at 

two experimental temperatures in a TD column of L=182:0 em, rc=0.635 em· 

and rh=0.0254 em respectively. The measurements9~, however, inspired us to 

observe the probable temperature depend,e.nce of aT of those isotopic mixtures 

in terms 'of CCF together with the estimation of eglk and aiJ of the respective 

molecules. The purpose of such study is to estabHsh the molecular model 

independency of Fs too. 

The experimental9> lnq of Ar36-Ar4° at 432K and 537K and the reliable 10> max . 
ar's of Ar were, however, used to give two values ofF : As F is a molecular ' . s s . 

model independent parameter, the experimental9> lnq an'd reliable10> a of 
max T . 
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Ne20-Ne22 were used again to get F s at the intermediate ·t~mperature 447K. 

The probable temperature depend~nce of F s for the column9> is then obtained 

F = 54.3777 -0.115iT +1.4350 X 1 o-4T2 
s . ......................... (8.2)' 

which is shown graphically in Fig. 8.1. This Fs and the experimental lnqmax for . 

any gas mixture yield a~ at the experimental temperature T from eq. (8: 1 ). 

A large number of workers11·12> had expre5sed aT in the form : 

............. : ........ : .... (8.3) 

where A and .B are two arbitrary constants. The experimental aT's for Ne20-

Ne22, Af36-Ar4° and Kr80-Kr86 as a function of Tare, however given by 

aT= 0.03019- 0.80013/ T, 

aT= 0.03476-5.08.155/ T and , 

~ = 0.27993~69.3~46/ T 

....... : ......... : ....... .' ... (8.4) 

which are shown in Figs. 8.3-8.5 respectiyely. The plot of experimental aT's . 

against T thus enables us to ·evaluate e11 /k and ·a,
1 

of the respective 

, molecules13·14>. The results are shown in Table 8.2 for com·parison with the 
\ . 

·literature values .. The comparison finally indicates that curves as shown in 

Figs. 8.3...:8.5 in terms of Fs and lnqmax from. eq (8.1) for Ne, ~r and Kr gas 

mixtures are claimed to be perfect. The theoretical as well as the experimental 

aT's by' the CCF method as a function of Twere however, used to estimate a' 

and b'and hence lnqe at any intermediate tempera~ure between 432K to 537K 

for each system. They are also shown in Fig. 8.2 by the dotted lines together 

with actu~l lnqe at two available TK. 

The experimental aT's by the. existing method involved with CSF due ~b 

Maxwell and Sliekerwere also evaluated and shown in Figs. 8.3-8.5.The CSF· 

. due to L-J model can not be applied here as the cold wall temperature of the 

column was held fixed. The theoretical aT's based on ·~lastic collisions were 

also fou~d out with the estimated e/k and aiJ, placed in Table 8.2 and shown. 

in Figs. 8.3-8.5 only to see how far the elastic theory is now successful to 
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explain the experimental ~:s (Table 8.1) by the CCF and the existing method. 

The theoretical aT's are placed in the last column of Table 8.1. Both the Tables 

8.1 and 8.2, however, indicate the adequacy or otherwise of the CCF method 

to predicHhe actual and reliable aT of sue~ isotopic mixtures together with 

their correct force parameters from thermal diffusion. 
-

8.2. Mathematical- Formulations to Estimate 
Experimental ~ 

In case of an ideal co!umn of length L, both ends being close.d, lnqe of a 

gas mixture at any temperature T is given by7•8> 

. HL 
lnqe = K + K ........ : .............. .". (8:5). 

c d 

H, Kc and Kd are the functions of the transport coefficients of a gas mixture and 

are proportional tO p2,p4and p0 respectively, p being the preSSUre ill atmosphere: 

The above eq (8.5) thus becomes 

lnq = ap2 / (b+p4} , e . ................... · ....... (8.6) 
' 

But in case of actual column, parasitic remixing gener.ally occurs. This can be 

taken into consideration by. adding a .term KP, proportional to p4 in the 

denominator of eq (8.5), lnq then becomes 
e. 

lnqe = a'p2/(b'+p4) ........................... (8.7) 

. where a' ~nd b' are related to a and b'by: 

a=a' ·(1 +K /K ) and b=b' (1 +K /K ) p .c p c 

The above eq (8. 7) can then be written as 

p2 I lnqe = b'/a' + (1/a') p4 ....... : ........... .': ....... (8.8.) .. 

where a' and. b' are t't'o arbitrary _constants which can be obtained from 

_:xperimentallnqe at different pressures p in atmosphere at a given temperature 

TK. 

Again; it has been found in Fig 8.2 that the experimental lnq increases 

with p and ~ventually becomes maximum at p = (b~~ for which ·;p (In qe)=O. 

The eq (8. 7) then becomes 

[89] 
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Fig. 8.1 .. Variation of co.lumil calibration factor F. (CCF) against temperatUre 
:~K . 
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Fig. 8.2. i) Variation of Inq. against p in atmosphere for Ne20-Neu. -a-a
Experimental Inq. at 44 7K, -----Predicted In q• at 492 K,,...6.-.6.- Experimental Inq •. 
at 537 K. (ii) Variation of Inq. against p in atmosphere for Ar36-Ar40

: -ci-a
Experimental lnq. at 432K, ----- Predicted Inq. at 484.5 K, -.6.-.6.- Experimental 
Inq. at 537 K. iii) Variation oflnq. against pin atmosphere for Kr80-Kr86

: -a-a
Experimental Inq at 44 7K, ----- Predicted Inq at 492K, -.6.-.6.- Experimental Inq 

e ~ e . , e 

at 537K. iv) Kr80-Kr86 (Adjacent graph): Adjusted Inq. against p in 
atmosphere at 44 7K, ----- Predicted Inq. against p in atmosphere at 492 K. -
Adjusted Inq. against pin atmosphere at 537K. 
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a' 
lnq = ----==--. max 

2
./fi ................ ; ......... (8.9) 

With the known lnqmax in terms of a' and b' (Table 8.1) and Fs (Fig 8.1) of a 

given colu·mn9>, aT Qf binary isotopic gas ~ixtures of Ne, Ar, Kr were found out 

from eq (8.1 ). They are placed in Table 8.1 aQd shown graphically in 

Figs 8.3-8.5. 

by: 

One may obtain the experimental lnqmax from eq (8.5) which is also given 

HL 
lnq =--max 2../'KK. 

,c d 

........... ; ............... (8.10) 

The exact expressions for H, Kc and Kd are given by: 

(i) 

2 . 
2rt ( aTp iig. 1 

H =- ) . - (r +rh) (r -rh)3 (2u)2h' 
6! 11.. 2 c c 

~ . 

.. .................. (8.11) 

and 

(ii) 
aTp2.,J.g AT 2 

( )1 (~-) H = C
1 

= [S.F]
1 
r/ . 

Tlii T 

- - S F] s .( 3 . 2 I 2 ) ( ~ T )2 Kc- c3- [ . 3rc p {J n ij 0/j 1 T. 

Kd= C2 = rt(1-a2)rc2 (piJ0!/)1 .. : ....................... (8.12) 

for Maxwell model and Slieker's model independent methods. The~ in Maxwell 

model dependent and Slieker's model independent methods15•16) could, however, 

be obtained by osing eqs (8.1 0) to (8.12) in the following forms: 
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r - r - jk1 k1 

aT= (Maxwell model)'= 2.39 _c __ h-. __!_ c d lnq .......... (8.13) 
' L ~T h' max 

and 
. rc T "1t(1-a2)[S.F]3 

aT (SIIeker) = 2.00 L ~T [S.F]
1 

lnqmax ................... (8.14) 

The symbols h', k/, k'd and [S.F]1; 7t(1-a2
), [S.Fl3 are dimensionless CSF due 

to MaXwell and Slieker respectively pi; is the mass density of the gas mixture 

T -T 
of coefficient of viscosity lliiand diffusion coefficient Du,u = Th + T c, .1T = Th- Tc 

and g is the acceleration due to gravity. h c 

The aT's thus evaluated from eqs. (8.13) and (8.14) due to · Maxwell 

model and Slieker's CSF respectively are placed in Table 8.1. They are also 

shown in Figs. 8.3-8.5 for Ne20-Ne22
, Ar36-Ar40 and Kr80-Kr86 mixtures in order 

to compare them with the theoretical aT computed with their respective elk 

and crii' . 

8.3. Theoretical Elastic aT together with Force 
Parameters elk and cru. 

According to gas kinetic theory the. theqretical aT based on elastic 

collisions1l is 

......................... (8.15) 

where 
' 1 s<i)x. - smx. 

g=-- I I 

6[A.ii]1 XA. + YA. 

is a complicated function of composition and thermal conductivities of a gas 

mixture. The temperature dependence of aT is mainly governed by (6C*!/-5) 

which involves with like or unlike interactions. The experimental aT as a function 

ofT is17> 

-
(aT)expt = A+B IT. ......................... (8.16) 

Although g is a slowly varying function ofT, we may assume to be a temperature 
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Table 8.1. Experimental and theoretical thermal diffusionfactor a,. of binary isotopic mixtures ofl'>leon, 
Argon and Krypton with temperatures in K. 

lloL C.old Mean Temp. 
Conopulcd C~lumn 

Colunm 
Wall Wall in·K 

a' ll In q. .... r.,aliLrt~li••U - Syalem Temp. Temp. T= 
(aLm)2 (aLm)4 £rom rae tor 

(T~). (Tc) Tb;1~ / eq (8.9) (f~) 
inK. inK; 

£=Lenctb 596 298 447. 2.5470 2.0188 0.11963 31.5599 
ol Lhe Column. Ne20-Ne22 658 328 492 3.3670 3.3025 0.9264 32.4355 

•182.0 em. 716 358 537 4.3365 4.9660 0.9730 - 33.9012 

llo& Wall 576 288 432 0.21142 0.0415 _0.7221 3i.3957 
,.diua A~'-Ar40 646 323 484.5 0.4149 0.0701 0.7836 32.2485 
f\ = 0.0254 em. n6· 358 537 0.7037 0.1683 0.8577 33.9012 

0.5342 0.0046 . 3.9382 
596 29@ 447 31.5599 

0.0653 0.0046 0.4814 

Cold Wall 0;7963 0.0078 4.50112 
,.diua Kr101-Kr" 65{; 328 492 32.4355 
ro • 0.1135 em. 0.0073 0.0078 0.5511 

-1:5540 0.0231 5.1123 
7UI 3511 537 33.9012 

. 0.19110 0.0231 0.~250 

Coiiiii>JI 
F.all-led OT ual~ 

s,.__ ........... Slieker'• 
·Coaopuled ..... p_._ lbaariLical ..,. _.... abapo lbapo 

fldOI" Cadar 

£-IA.aldl . D.02II4 0~1111 0.01711 0.021N 
at'&M--. J1MIO-Nr2 11.0281 0.0111 0.0186 0.02811 

•1112.0-.· CUII2I7 O.OUII 0.0181' D.OZ87 

Ita& w.u OJiri30 0.01211 0.0144 ~ 
ndha. 

,.._,.... o.caa 0.0130 O.OIU a.m. 
-~-D.025C- 0.11213 0.0148 0.0171 CI.D377 

0.1a48 
0.11884 11.07116 0.0135 ' 

0.0153 

Cold Wall 0.1391i 
radlua K,ao-KrN 0.0783 0.0899 0.0157 
rc = 0.635 em. 0.0170 

0.1508 
0.0888 0.1019 . 0.017J) 

0.018-t 

·,' 
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independent one. C* IJ may be expressed as a function of reduced temperature 

T*like 

........................ (8.17) 

where 

- -
T* = T/(elk). 

The above eq (8.15) thus becomes 

(aT)theo~. = (6C- 5)g + 6gD/T* ....................... (8.18) 

where C and D are new constants. Comparing eqs. (8.16) and (8.18) one may 

get 

g=A/(6C-5) 

From the fitted equations of ( <Xr)expt against 1/ T, A and 8 were first evaluated. 

Similarly C*leported elsewhere18> for (12-6) L-J potential was plotted against 

1tf*: to get C and D of eq (9.17) 

Thus 'g' along with (ar)expt.= (6C*IJ-5)g fixes C*IJand hence T*to estimate 

e../k of the respective molecule. 
IJ 

With the value of e/k first estimated, one may repeat the total procedure 

as mentioned above, to get mo~e correct euf k in order to present them in 

Table 8.2. They are found in good agreement with the available literature 

values. Reported viscosity data are then used wi~h the estimated e/k to get 

the molecular diameter criJas shown in Table 8.2. The theoretical · ar's for 

Ne20
- Ne22

, Af36-Ar4° and KrB0-KrB6 were then evaluated with those e111 k, eD/ k · 

and e/k (Table 8.2) and shown in Figs. 8.3-8.5 respectively. 

8.4. Results and Discussions 

The lea·st square fitted euqations of p2/lnqe against p4 from the available 

lnqe vs p in atmosphere9> as illustrated gra~hically in Fig. 8.2, were worked out 

for 9. 7%. of Af36 in Ar40, Ne20-Ne22 and KrB0-KrB6, the latter two with their natural 

isotopic abundances, at two experimental temperatures. The pressure 
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Fig. 8.3. Plot of aT's against T in K for Ne20-Ne22
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1 :Experimental aT from F. and lnqmax' -o-o- Curve 2: Experimental . 
~ from Maxwell's shape factors. -/:i-1:!- Curve 3: Experimental aT 
using Slieker's shape factors.-- Curve 4: Theoretical aT based on 
elastic collision. 
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dependence of lnqe at any intermediate temperature for them, as shown by 

dotted lines in Fig. 8.2, were also inferred from lnqmax in terms of known Fs and , 

aT assuming the linear relationship of (b'/a') with T- for the three aforesaid 

mixtures. p2/lnqe as a linear function of p4 are, however,- expressed by the 

following -equations for: 

p2/lnqe = 0.1411-+ 3.3990p4 at 432 K 

p2/lnqe = 0.1690 + 2.41 02p4 at 484 K 

p2/lnqe = 0.2392 + 1.421 Op4 at 537 K 

ii) Ne~0-Ne22 (with natural isotopic abundances) 

p2/lnqe = 0.7926 + 0.3926p4 at 447 K 

p2/lnqe.= 0.9808 + 0.2970p4 at 492 K 

p2/lnqe= 1.1452 + 0.2306p4 at 537 K 

and for Kr-8°- Kr-86 (with natural isotopic abundances) 

p2/lnqe = 0.0086 + 1.8720p4 at 447 K 

p2/lnqe = 9.0098 + 1.2558p4 at 492 K 

p2/lnqe = 0.0149 + 0.6435p4 at 537 K. 

But lnqmax of Krypton, estimated from the measured values of lnqe as a function 

of pressure (Fig. 8.2) in terms of a' and b' (Table 8.1) is found fa be 8.18 t,imes 
' 

larger than the Widely reported data elsewhere. 7l Adjustment of lnq is, therefore, 
. . . e , 

necessary to get actual aT's of Kr80-Kr86
, as shown by curve 5 in Fig. 8.5, from 

the follwoing p2/lnqe against p4 relations : 

p2/lnqe = 0.0704 + 15.3139p4 at 447 K 

p2/lnqe = 0.0802 + 1 0.2775p4 at 492 K 

p2/lnqe = 0.1_216 + 5.2632p4 at 537 K. 
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Table8.l. Maxwell's model dependent and slicker's model independent column shape factors, (CSF) coefficient ~?f viscosity 
together with estimated force parameters e(k and molecular diameter a

0
uscd in the calculation of a,. of simple isotopic gas 

·mixtures. · 



The new lnqe against p in atmosphere is shown by the adjacent curves in 

Fig. 8.2 .. The corresponding lnqmax's are placed in Table 8.1 together with 

those obtained from lnqe vs p measured by Moran and Watson9>. The lnqmax's 

for all the isotopic molecular mixtures were, however, determined from eq. 

(8.9) with a' and b' governing their pressure variation of lnqe as shown in Fig. 

8.2. They are placed in the 8th column of Table 8.1. 

Since_ Fs is supposed not to depend on molecular model we·therefore, 

estimated three· values of F s from eq. (8.1.) for this columri9> through th~ 

measl,lred lnqmax and reliable aT's from the other sources10
> for Ar36-Ar4° 

at 432 K, 537K and Ne20-Ne22 at 447K respectively. It is interesting to note in 
. . 
Fig. 8.1, that the temperature varitibn of F s is the same as observed earlier5

-
6> 

only the coefficients ofT and T2 are slightly different. Although r/rh (=25) for 

the present column is-too large, the temperatue variation of Fs isJound to be 

concave in nature. 

The magnitudes and trends of aT with respect to temperature f could, . 

now be obtained for Ne20-Ne22, Ar36-Ar4° and Kr80-Kr86 from eq. (8.1) ih terms of 

lnqmax and F
5

• The expected close agreement of ~·s from the CCF method 

with theoretical on~s might express the reliability of F s and the mode! 

independency of CCF method may once again be confirmed. The aT's by the 

CCF method are placed in the 10t~ column of Table 8.1. The variation of these 

aT's with Tare shown graphically in Figs. 8.3.-8.5 for Ne20-Ne22
, Ar36-Ar4° and 

Kr80-KrB6 respectively by the curve No.1 .. 

In order to.ensure the reliability of the temperature dependence of aT the 

molecular force parameters eiJI k and crJ
1 
were also detemined by using eq 

(8.18) and the available coefficients of viscosity respeCtively. The estim~ted e
11

. 

/k or e1111< and cr11 or cr11 of the isotopic gases are placed in the 3rd and the 4th 

columns of Table 8.2. The close agreement of them with the literature values 

at once suggests the technique to estimate aT is really accurate and reliable. 

The exp~rimental a,.'s were also computed from eqs (8.13) and (8.14) by using 

Maxwell's inverse fifth power potential and Slieker's model independent column · 

shape factors (CSF) which are placed in Table 8.2. These aT's are placed in 
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the 11th and the. 12th columns of Tables 8.1 respectively. The variation of 

these aT's with Tare also shown graphically by curves 2 and .3 respectively in 

Figs 8.3-8.5. The aT's as shown in Figs 8.3-8.5, due to Maxwell and Slieker's 

· methods agree excellently with aT's by the CCF method· so far their trends 

with T are concerned, although the magnitude of aT by the present method is 

higher. 

The existing frame work of derivation of eqs. (8.13) and (8.14) are really . 

very interesting. The formulations so derived show that the molecular model 
' . . 

appears in them through CSF which seems to be an important stepforward in 

the existing method based on Furry2> and Jones4> column theory. 

With the estimatd force parameters e../k and a .. , presented in Table 8.2, 
. . q q ' 

theoretical a,.'s based on the elastic collisions were also evaluated and placed. 

in the 13th column of Table 8.1 The variation of theoretical aT's with T are 

shown graphically by curve 4 in each of the Figs. 8.3-8:5 for Ne20-Ne22
, 

Ar36-=Ar40 and Kr80,,Kr86 r€J5pactivaly. The at'§ due to 6lastic colliBioh theory am 
found to be almost of the same magnitude with those by the CCF method. 

Besides all these, it is seen that the trends of aT's with respect to te!T}perature 

by the present CCF method agree excellently well with the theoretical one in 

all the systems. 

From the discussions made above, it is confirmed that F is a molecular s 

model independent parameter. F s is further, claimed to be a perfect, simple 

and straightforward one to locate the magnitude and trend of aT with re~pect . 
- -

toT. Moreover, aT against 1/T may be considered as a simple and useful 

technique in determining the exact force parameter of molecules too, to observe 

the temperature dependence of aT of any binary isotopic and non isotopic gas 

mixture.· 

8.5. ·Conclusion 

Model' independency of CCF, F s is now once again established in 

determining the reliable a,.'s of any binary gas mixture in colum~ measurements. 

It is, the~efore, desirable to study more TD columns of different column 
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geometries to arrive at the functional relationship ofF s with rc, rh LandT with the 

experimentally determin~d lnqmax a~d ~r- of interesting pair of molecules. The 

simultaneous estima~ion of ar's and F s with the corresponding force parameters 

from <Xr vs 1/fseems to be an important stepforward to test the applicability of 

F s· Furthermore, the very existence of inelastic collisions among the molecules . 

in the process of thermal diffusion might be detected and improved with certainty 

through such rigorous study. 
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The functional relationship of the column calibration 
factor in thermal diffusion col11mn measurement 

9.1. Introduction 

The thermal diffusion column (fDC) is a very useful device for concentrating 

impuri!ies.of a gas. The enrichment of impurities becomes squared when the 

length qf the column is doubled. The TDC is also used to determine the thermal __ 

diffusion factor a.,. of any is~topic or non isotopic gas mixture. The colurrln_theory, 

on the other hand, may qe improved-by the accurate experimental determination 

of a.,. of the binary gas mixture in a column. Again, the close correlation of aT , 

with the molecular force parameters allows 'one to locate the exact force 

parameters of the interacting molecules. Thus both from experimental and from _ 

theoretical points of view, an accurate estimation of aT is necessary. 

In the absnce of a theoretical possibility of estimating the actual 

experimental aT from _the existing column theory, Achar~ya et. af 1J and Datta 

et. af 2J, however, introduced a scaling factor F
8 

called the column calibration 

factor (GCF) into the relation: 

............ : ..... _ ......... (9.1) 

rc and rh are the cold and hot wall radii of a given column of geometrical length 

Land T = (Th + Tc)/2, Th and Tc being the hot and cold wall temperatures in 

kelvin respectively. Here lnqmax is the maximum value of lnqe at the. optimum 

pressure and qe is the equilibrium separation factor. Although, the model _ 

independency of Fs is well established3> for its important role in the estimation 

of reliable a/4>, the functional relationship of F
8 

with rc' rh, L and T remains 

unknown. 

Rutherford and Kaminsky5> had measured the column coefficients H', K'c · 

and K'd using Ne20-Ne22 gas mixtures with their natural isotopic abundances at 

various experimental temperatures in four different columns; see Table 9.1. 

The hot Nichrome V wire of their5> I, II and Ill TO columns had radius rh = · 

_ 8x1 Q-4m. Their column IV was ·a thin-walled Nichrome V tube of ~ad ius rh =3.2x 
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Fig. 9.1. A plot of the Inq., against the pressure pin atmospheres ofNe20-Ne22 

mixtures : curve I, for column I at 530.5 K and 680.5K; curve II, for column II 
at 53Q.5 K and 680.5K; curve III, for column III at 380.5 K, 530.5 K and 688.5 
K; and curve IV, for column IV at 334.5 K and 530.5 K. 
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1 Q-3m. The radii of water-cooled metal tubes of all these columns were rc =1.6 

X 1 Q-2 m, 1.27 X 1 Q-2 m, 9.43 X 1 Q-3 m and 9.43 X 1 Q-3 m respectively. The 

geometrical length of columns I and
1

11 was·L = 3.05 m whereas columns Ill and 

IV had L=1.534 m. This inspired us to o~serve . a.T values from the pressure 

dependences of lnqe values of Ne20
- Ne22 mixtures at the experimental 

. temperatures. The lnqe of. Ne20-Ne22 gas mixtures. as a -function of the 

atmospheric pressure are shown in Fig. 9.1 by the, least square fitted curves 

fo~ these columns. The H', K'c and K'/J are used to study the temperature 

dependence of aT and hence the molecular force parameters of neon. The 

experimetnal CXr values due to Maxwell's model-dependent and Slieker's ryJOdel

indepen~ent column shape factors (CSF) together with the_theoretical aT values 
. . 

based ori Chapman-Enskog gas kinetic th~ory6> were also estimated. They· 

· are plotted against T in Fig. 9.2 for comparison. :rhe experimental and theoretical 

F s as well as the estimated experimental and theoretical ~values are presented 

in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 respectively. The theoretical formulation ofF sis, however, 

derived in section 9.3 and is compared with the experimental F as seen in· 
. s . 

Fig. 9.3. · 
- . 

. The plots of a.fagainstT obtained by the CCF method and of the collision 

integral C*!l against the reduced temperature T* were simultaneously used to· 

·.calculate the force parameters eufk or e/k of the isotopic components of neon. 

e/k or E/k are the depths of the potential well (see section 9.4). The molecular 

diameters cr11 or crJ/were then obtained from the coeffici.ents of viscosity with the 

estimated force parameters (see Table 9.3). The excellent agreement of the 

force parameters with the literature values (Table 9.2) and the close agreement 

of~Xr obt?~ined by the CCF method with the theoretical ones as seen in Table 

9.2 and ~ig. 9.2 establish the fact that the derived relationship of Fs is reliable. 

9.2. Formulations of the Experimental Thermal_ 
Diffusion Factor 

Both ends being closed in an ideal TD column of length L, lnqe is given by 

................. · ..... : ....... (9.2.) 
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where qe is defined by 

. qe =·(xi I xi)to/ ('x/ xi)botom 

(xi I xi)top and (x/ x)bottom represent the ratio of mole or mass fractions of 

lighter (i) and heavier (j) components of a binary gas mixture at the top and at 

the bottom of a TO column of geometrical length L. The column coefficients H, 

Kc and Kd are proportional to the second, fourth and zeroth powers of the . 

pressurep in atmospheres respectively. On writing H = H' p2, Kc = K'fl4 and Kd 

= K'd, eq (9.2) can be put into the form 

·or 

(H' Ll K'c)p2 
lnqe = ---,---.....::...--

(K'd I K'c) + p4 

........................ (9.3) 

where a'= (H'LI K'c) and b' = (K'/ K'c). The experimental parameters a' and b' 

of Table .g.1 govern the variation of the experimental lnqe as a function of the·· · 

. pressure p in atmosphere at a given temperature. They were obtained from 
' 

the measured values of H', K'c and K'd by Rutherford and Kaminsky5>. The 

pressure dependences of lnqe thus estimated are illustrated graphically in Fig. 

9.1 by the fitted curves for four col~mns I, II, Ill and IV at various experimental 

temperatures. It is evidenffrom eq (9.3) that, in each ~ase seen in Fig. 9.1, as 

p increases lnqe of the gas mixture increases and eventually reaches a 

maximum value of lnqmax given by 

lnq =-a_'== 
max 2~' 

: ............................ (9.4) 

at the optimum pressure Popt given by Popt = (b1.% for which (818p) lnqe =0. The 

experimental ~or often the experimental Fs is obtained by using eqs. (9.1) 

and (9.4) in terms of F8 and lnqmax·or a.T and lnqmax· 

Again, (9.2) on maximization becomes 

HL 
lnqmax = 2(KcKd)112 . 

(108] 
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Table 9.1 The geometry of the columns with length L, cold wall radius rc and hot wall radius rh together with column constants 
G1 and 6:2. column calibration factor F5 , a', b' and In qmax· 

Geometry Hot Cold Theoretical 
of the wall wall Mean Column Column Fs from · Experi-
column in temp. temp. temp. a' b' constant constant eq(9.i4)1 mental 
m Th (K) Tc (K) T (K) (atm2 ) (atm4 ) In qmax G1 (103 ) 02(105) Fs 

Column I 
L=3.05 773 288 530.5 0.5184 ·0.0158 2.0621 3.4087 : 59.8315 76.3741 
fc = 1.6·x 10-2 5.9120 

...-. fh = 8.0 X 10-4 1073 288 680.5 0.7367 0.0211 2.5358 4.3580 76.4942 91.8768 - Column II 0 
\0 L= 3.05 773 288 .530.5 1,1982 0.0684 2.2907 3.2700 

5.2986 76.4391 .84.8407 ........., 
fc = 1.27 X 10-2 

rh = 8._0 x 10~4 • 1073 288 680.5 2.0376 0.1282 2.8460 4.1831 . 97.7822 103.1159 

Column Ill 
L= 1.524 l 473 288 380.5 1.0358 0.5498 0.6985 1.7285 i 281091 -i 27.0736 
fc = 9.43 X 10-3 773 288 530.5 2.3547 0.5902 1.5327 3.0576 4.4228 49.7242 : 56.7667 
rh = 8.0 x·1o-4 1088. 288 688.0 4.7567 1.2955 2.0896 3.9524 64.2766 75.7101 

Column IV 
L= 1.524 381 288 334.5 2.3265 4.6460 0.5397 0.7025 2.1957 18.2122 21.5880 
fc = 9.43 X 10-3 

fh = 3.2 X 10-3 773 288 530.5 10.2385 5.2510 2.2340 2.9767 77.1747 82.7407 
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Fig. 9.2. A plot ofTD factor ~ofNe20-Ne22 againstTin kelvins: curve I, (0), 
by the CCFmethod; curve II, (Li), du~ to the Slieker CSF; curve III, (c), due to 
the Maxwell CSF; and curve IV,(---), due to the elastic collision theory. 
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The column coefficients H, Kcand Kdbased on Maxwell model dependent CSF . 

h' k' and k' are7l 1 . c d 

H = 
2

1t { CX,.P
2
iig ) 2. (r + r) (r -r )3 { i\T )

2h' 
6! Tlii 2 c h c h . T 

Kd = 21t(pipii) _.!_ (rc + rh) (rc- rh)k'd. 
2 . 

. ·The experimental a,. due to the Maxwell model dependent CSF is thus 

_ rc- rh T . ~c~Jy. · · · 
a,. (Maxwell model)- 2.39 L - h' lnqmax ............... (9.6) · 

. L\T 
where L\ T = Til - Tc. Similarly the column coefficients due to the model

independent Slieker's8> CSF (SF)
1

, 1t(1-a2) and (SF)
3 

are 

H = (SF)lc4 a,.p2iig ( ~T. )2 
. Tlii T 

K, = (SF),r,' ( ::·~~ ) ( ~TT )2 
IJ IJ 

where a = rhl rc. Using Slieker's CSF, a,. is given by 

r T [1t(1-a2)(SF)
3
]y. . 

a,. (Siieker) = 2.0 L L\ T (SF)
1 

lnqmax· ......... (9. 7) 

The experimental·a,. values usi.ng the CSF were obtained from eqs. (9.6) and 

(9. 7) together with those by CCF method from eq (9.1) in terms of measured 

lnqmax and F~. All these. a,. values are placed in Table 9.2 for comparison with 

the theoretical ones. They are also shown graphically in Fig 9.2 with respect 

to T for Ne20-Ne22 gas mixtures. The corresponding CSF's based on Maxwell . 

model dependent and Slieker model independent methods are entered in Table. 

9.3. 
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Table 9.2. Experimental and theoretical aT at various experimental temperatures together with estimated force parameters 

Eq/k and molecular diameters a;1• 

Experimental aT using 

Fs of Slieker's Maxwell's 
Mean temp. equation shape shape 

Column T {K) ($..14) factor factor 

Column I 530.5 0.63'4 0.043 0.040 
680.5 0.033 0.042 0.035 

Column II 530.5 0.030 0.037 0.033 0.029 680.5 0.036 0.029 

Column Ill 380.5 0.025 0.032 0.017 
530.5 0.031 0.037 0.030 
688.0 0.033 0.040 0.030 

Column IV 334.5 0.030 0.012 0.013 
0.029 530.5 ·-- 0.015" 0.027 

a Clifford et al (1977)13). 
i; 

b Aziz (1976)13> 

Theoretical 
aT using 
equation(9'15) 

0.028 
0.028 
0.028 

. 0.028 

0.027 
0.028 
0.028 

0.026 
0.028 

Estimated 

E;j/k 
{K) 

t7ij , Eqjk 
{1010 m) (K). 

Reported 

"if 
(1010 m) 

47.oa '2.72a 
48.58 2.69 

41.186b. 3.b7b 
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Fig. 9.3. A plot of the theoretical F (equation (9.14) with the experimental F. 
- s s 

on .it against T in kelvins : curve I, for column I, (0) experimental points; 
curve II, for column II, (Ll), expenmental points; curve III, for column III, (0), 
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9.3. The Theoretical Formation of the Column· 
Calibration Factor 

The· column parameters in cylindrical coordinates derived from the most , 

elementary theory of the thermai diffusion column by Cohen9> are 

i
re r 

: H = 21t r a,. :r (In T) dr {j · Puur dr ), 
h rh 

Jr dr · (r 2 

Kc = 21t c {;.. Pu'Ur dr) 
- p . .D .. r r r IJ IJ h 

h 

( rc 
Kd = 21t Jr PiPil dr 

. rh 

and 

which can, however, be approximated almost in the same maimer as was 

·done earljer by Slieker8l. Here Pu and 00 are the density and diffusion coefficients 

. of the gas mixture, r is the radial coordinate and Tis the absolute temperature 

in kelvin. 

Under the influence of the temperature gradient along the horizontal plane 

of the column, the convective velocity v of the molecule in the vertical direction 

is obtained from the Navier-Stokes equation in cylindrical coordinates: 

If we consider the rectilinear flow of heat from the hotwire or wall of temperature 

Th to the cold wall of temperature Tc of·a TDC, the temper!=lture Tis given by 

AT 
. T = Th- (r..:.. rh) 

rc- rh 

Puting r = ex and solving the above equation, we get 

. p .. g AT r3 

v = C + C lnr + C r2 - ---'-=
11 =-----

1 2 s . 71iiT (rc- rh) 9 
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Table 9.3. Maxwell ,model dependent and Slieker-model-independent column shape factors, coeffiCient of viscosity Tlq and 
thermal conductivity >..u of Ne20-Ne22 gas mixture. 

Column shape factor 

Maxwell. Slieker 
A.ii Mean temp 'Iii 

· Column T (K) h' k' c k' d (SF)1(103 ) .(SF)3(106 ) · (105 kg m-1 s-1) (102 cal m-1 s-1 K-1) 

530.5 1.035 3.300 0.700 5.0333 1.7900 
Column 1 1.3639 1.9717 

6~0.5 1.585 6.075 0.725 6.2543 2.2236 
,..._.., 530.5 1.060 3.100 0.715 5.0333 1.7900 ...... Column II 1.3914 1.9140 ...... 
Vl 680.5 1.600 

'--' 
5.525 0.740 6.2543 2.2236 

380.5 0.800 1.050 0.745 3.8123 1.3558 
Column Ill 530.5 1.120 2.975 0.750 1.2838 1.6646 5.0333 1.7900 

688.0 1.590 4.975 0~770 6.3153 '2.2459 

334.5 0.970 0.500 0.912 3.4378 1.2226 
Column IV 239.23 4662.2 

530.5 1.185 1. 775 . 0.925 5.03~3 1.7900 
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where 

and G = Png LXT 1 

llu T (a -1) 9 
C

1
, C

2 
and C3 being the integration constant, <!> = r/rc is the new veriable and 

. a= r/rc. The boundary conditions are 

i) II)= 0 at r:=rc for which<!> =1 

· _ ii) v = 0 at r=rh for which <!> = a and since there is no transport of 

components of the gas mixture at equilibrium in the vertical direction up and . 

down the column, we have 

(iii) r/ j 1 

p\l$d$ = 0. 

a. 

Here, K
1 

, K
2 
and K

3 
are dimensionless constants which are, however, given · 

explicitly ,in terms of a(= r/ T
0

) of a TDC by applying the boundary conditions 

mentioned above : 

5a2(1-a)(1 +2a2 1na -a2
) +Ina 

K = -----------
1 5.(a2-1 )2 +5(1-2a4)1na . 

5a2( 1-a)( 1-2a2)-( 1-a2
) 

~ = 5(a2-1 )2 +5(1-2a4)1na 

[116] 
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Th~ column coefficients H, Kc and Kd are now derived as follows : 

H =- 2rr.r/j
1 

aT B~ (In T)d~ ~~ piiv~d~ 
a a 

-2 ~T G 4 - 7taT-1 - p.. r -a 11 c 

/

1 K m2 1< m2 1 1< m4 ms 

X 
T

1 [( 12'1' I '2'1' ( ) I '3'1' 'I' ] 
---=:--- + 2 In~- 2 + 4 + -5- + K4 d~ 

a 

where 

Here, the temperature and composition dependences of nii' pii,Dii and aT are 

not taken into accounF-9> and the above equation for H' becomes 
. p2 .. g ~T 

H = 21t~rc4 ~l (a- 1 )9 G1 ........................ (9.9) 

·where 

~a3 ~ 1 
--Ina+- +K (1-a)+-} 

6 20 4 30 

-
1 

-- 7/12 + a41na . ( ~T ~2 ( 2K- ~ . ~ ( ) 
T (1-a 48 24 

+ ~ +~ (1- a2) + 1/210] 
.120 2 

( 
~T )3 ( 2K1- ~ 47~ ~ K 

+ - +-+-4 (1-a3)+1/840] 
T(1-a) 120 3600 420 3 · 

................... (9.1 0) 

rataining the term containing up to the'third power of ~T/ [ f (1,-a)] because 

the contributions of higher terms ·are ·negligibly small. Again, an is very small 

compared with unity for n,:::4. 
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The coefficient Kc of a TDC is given by 

_ .. r~ ~ r~ )2 

Kc- 2' p . .D .. <j> (; pi1v<j>df/> . 
. a IJ IJ a 

K .+.4 n.s 2 

+ 3
"' + -"'- + K ] d"' 4 . 5 4 'I' 

Where 

K1K4 K2K3 K3K4 
+ 2 (1- a2

)- ~36=--- + 8 -

......................... (9.11) 

K1 9K
2 

K
3 

2K
4 

1 
+-----+--+ + (912) 35 490 90 25 250 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. a4 
For column IV where a=0.34, the higher power of 'a' in G2 i.e., - [2K,K

2 
+ K} 

. . 32 
(Ina - 1) - 4k3k4] IS taken. 

The coefficient Kd of a TDC is obtained as 

Kd = 27tr/J}ijoi1 <j>d<j> 
a 

......................... (9.13) 

Thus the CCF per unit length , F/ L, is finally obtained from eq. (9.5) with the 

help of eqs (9.9)-(9.13). It is given by 

........ · ................ (9.14) 
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The theoretical CCF per unitle~gth of any TO column can thus be approximated . 

in terms of G , G , a and r of the column. The values of formulated Fs are 
1 2 c . 

placed in Table 9.1 for columns I, II, Ill and IV. They are shown in Fig.9.3 

together with-the experimental F/L obtained from lnqmax and known ~values 

of Ne20-Ne22 gas mixtures. F
5 

I L of eq. (9.14} plays an important role in 

determining a,. of any binary gas mixture1•4l. Because its model independency 

is well established3l, F/L can safely be used to concentrate impurities of any 

gas to any desired level in TDC experiments. 

9.4. Force Parameters from the TD Factor 

The theoretical a,. based on Chapman -Enskog gas kinetic theory~l is 

given by 

······························· (9.15) 

where 
1 s<i) x.- SOl X. 

. I J g=--------....:. 
6A.ij . X).+ VA 

is a complicated function ·of the composition of the gas mixture and of the 

thermal conductivity Aif where as (6Cu* -:5) strongly depends on the temperature. 

The'Aif's are, however, obtained from the 17if's by using the relation 

Aif = (15R /4M)1Jif 

The experimental values of 11if of the Ne20-Ne22 gas mixture are taken from 

Yamamotq et. a/. 10l. The estimated theoretical ~values for Ne20-Ne22 are 

shown by curve IV of Fig. 9.2 in which they are compared with ~obtained by 

the existing method, curve II and curve Ill, due to the Maxwell and Slieker. 

CSF's as well as with a,. values of curve I obtained by the CCF method. 

Now, the slowly varying function of temperature g is given by3•11 l 

g = A/(6C- 5) 
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A and Care two arbitrary constants. A is determined from ·<Xr of the CCF method 

at two available temperatures Tin kelvins and c from the reported data12> of c .. * 
. . ~ 

· versusT*. Using the relation 

(9.16) 

the collision integral12> C*ii fixes T* where T* =: T I(Egfk) ·and hence Egfk of the· 

. molecule is located. Because. the variation of g with the temperature is very 

slo~. the entire procedure with the initially estimated Eyfk is repeated to get the 

exact value of Eglk. The molecular diameter crii is then determined from the 

viscosity data10> with the estimated Eglk. It is worthy to mention that, in· the case 

of isotopic components, the force parameters due to binary interactions Egfk 

and criibeC?ome c/k or ED/karid cr;; or crlespectively. 

9.5. Results and Discussion 

The equations of p2 I lnqe· against p4 of Ne20-Ne22 gas mixtures were, 

however, worked out in terms of the measured values of H', K'c and K'd 5> from . 

·the pressu~e dependences of lnqe in four columns of different column geometries 

and at various experimental temperatures. They are for column 1: 

p2Jinqe = . 0.0305 + 1.9290p4 atT = 530.5 K 

0.0286 + 1.3574p4 at T = 680.5 K 

for column II : 
-

p2Jinqe = 0.0571 + 0.8346p4 at T = 530.5 K 

0.0629 + 0.4908p4 at T = 680.5 K 

for column Ill : 

0.5309 + 0.9654p4 atT = 380.5 K 

p2Jinqe = 0.2506 + 0.4247p4 · at T = 530.5 K 

0.2703 '+ 0.2102p4 atT = 688.0 K 

for column·IV: 

p2Jinqe = 1.9970 + 0.4298p4 atT = 334.5 K 

0.5129 + 0.0977p4 at T = 530.5 K. 

The variation of lnqe with p !n atmospheres is found to increase with increasing 

length L and rh I rc of the TO columns as shown in F,ig. 9.1. Popt'the optimum· 

pressure at which lnqe becomes maximum as observed in Fig. 9.1, also inGrease~ 

on going from column I to column IV for increasing rh I rc. The variation. of 
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p2 /lnqe against p4 is governed by a' and b' of eq (9.3). a' and b'were, however:, 

obtained by applying a least square fitting technique to eq (9.3) with the 
' 

_experimental data5> of H', K'c and K'd. They are placed in the fifth and sixth 

columns of Table 9.1. lnq in terms of a' and b' of e·q (9.4) are also placed in -max 

the seventh column of Table 9.1. 

An approximate formulation of theoretical Fs with the column geometry 

has been derived by considering the convective velocity of the molecules in a 

TO column from .the Navier-Stokes equation _in cylindrical coordinates. 

Rectilinear flow of heat from a hot wire or wall to a cold wall seems to be a 

better choice, unlike Slieker's derivation. Although the temperature and 

composition dependences of the transport parameters like Pu, nu, Du,Au and 

aT were not taken into account, the derived relationship of Fs with the column 

geometry and the temperature is reliable, simple and straightforward. This is 

strictly valid in the case of a hot wire or cryogenic-wall or even for a hot wall 

column. 

The column constants G
1 

and G
2 

depending on the column geometry 

-and wall temperatures were worked out for four columns arid are placed in the 

eight and ninth columns of Table 9.1. F
5

/ L of each column at experimental 

temperatures were then determined using eq. (9.14) and are placed in the 

tenth. column of Table 9.1. G
1 
and G2 ofeqs (9.10) and (9.12) aredimensionless 

column constants, suggesting the fact that these parameters are indenpendent 

of the molecular model. G1 depends on ~ T I T and r /r c of a TOC where as G
2 

is expressed in terms of r/rc alone. The physical meanings of G
1 

and G
2 

can 

be realized from eqs (9.9) and (9.11 ). G1 is related to the column transport 

coefficient H which is involved in the process ofthermal diffusion, whereas G
2 

is related to K
0

, occurring in a TO process. However, K, and Kd are the 

longitudir.1al and·back diffusion coefficients in a TOC. Nevertheless, G
1 
and G

2 

are of much importance fo~ locating the exact values ofF s'aTand Popt at which . 

lnqe becomes maximum. The available aT values of Ne20
- Ne22 g'as mixture~ .. 

. which are 0.0250, 0.0258, 0.0270, 0.0276 and 0.0276 at 334.5 K; 380.5K, 

530.5K, 680.5K and 688K respectively 5>, help cine to get experimental F at . s 

various values ofT from estimated lnqmax of eq (9.4) of the TO columns. The 

experimental F s when plotted against Tin Fig. 9.3 are in close agreement with 
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·theoreti'cal F. derived from eq (9.14) at various T. 
.s 

Using eq (9.1) the ar values of Ne20-Ne22 gas mixtures are estimated 

through theoretical F s by the GCF method. These a.r values are presented in 

the third columns of Table 9.2 and plotted againstT in Fig. 9.2. The experimental 

ar values. obtained by the CCF method from lnqmax and F s are found to fall 

almost on the same curve I and increase slowly with T. 

The slight disagreement between the experimental and theoretical F s seen 

in Fig 9.3. and Table 9.1 results in a slight difference between the theoretical ~ 

. values and the experimental ones obtained by the CCF method. This may, 

perhaps, arise due to the effect of parasitic remixing in the thermal diffusion . 

process. 

The molecular force parameters of Ne20-Ne22 were estimated from the 

slope and the intercept of the ar against 1/ T ~quation. The ar at 500.0 K and 

600.0 K from curve 1 of Fig. 9.2 were found to obey an equation of the form ar 

· =0.02913- 1.12_501 (1/ T). The molecular force parameters, e/k of Ne20-Ne22 

were thus determined as explained elsewhere 3·!1>. The llii 10> of Ne20-Ne22 were 

then used to obtain the molecular diameter crii or crii. The close agreement of the 

estimated force parameters, placed in Table 9.2 with the reported o~es13> · 

establishes the reliability of ar as ·obtained by CCF method. 

The ar due to Slieker's CSF, as seen in Table 9.3, are calculated from eq 

(9.7) and are placed in the fourth column of Table 9.2. These~ values, although 

slightly higher in magnitude than the ar values obtained by the CCF method, 

are plotted with Tin Fig 9.2 on curve II. The ar values from lnqmax of column IV . 

. are scattered (Fig. 9.2), but still maintain the same tren_d as that of the CCF 

method. The magnitudes of the Maxwell model dependent CSF are really very 

difficult to locate exactly. They were, however, obtained by interpolation and 

extrapola~ion from the data of Vasaru7) and placed in Table 9:3. The probable 

temperature dependence of ar using the Maxwell model dependent CSF was 

then obtained from eq (9.6) and shown in the fifth column of Table 9.2. They 

are plotted with T ·in Fig 9.2 on curve Ill, showing both the trend and the 

magnitude of.ar against T. It fails tp accord with a~ obtained by the other 

methods. The theoretical (X,T value~ based on elastic collision among molecules 

were also' calculated from eq (9.15) at 334.5 K, 380.5 K, 530.5K, 680.5K and 
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688.0K for Ne20-Ne22 and placed in the sixth column of Table 9.2. These are 

plotted against f on curve IV of Fig. 9.2. Both the magnitudes and the trends 

of these a,. values are more or less the same as those of the a,. values obtaind 

from the CCF. It is also interesting to note that the theoreticai a,. values of 

curve !V exhibit the same trend of increasing with temperature as do the a,. 
values obtained by the CCF method. 

In fact, asymmetry in column geometry is an inherent property and as 

such it invite:: remixing. Thus in the TD column theory Furry and Jones14> 

added a term KP called the remixing coefficient, proportional to p4 in the 

denominator of eq (9.2). Obviou~ly in an ideal column KP is supposed to be 

zero. Leyarovski et at15> had shown that KP never exceeds 20% of Kc. Thus, 

owing to remixing effects, the maximum error that creeps into F
5 

and hence 

into a,. is 9.54%. In spite of that the excellent agreement of the experimental 

a,. (curve I) and the theoretical a,. (curve IV) in Fig. 9.2 it is evident thaf eg· 

(9.14) is reliable for F/L. Moreover, it indicates that KP increases with T 

particularly afterT = 2Tc,; that is, remixing starts from T = 2Tc in a TD column. 

The discussion above makes it clear that the theoretical formulation of 

the CCF, which is the central point of study in this paper, is a model independent 

parameter, as observed earlie.r1·4· 8·16>· Furthermore, the a,. values obtained 

from the CCF with T of a binary gas mixture are convenient means of estimating 

the .molecular force parameters like elk and crii of the molecules. The subject 

in this paper is thus related to the efficiency of the gas separation using thermal 

diffusion column to throw some light on the basic physical properties of a gas 

mixture t,hrough the CCF and a,..· 

9.6. Conclusions 

In fact, the theoretical background of the process of thermal diffusion· 

· simultaneously involved with longitudinal and back diffusion in a TDC is much 

too complicated. The presented mathematical formulation of eq (9.14), 

achieved so far, seems to be a significant improvement over the existing 

theories. Determination ofF /L appears to be an important means of estimating 

the experimental a,. through lnqmax' particularly when ~ Tfr is close to unity or 
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T = 2T c· When b. T I T is well ·above unity the experimental aT obtained by the 

CCF method differs from the theoretical ar Again, experimental aT values 

obtained by using Slieker model independent and Maxwell model dependent 

CSFs are low compared with theoretical aT values in the lower temperature 

regiqn. Asymmetry in column geometry through KP may be a reason for such 

a deviation. The theoretical aT derived from the elastic collision theory is not in 

good agrement with experimental aT for the non-spherical molecules. Even in 

the cas~ of spherical molecules, the agreement is no better. The model 

independent parameter F/L of eq (9.14) thus ought to be used to estimate ~T 

for the pair of molecules concerned through experimental lnqmax in the TDC. 

The procedure of determining aT by the CCF method is, therefore, necessary, 

in order to improve the theory for obtaining aT for elastic or inelastic collisions 

among the molecules17). The simultaneous use of reliable~ by the CCF method 
-

and C*u against 1/ T and 1/ T* respectively appears to be a un.ique method of 

locating the exact force parameters of the molecules too. 
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For111ulation of column Calibration Factor and - -
Optimum Pressure of the Thermal Diffusion 
Column 

1 0.1. Introduction 

The the'rmal diffusion column (TOC) is of much importance to Emrich rare or 

even ordin_ary isotop~s as well as to obtain thermal diffusion factor~ of the 

binary isotopic or non isotopic mixture of gas molecules. Accurate experimental -

results of lnqe are, therefore, necessary to improve the colurim theory and to 

estimate experimental ay.ofthe binary or ternary mixture of the gas molecules.

Further the close correlation of ay. with the molecular force parameter elk and 

cr .. inspired us to estimate ely- of pair of molecules by column experiments. 
ij -

The TO column theory as developed by Jones and Furry1> gives radially 

integrated concentration distribution along t~e column. The theory can explain · 

only the column behavior roughly2>. Moreover, the analysis is not so simple and 

it requres numerical calculations with high speedy computer. 

In order to make the methodology simpler, Acharyya et at34 > has, however, 

introduced ·a scaling factor called the column calibration factor CCF, in the-_ 

- relation· 

................................. (10.1) 

to estimate the experimental ay. of isotopic or non isotopic binary gas mixture in 

a TO column. Here lnqmax is the maximum value of the equlibrium separation· 

factor q6. The cold and hot wall radii of a TO column of geometrical length L are · 

rcand rh. Tis the experimental mean temperatuergiven byT= (Th+Tc)/2, Th and 

Tc being the hot and cold wall temperature in K. Using the coefficients of Cohen5> 

the approximate formulation of the TO column coefficients in terms of the column 

geometry are derived explicitly to give the CCF, F
5 
of the column. The columns-

1,11,111 and IV used by Rutherford6l had the cold wall radii rc = 1.27 x 1 Q-2, 1.6 x1 02m, 

1.9x1 0·2m and 2.05x1 0·2m respectively and geometrical length L=3.05m each. 

Experimental F s values for these columns at different experimental temper~tures 
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) 

were obtained in terms of experimentallnqmax an~ reliable aT values of He3-He,4 

gas mixture. Graphical illustrations of the derived F against T in Fig. 1 0.2 are . s . 

found to be close to the experimental F s' Least square fitting technique is I 

·however, applied on the experimental values6> of p2/lnqe against p4 for He3 and . 

He4 gas mixture in all t~e_ columns to obtain a' and b'. the lnqe against the pressure . 

p in pascal at different temperatures in terms, ofthe estimated a' and b' were then 

found out and are shown graphically in Fig. 1 0.1. The optimum pressure, Papt' at 

which lnqe becomes maximum i.e., lnqmax' is further evaluated frorri a' and b' of 

Table 10:1. 

lnqmax as determined from a' and b' is used to obtain the aT values of He3
-

He4 gas mixture at their experimental temperatures from eq (1 0.1 ). These aT's 

are plotted against Tin Fig. 10.3 by curve No I. Expremental aT'sby the existing 

methods using Maxwell and Sli~ker GCF were also worked out in order to 

compare with those by the CSF method. Theoretical ~·s assuming the molecules · 

are perfectly elastic spheres are measured for both ( 12-6) L -J and exp- 6 potentials. 
-

All these aT's as a function of T are graphically shown in Fig. 1 0.3. The . 

. experimental cx.r's from the pr~sent CCF method and the theoretical aT's due to 

elastic collision theory are finally placed in Table 1 0.3. for comparison: 

Approximate formulations of the column coefficients were used again to 

predict the optimum operating pressure, P apt of the TO column. The derivation is 

expressed in terms of the column geometries and the transport coefficients of 

. the gas mixture. The predicted pr~ssure is compared with the experimental data 

as seen in Table 1 0.3. They are also shown by the down headed arrow a) in Fig. 

1 0.1. of lnqe against pressure p is pascal at each experimental temperature in K. 

1 0.2. Theoretical Formulations 

In an ideal TO column both ends being closed the logarithmic separation 

factor lnqe is 

........................... (10.2) . 

· where H, Kc and Kd are proportional to p2, p4 and p0 respectively, p being the 

. pressure in pascal. Due to asymmetry in the column geometry the remixing of the 
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Fig. 10.1. Inqe against pressure p in pascal of He3-He4 gas mixture : ~ 
experimental points at 530.5K for colwnn I, ~ experimental points at 530.5K 
for column II,....._ experimental points at 680.5 for column III,__...._ experimental 
points at440.5K for column III,-[}{}-experimental points at 680.5'K for column IV 
and--*"*" experimental points at 440.5 K for column IV. 
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gas mixture always occurs. This is taken into consideration by adding a term K 
. . ' ' p 

called the remixing ~oefficient being proportional to p4 in the denominator of eq 

(1 0.2 ). Now assuming (Kc: + KP)/HL = p2/a' and (Kc + KP)/Kd = p4/b'where a' and b' _ 

are independent of pressure we have 

"""""" ... -.. " ~, ... """. ( 1-0.3) 
. . . 

Least square fitting technique with the available experimental data6> of He3-

He4 gas mixture were made to get the experimental parameter a' and b'. This is 

to obtain the nature of variation of lnqe against pressure pin pascal as illustrated 

graphically in Fig 10.1 for columns I to IV at different experimental temperatures 
' in K. It is seen from Fig 1 0.1 that as p increases lnqe increases and eventually 

reaches a maximum value of lnq6 i.e. lnqmax at an optimum pressure_ Papt for which 

---#--- (lnqe) = 0, at each experimental temperature inK. Thus Popt = (b')114 and. up . 
lnqmax becomes . 

a' 
lnqmax = 2J b' .. "'."" "".""."" "". ·. ( 1 0.4) 

The experimental a,. by ~he CCF method with available F
5 

could, however, be 

obtained,from eqs (10.1) and (10.4). 

Further eq (1 0.2) on maximisation becomes 

In = HL 
qmax 2.JK K 

c d 

"'""'·"':""""""""' (10.5) 

The column coefficients, H, Kc and Kd based on Maxwell model dependent 

CSP> h'·k 'and k 'are 
I I C . d 

· 27t ( rLp2 .. g. H=-- ~ IJ 

6! Tl;j 
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where 

Hence experimental a,. due to Maxwell model dependent CSF is 

. r-r f O<~)'h 
a,.(Maxwellmodel)=2.39 cl h ~T ~· lnqmax"""'""""""""'(10.6) 

The column coefficients due to model independent CSF ofSiieker-4> are : 

where a = rh/rc of the column. The experimental a,. .due to Slieker model 

independent CSF is 
. r c f [ 1t( 1-a2

)( S.F) 3]'h . 
a,.(Sheker) = 2.0L -~T (SF)

1 
lnqmax· .................... (10.7) 

The. experimental a,. by Maxwell model dependent and Slieker model · 

independent CSF methods were obtained from eqs (1 0.6) and (1 0.7) respectively. 

They are placed in Table 10.3 and plotted graphically against Tin Fig 10.3 for 

comparison. 

1 0.3. Theoretical Formulations of Column Calibration 
Factor 

The thermal diffusion column parameter in cylindrical coordinates as given by 

Cohem5> are : 

(rc o Jr . 
H =- 21t Jr a,. B(ln T) dr ( piiur dr ), 

rh r rh 

. [130] 



where r is the radial coordinate. The convective velocity u of the ofthe molecule 

in vertical or downward direction under the influence of temperature gradient 

along the horizontal planes of the column can be derived from the Navier -Stokes 

hydrodynamical equation: 

lPv 1 82u 1 8u p .. g · dT 
--+--------=-'] ___ ' 
8r3 

· r 8r2 r2 8r 11iif dr · 
........................... (10.8) 

If we consider the rectilinearflowofheatfrom hot wire or wall to the cold wall of 

the column, the temperature T is given by : 

or, 
8T_ ~T -----
8r r-r c h 

Now, putting r =ex and solving eq. (1 0.8) we get the convective velocity u up 

and down the TD column : 

......................... (1 0.9) 

in which G =- ( Pug/11uT) {~ T/9(rc- rh)} and<!>= (rlrc) is another variable. The three 

arbitrary·con.stants K1, ~and~ ofthe column in eq. (1 0.9) are, however, derived 

in terms of column geometries satisfying the boundary conditions given below 

i) '\) = 0 at r = rc for which <!> = 1 

ii) u = 0 at r = rh for which <1> =a(= r/rc) and 
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there i~ no transport" of components·of a gas mixture at equilibrium in vertical 

direction ~p and down the column, we have, 

iii) r'
0
f;vcpd(p= 0. 

a 
' 

The dimensionless constants K1, K:z and~ are, therefore, given explicitly in 

terms of a · . : TDC without any approximation, 

5a5.:... (6a5-5a4_ 1) Ina- 5a2( a2+a-1) 
K = -------------

1 5 [a4+ (1-a4)1na + (1-2a2)] 

r 

The column coefficient H in terms of K1, K:z and.~ is derived as follows: 

H = 2rcrcf
1 

~ B~(ln T)d(p ~~iiu(pd(p 

where 

. or 

where 

. ~ a 

-2 ~T Gr 4 
- . rcaT 1-a pii c 

K4 = (- a2/2) {K1 +K:z (Ina -1/2) + ~a2/2 + 2a3/5} is another constant 
. . 

2 p .. g 
H = 2rca r 4 '1 . 

T c n .. T 
'II/ 

~T 
---G1 
(a -1 )9 

........................... (10.10) 

G = ~T ( 
2~- K:z (1-a3)-~(1-a3) 

. 
1 T (1-a) 12 18 
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~a3 ~ 1 
--Ina+- +K (1-a}+-) 

6 20 4 30 

- { 1'1T .)
2
[ 
2~- ~ -~ {7112 + a41na) 

T (1-a)'. · 48 24 

+~+~(1-a2) + 1/210] 
120 2 ' 

1'1T 3 2~-~ 
+ (T(1-a)) [ · 120 

471<:; ~ K 
--+-+-411-a3)+1/840] · 

3600 420 3' . . 

The coefficient K of a TDC is given by: c 

_ _t d<J> · r~ 2 

Kc - 27J .. D .. q> {; pijuq>d¢ J. 
. a PIJ IJ a 

21tp .. G2r s/1 1 K tt.2 . 
: IJ C _ [ 1'1' + 

. D.. tt. 2 
IJ a 'I' 

......................... (10.11) 

where G2 is a constant being given by : 

K 2 51< 2 ~2 3K I< K I< G = _1_ + _''2 __ K 21na + -- 1''2 + ___:_1".....:::....._3 
2 16 128 4 128 32 24 

K1K4 I< I< I< K4 + ___;,___;__ ( 1- a2) - • '2 · '3 + _ . ....;;,; '3'--
2 36 8 
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For n ~ 4, 'a'is very small compared to unity and hence is neglected in the 

derivations. 

- The coefficient Kd is derived as : 

Kd = 2nrc1~iiDiiSpdip 
a 

= nr/ pipii (1-a2). . ...................... (10.12) 

The column calibration factor per unit length F /L, is obtained 'from eqs 

(1 0.5) and (1 0.1 0)-(1 0.12) 

F /L = G1 .. 
s r [2(1- a2) G ]112 

' c 2 

· ......................... (10.13) 

Thus the CCF per unit length of the column can easily be approximated in terms 

ofG1, G2, a and rc of the column. Theoretical values ofF
5 
for columns I to IV at· 

different experimental temperatures are placed in Table 1 0.1. The CCF per 
-

.unit length, F/L againstTforcolumn I to IV are plottedin Fig 10.2 along with. 

experimental values ofF s1L on them. F /L ,plays an important role in determining 

the thermal diffusion factor ~of any gas mixture3-4>. Its model independency 

was earlier established7l. It can be further used to concentrate the impurity of 

any gas to any desired level in a TDC experiment. The a,. obtained from F s and 

lnqmax helps one to get the force parameters of binary interactions of the 

molecules in order to conceive elastic or inelastic collisions occuring among 

molecules. 

1 0.4~ Optimum Pressure in. a Thermal Diffusion 
Column 

The optimum pressure of a gas mixture in an operating column is derived 

from eq (1 0~2) as a solution of :p (lnqe) = 0 
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points; Curve III, for column III, -o-o- experimental points; Curve IV, for Column 
IV,...- experimental points. 
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from which the condition for optimum pressure is found out to be 

.................................... (10.14) 

Now, from eqs (1 0.11), (10.12) and (1 0.14) we have 

pijg ·1 ~T 
T rc3 (2Git. = (1-a2fh 

111i D1i . 9(1- a) 

the density pii at a given temperature Tis given by 

pii =·PoptM/(Rf) . 

where M is the molecular weight and R the gram molecular gas constant. The· 

diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional to pressure p. Writting D
1
i = 0'/popt 

·we have, 

""":"""" (10.15) 

where 0 0 = D'/p0 is to be determined at any reference pressu~e p
0

,. Popt thus 

obtained. in terms of the column parameters and the transport coefficients of the 

gas mixture are placed in Table 1 0.3. These are shown by the down headed 

arrows in Fig 1 0.1. of lnqe against p at all the temperatures. The transport 

coefficients which strongly depends on the composition of the He3-He4gas mixture 

is, however, obtained from Yamamoto et aF> at the experimental temperatures. 

1 0.5. Theoretical Formulations for TD Factor · 

The theoretic~! formulation for a,. is obtained from the Chapman - Enskog 

gas Kinetic theory8> which is based on elastic collisions among molecules. For 

monatomic gases like He3-He4 gas mixture the theory is assumed to be suitable 

and the experession for a,. is given by : 

1 S(l) x.- sm x. 
a,.= 6A.ij X).~ VA J (6C*ij- 5} ........................... (10.16) 

The term (6C*1i- 5) depends mainly on the temperature of the mixture. The other 
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Fig. 10.3. TD factor ~of He3-He4 against fin K : Curve I, ~·s by the CCF 
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Curve IV, ~·s due to elastic collision theory using 12-6 potential and Curve V, ~·s 
due to elastic collision theory using exp-6 potential. 
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terms involved in eq (1 0.16) are complicated functions of composition, masses 

and thermal conductivities of the mixture. The theoretical aT for t'fe3-He4 gas 

mixture are calculated from eq (1 0.16) and are entered in Table 1 0.3.They are 

also shown graphically in Fig 10.3 by curve no IV. 

In accordance with our findings it is claimed by other workers9> that aT 

using Chapman Enskog formula could not interprets the experimental aT for 

He3-He4 mixture. ~ for exp-6 potential are, however, cited from the dissertation 

of Vandervolk10>. These aT are displayed both in Table 10.3 and ~ig 10.3 by 

curve noV for comparison. 

·1 0.6. Results and Discussions 

The equations of p2/lnqe against p4 of He3-He4 gas mixture were· arrived at to 

get a' and b' of ~q (1 0.3) in four columns with different column· geometries at 

different experimental temperatures. They are : · 
. ' 

p2/lnqe = 3.0'934x1 09 + 3.0429x1 0"12 p4 at f = 530.5K_for column I, 

· p21rnqe = 1.8850x1 09 + 7.6073x1 o-12 p4 at T = S30.5K for column II, 

p2/lnqe= 1.8834x109 + 2.3667x10-11 p4 atT = 140.5Kfor column JH, 

p2/lnqe= 1.3383x1 09 + 6.5473x1 o-12 p4 at f = 680.5K for column JH, 

p2/lnqe = 1.7568x1 09 + 3.0142x10-11 p4 at f = 440.5Kfor column IV and 

p2/lnqe = 1.0239x1 09 + 1.0307x1 o-11 p4 at T = 680.5K for column IV. 

In Fig 1 0.1 for all the columns the lnqe's of He3-He4 gas miXture are.found 

to increase gradually as the pressure increases and reaches the maximum 

· value of lnqmax at optimum pressure at all the experimental temperatures T inK 

and then decreases in accordance with eq (1 0.3). The optimum pressure Papt 

as seen by down he~ded arrow in Fig 1 0.1 at which lnqe becomes maximum Is 

of decreasing nature with increasing rirh of the columns. The values of th.e. 

estimated a' and b' in case of He3-He4 gas mixture in different columns at their 
~ " • • f • 

experimental temperatures are placed in the 5th and 6th columns of Table 10.1: 
-

lnqmax's in terms·of a' and b' of eq (1 0.4) are shown in the 7th column of Table 
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Table 10.1 : Geometry of the columns, experimental a', b' and lnqmax and the column constants G1 and G2 together with column calibration factor 
(CCF) F. of the columns. 

Hot Cold Mean a'x10·10 b'x10·20 lnqmax Column. Column CCF(theo) ExptF. 
Geometry wall wall ·Temp pascaJ2 pascal4 constant constant F· 

s using a,.of 
column temp temp Tin K G1x103 G

2
x105 From · Nier101 

inm ThinK T
0
in K eq(10.13) 

Column I 
L = 3.05 773 288 530.5 32.8631 10.1660 5.1535 3.2741 5.4802 75.2540 87.3475 

rc = 1.27x1 0'2 

rh::: 7.95x1 O"" 

Column II 
L::: 3.05 773 288 530.5 13.1452 2.4779 4.1754 3.4089 5.9196 '59.7963 70.7995 ,......., - rc::: 1.6x1 0'2 

Vol 
\0 

rh::: 7.95x10"" ~ 

Column Ill 
L::: 3.05 593 288 440.5 4.225!3 0.7958 2.3685 2.7000 6.3365 38.5345 40.1441 
rc::: 1.9x1 0'2 

1073 288 680.5 15.2735 2.0441 5.3414 4.4637 6.3367. 63.7050 90.5322 
rh::: 7.95x10"" 

Column IV 
L::: 3.05 593 288 440.5 3.3176 0.5828 2.1728 2.7272 6.4985 35.61.79 36.8271 
rc = 2.05x1 0'2 

1073 288 680.5 9.7024 0.9934 4.8673 4.5143 6.1985 58.9577 82.4966 

rh = 7.95x10"" 



.--. ,_. 
..j::.. 
0 ...._. 

Table 10.2 : Maxwell model dependent and Slieker model independent column shape factors (CSF}, 
coefficient of viscosity and diffusion coefficient of He3 - He4 isotopic gas mixture. 

Column Mean Coefficient Diffusion 

temp of viscosity coefficient 

TinK Column Shape Factors TlqX 105 Dij X 104 

kg. m·1 sec·1 m2 sec·1 

Maxwell Slieker 
of He3 - He" of He3 - He4 

h' k' k' (S.F.]1x6! (S.F.]3 x9! mixture mixture 
c d 

Column I 530.5 1.060 3.10 0.715 1.0018 0.6946 2.7443 4.6770 

Column II 530.5 1.035 3.30 0.700 0.9820 0.7155 2.7443 4.6770 

Column Ill .440.5 0.86 2.05 0.795 0.9469 0.7121 2.3777 3.4040 

680.5 1.42 5.70 0.790 0.9469 0.7121 3.3553 7.2344 

Column IV 
440.5 0.84 2.10 0.710 0.9298 0.7086 2.3777 3.4040 

680.5 1.32 5.85 0.705 0.9298 0.7086 3.3553 7.2344 



1 0.1. The F s as funCtions of the column constants G1 and G2 of the four TO columns 

were obtained. G~ and G
2 

are placed in the 8th and 9th columns of Table 1 0.1. 

The experimental F s of each column at each working temperature was als~ · 

determined in order to place them in the 11th column of Table 1 0.1. The close 

agreement of theoretical and experimental F s suggest that the derivation of Fs 

from Navier Stokes equation is more than accurate. The derived values ofF are . s 

then used to obtain a,. of light isotopic He3-He4 gas mixture. The aT's of i-le3~He4 

as obtained through F s are shown in the 3rd column of Table 1 0.3. They are plotted 

against T in Fig1 0.3. The data are found to fall on curve 1 which increase with 

temperature Tin K like those of the existing methods using CSF. 

Slieker's molecular model independent CSF and Maxwell's model 

dependent CSF as presented in the 3rd; 4th, 5th, and 6th , 7th columns of Table 

10.2 respectively were used to get experimental aT's from, eqs (1 0.6) ·and (1 0. 7). 

. They are placed in the 4th and 5th columns of Table 1 0.3 and shown by curve No 

.II and Ill in Fig 1 0.3. They are found to be higherin magnitudes in comparison with 

aT's due to CCF n:tethod, maintaing the same trend with temperature Tin K. 

Theoretical ~·s using L- J (12-6) molecular potential are Galculated at 440.5, 

530.5, and 680.5 Kin order to place them in the 6th column of Table 1 0.3. The 

aT's thus obtained are seen by curve No IV of Fig 1 0.3. They are found not in 

agreement with the experimental ~·s by all the experimental methods cited above. 

The theoretical ~·s by using exp-6 potential were found10
> to be of the same · 

order of magnitudes With aT's obtained by the CCF method. The aT's with T for 

exp-6 model are plotted in Fig (1 0.3) by curve V and entered in the 7th column of 

Table 10.3 for comparison. These a,.'s, ~owever, failed to ·accord with the 

temperature dependence of experimental aT's of He3-He4 gas mixtures by the 

existing experii'T1ental methods. The experimental a,.'s strongly depends on Tan~ 

is in good agreement with the finding of others. 9•10> 

To check howfarthe column coefficient ofeqs (10.10)-(10.12) are reliable 

the optimum pressure Po ,'s of the gas mixture in all the operating columns at their 
. p ' . 

respective temperature are obtained. Taking p0 = 1 05 pascal as the reference 

pressure, Popt's are obtained from eq (1 0.15) in terms of G2 and other transport 
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Table 10.3 : Experimental and theoretical CXr of He3 - He4 isotopic mixture together with optimum pressure in the operating columns 

at different temperatures. 

Column Mean Experimental a,. using Theoretical a,. using pdp~ pqt 

tempT F. of Slieker's Maxwell 12- 6 exp- 6 experimental using 

inK eq(10.13) shape shape potential potential inM.Pa eq(10.15) 

factor factor inM.Pa 

{CSF) (CSF) 

Column I 530.5 0.0685 0.082 0.074 0.0902 0.057 0.1786 0.1862 

Column II 530.5 0.0698 0.087 0.080 0.0902 0.057 0.1255 0.1297 

Column Ill 
440.5 0.0615 0.084 0.072 0.0903 0.057 0.0944 0.0901 

680.5 0.0838 0.109 0099 0.0899 0.058 0.1196 0.1209 

Column IV 440.5 0.0610 0.081 0.070 0.0903 0.057 0.0874 0.0800 

680.5 0.0826 0.109 0.100 0.0899 0.058 0.0998 0.1073 



coefficients. They are compared with the experimental Popt's (Popt = b'114
) of the 

mixture. These are seen in the 9th and 8th columns of Table 10.2 respectively for 

comparison. The p opt ~s derived fr?m eq ( 1 0 .15) are seen to be almost in close 

agreement with the experimental results. These are shown by down headed arrows 

in all the curves of lnqe against pressure p in pascal. 

The established methodology 7
•
11> to estimate Elk from the temperatur~ 

dependence of~ by the CCF method yields 185.78 which is larger than the 

reported one for He3-He4 isotopic mixture. The assumed quantum diffraction effect 

· in He molecule was applied in terms of A*. The q'uantum par~meter A* is 

defined12> as the ratio , ofthe de Broglie wave length 'A of the relative molecular 

kinetic energy E to the molecular diameter cr by: A*= /Jcr =h/{cr(mkT)%} where h 

is the plancks constant and m is the reduced mass. The modified L- J (12-6) 

potential in terms of Elk(= 183.67) is finally obtained to calculate ~of He3-He4 

mixture ~t varius T in K. These ay's of 0.0503, 0.059 and 0.0682 at 440.5K, 

530.5K and 680.5K respectively were found to show the same magnitudes 

maintaining the similar trend with respect to T. 

Due to usual asymmetric nature of TD column remixing coefficient had 

already been taken into consideration by adding a term KP in the denominator of 

eq (1 0.2). LeyarovskP3> had shown thatthis KP~ 20% of Kc. Thus remixing effect 

may creep an error of 9.54%·and 4.46% in experimental ay and in Popt respectively. 

However, the close agreement in magnitudes between the experimental and 

theoretical ay's (curve I and curveV), experimental and theoretical Popt's suggests 

that the derived relationship ofF iL are more' than adequate. 

, It is thus clear once again that the theoretical formulations of the model 

independent CCF is a simple, straightforward and reliable one as observed 

elsewhere7>. 

1 0. 7. ·Conclusions 

The formulations ofF s in terms of the coefficients appears to be an importent 

tool in obtaining both the experimental ay of a~y binary gas mixture as well as Popt · 

of the working column at their respective temperatures. However, the non.:. 
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agreement between the theoretical and the experimental a,.'s is perhaps due to 

quantum effect in He3-He4 gas mixture10>. The CCF, F
5 
should further be used to 

determine the experimental a,. of the interesting pair of molecules only to improve 

the -elastic or inelastic collision theories of thermal diffusion among the pair of 

molecules14>. 
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CHAPTER 11 

Summary and 
C.onclusion 



j 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The thesis entitled "Column Calibration Factor and Force Parameters t!J 

Predict Temperature and Composition Dependence of Thermal Diffusion Factor 

of Some Simple Molecules" deals with several theoretical arid experimental. 

·aspects of thermal diffusion column (TDC). Role of the column calibration factor 

to determine the temperature or composition dependence of thermal diffusion 

factor aT js examined in the earlier part of the thesis. The thesis presents a new 

theory to determine the molecular force parameters of the gas molecules by thermaL 

diffusion. Occurrence of elastic or inelastic collisions among molecules are 

examined carefully. Furthermore, a simple, adequate and straightforward column .. 

constants are given explicitly to explain the thermal diffusion column behaviour. · 

The phenomenon of thermal diffusion is well known for its wide applicability 

in different fields of science and technology. Two bulbs, Swing separator and 

Thermal diffusion column are the commonly used apparatus in. which separation . . . . 

by thermal diffusion can be made. The g~neral theories of separation by the above 

instrumerlts are well discussed in the 1st chapter of this thesis. 

Several authors have engaged themselves deeply in thermal diffusion to 

improve the column theory while a qualitative agreement is only observed. A brief 

·review of the previous theoretical and experimental works are thus presented in 

chapter 2 of the thesis. 

The scope and objective of the thesis work is presented in chapter 3. It _involves 

with the measurements of <Xr by the column calibration factor in thermal diffusion 

column. The <Xr 's as measured could be shown as a function of composition .or 

temperature of the binary or ternary gas mixture. 

Chapter 4 of the thesis deals with theoretical formulation of TD factor aT . 

based. on elastic or inelastic collisions among molecules. Furthermore, 

determination of experimental aT by the existing method of Maxwell model 

dependent and Slieker molecular model independent column shape factor (CSF) 

has been discussed to compare them with the experimental <Xr by the CCF method. 
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Composition dependences of experimental a.r of He 4- Ar 40
, Ne 20

- Xe 132 

and Ne 20 :- Ne 22 gas mixture through F s of the column are estimated in the 5th · 

chapter of the thesis. So far their magnitude and trends of variation with the 

molefraction of the lighter component are concerned these a.'s agree exceilently 

with those a.r's by the existing methods. This suggests that the evaluation of 

a.'s· by the CCF method is a unique one and can SCifely be used to study the 

composition dependences of a.r ·in both isotopic or nonisotopic molecules. 

Chapter 6 of th~ thesis describes the temperature dependence o"f 

experimental a. of hydrogenic trace mixtures in Helium through CCF of a given · 

column. Experimental ~·s by the CCF method are compared with those by the 

existing methods as well as with the theoretical a.'s based on eith~r elastic or 

inelastic eol!isions among molecules. Besides the role of the CCF in determifJing . 

the experimental a.r this study observes the inelastic collision effect among 

the~e experimental simple .. molecules. · 

Th~ thermal diffusion column of Roos and Rutherford has been accurately 

calibrated in chapter 7. Thermal diffusion factors a.'s against T of Kr, Xe, CO, 

CH4 and N2 binary isotopic mixtures have been obtained in terms of the CCF of 

the column. These ~·s are used to estimate the molecular force parameters of 
. ' 

all the aforesaid molecules. Theoretical a.r's based on elastic or inelastic 

collisions among molecules as w~ll as experimental a.'s by the existing method 

are evaluated .. Comparison of the obtained results finally suggests that the 

technique of predicting a..r as a func~ion of temperature is extremely useful. · 

In the 8th chapter of the thesis simultaneous oetermination of~ as well as 

prediction of pressure dependence of lnqe are made possible in terms ofthe 

. CCF of a given column. Exper:.i mental a.r due to Maxwell and Slieker CSF as 

well as theoretical ~based on elastic collisions among molecules are evaluated · 
' -

for comparison. a.r's against T as obtained by the CCF method are used to 

estimate the molecular force paramet~rs of the experirryental molecules. 

Evaluated force parameters agree excellently with the reported data. It may 

. thus be· concluded that a.rplays an important role in determining the molecular 

force parameters.· Further, F sis a sensitive a.r measuring parameter and its 

model independency is established. 

From Navier .-Stoke's hydrodynamical equation in cylindrical coordinates. 
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an approximate formulation ofF 
5 

at any given temperature is derived in the 9th 

chapter. Derived formulation is used to determine F of four different experimental 
5 . 

columns and thereby.to determine aT of Ne 20 - Ne 22 isotopic gas mixture by the 

CCF method. Furthermore, molecular force parameters ofNe are evaluated from 

the temp~rature dependence of experiment~ I ~· The excellent agreement of the 

estimated force parameters with the available literature values and the comparison 

of the temperature variation of~ by the CCF method with the existing experimental 

and theoretical aT establish the fact that the derived relationship of F 
5 

is mar~ 

than adequate. 

Rela~ionship ofF 
5 

derived in chapter 9 is extended further in chapter 1 0 of 

· the thesis. From the available lnqmax of four different TD column aT of He 3 - He~ 

gas molecules is obtained by the CCF method. Column parameters as obtained 

are used to determine the optimum pressure of the working column. Excellent 

agreement of the estimated optimum pressure with the experimental results and 

the comparison of the temperature variation of aT by the CCF method with the 

existing experimental and theoretical ~clearly signify that the _column parameters 

acheived so far is a significant improvement over the existing theories. 
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The experimental thermal diffusion factors aT of He4-Ar""' and Ne"'-Xe13 ~ gas mix
tures at different compositions of the lighter components and an isotopic natural mix
ture of Ne:0-Ne22 are estimated at the mean temperature f=340 K by the column 
calibr~tion factor method from the available values of In q,(q. being the equilibrium 
separation factor) for those mixtures at different pressures in atmosphere for each 
composition, measured by J. M. Saviron eta/. in a thermal diffusion column with the 
column calibration factor F,=3.946, the value (at f=340 K) derived from the for
mula F,=68.94796-0.3174514 f+3.71383 x w-'T2 as obtained by S. Acharyya et 
a/. It is shown ihat the experimental ar's, thus estimated :Wft~, tlie'he't~~of F, and 
In qm.., agree excellently with those due to the existing method~. using. IDplecular 
models as well as with those due to Slieher's m.odel-indepqtdent m~thog; :&6> far as 

· their magnitudes and the trends of their variation with the mo'fe:ffaction of the lighter 
components are concerned. This suggests that the present meth~(i'is a"'tmique one 
which can safely be used to study the composition dependence of aT in both the 
isotopic and nonisotopic cases. 

§1. Introduction 

Nowadays the study of thermal diffusion is 
mostly directed to measuring the equilibrium 
separation factor q., defined by 

_(1) 

for isotopic and nonisotopic binary gas mix
tures of different compositions at a fixed tem
perature, or for a binary gas mixture of fixed 
composition at different temperatures, in a 
thermal diffusion (TD) column first intro
duced by Clusius and Dickel. t) Here C; and Cj 

are the mass fractions of the lighter and 
heavier.components of a gas mixture, respec
tively, and the subscripts top and bottom 
denote the values at the top and bottom of a 
TD column. The experimental values of Qc are 
measured usually at different pressures below 
and around one atmosphere with the help of a 
precision type mass spectrometer, and hence 
the TD factor aT of a binary gas mixture as a 
function of the composition or the tempera
ture is estimated by using various molecular 
·models such as those of Maxwell and Lenn-

ard-Jones2> and sometimes by using Slieker's 
model-independent method, 3l which is, 
however, a crude one. In an attempt to get the 
actual aT, we,4

-
6> however, introduced a factor 

F, called· the column calibration factor of a 
TD column, by the relation 

In Qmax=aTF,(rc, rh, L, T), (2) 

where Qmax is the maximum value of Qe 
measured experimentally in a TD column, rc 
and rh are the cold wall and hot wall radii of 
the column of geometrical length .£, and tis 
the mean temperature in K of the gas mixture 

· in the column, defined by T= ( Th + Tc) I 2, Th 
and Tc being the temperatures of the hot.and 
cold walls of the column, respectively. The col
umn calibration factor· F.,, which is purely an 
apparatus quantity, is supposed to be indepen
dent of a molecular interaction model and 
depends only on the geometry of the column 
at any mean temperature f. 

3602 

The column calibration factor F, of a col
umn with L= 149 em, rc= 1.37 em and rh=0.6 
em has already been studied elsewhere,5

> and 
the empirical relation of F, to f has been 
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Fig. 1. Plot of the column calibration factor against 
t, the mean temperature in: K. 

found to be .. : 

F.=68.94796.-0.3l74514 T+3.71383 
x w-4 tz,. 

yielding the valu~ of F.=3.946 at f=340 K. 
The F. for this· column is plotted against t in 
Fig. L Fortunately J. M. Saviron et aC> have 
recently studied· the pressure dependence of 
the reduced logarithmic separation factors, 
In Qexp, for two binary inert gas mixtures of 
He4-Ar40 and .N~-Xe132 and also an isotopic 
natural mixture of Ne20-Ne22 for different com
p~sitions of the lighter components in the 
respective mixtures, in this column, ar··the ex- · 
perimental mean temperature f=340K, the 
hot wall and cold wall temperatures being 
Th=380 K and Tc=300 K, respectively. From 
these results we estimate In q. of the mixtures 
for different concentrations of the lighter com
ponents at different pressures in atmosphere, 
and the data thus obtained are found to satisfy 
the hydrodynamical part of the column 
theory, as developed by Furry and JonesK> and 
Furry, Jones and Onsager,91 so excellently as 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 that we have at once the 
following relations of p 2 I In q. to p 4 for these 
mixtures at different concentrations: 

p~ji~·q,.=3.09152+ l77.30-l96p\ 

p~ / ln q0= 8.52467 + 66.6533-t p 4
, 

p~ /ln Qo= 17 .20000+41. 70213 p\ 

p~/ln q,= 19.65238+ 16.78669 p\ 

p 2 /ln q.=18.74249+ 12.92235 p\ 

3603 

for the He4-Ar40 mixture for the concentra
tions 8. 76, 21.63, 30.14, 49.30 and 64.46% of 
He\ respectively; 

p 2 /In q.=0.59848+3156.6p\ 

p 2 /In q.=2.39745+327.3 p\ 
p 2/ln q.-=3.03368+ 133.3 p\ 

for the Ne20-Xe132 mixture for 15, 66 and 90% 
of Ne~0; and firially 

p 2 /In q.= 13.3 + 89.06 p\ 

for the Ne20-Ne22 mixture. These establish that 
the graph of p 2 I In Qe against p 4 is always a 
straight line as predicted by the FJO theory.91 

Rutherford and Kaminski101 have recently 
shown that the FJO theory91 is applicable 
mainly in the case of an isotopic binary gas 
mixture and also in the case of a mixture in 
which o.ne of the components is in trace con
centrations. 

In the thermal diffusion phenomena of 
isotopic gas mixtures, the elastic collisions are 
supposed to play a prominent role between the 
interacting molecules. Again, the thermal 
diffusion phenomenon is very sensitive to inter
molecular interactions of the binary gas 
molecules; therefore, the study of the composi
tion dependence of the TD factors aT of any 
gas mixture is necessary to throw much light 
on the interactions between like molecules and 
those between unlike molecules of a gas mix
ture. The temperature dependence of aT is, 
however, entirely governed by the factor 
(6C;'j- 5), where C;1 is the ratio of the collision 
integrals. Moreover, the effect of inelastic colli
sions on the thermal diffusion, if any, is prac
tically negligible in gas mixtures containing 
inert gases. All the facts mentioned. above in
spired us to study He4-A~ and Ne2°-Xe132 mix
tures at different compositions of' the lighter 
components at a given experimental mean tem
perature f= 340 K and also the isotopic mix
ture Ne20-Ne22 with its natural isotopic abun-
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Table I. Composition dependence of thermal difl"usion factors ctr of inert gas inixture at f= J40 K in a cc>:umn 
of L =geometrical length= 149 em, r<=thc cold wall radius= 1.37 em and rh=the hot wall radius=O.c- .:m. 

fK %of lighter a' x 103 
System ThK T<K 

b'x1o-' 
component. (atm)2 (atmt 

8.76 5.64 17.47 
21.63 15.00 127.87 

He-Ar 380 300 340 30.14 23.98 412.46 
49.30 59.51 1170.72 
64.46 77.39 1295.62 

15.00 0.32 0.19 
Ne-Xe 380 300 340 66.00 3.06 7.32 

90.00 7.50 22.76 

Ne20-Ne:u 380 300 340 10.00 11.23 148.87 

dances. The purpose of this work is to observ~ 
how far the TD factors aT as estimated by our 
column calibration factor method agree with 
those obtained by the existing methods, using 
the column shape factors involved in the 
molecular models, and by Slieker's model
independent method.31 The comparison is 
presented in Table I, and shown graphically in 
Figs. 4 and 5 for He4-Ar40 and Ne20-Xe132 mix
tures, respectively. The molecular parameters 
as well as the column shape factors used to 
calculate the experimental a/s by the existing 
method are shown in Table II. The theoretical 
aT's as functions of the mole fractions of the 
lighter components are also calculated from 
the formula derived from the Chapman-En
skog kinetic theory111 based upon the elastic 
collisions between the interacting molecules. 
These a/s are also shown in Table I and in 
Figs. 4 and 5 for comparison. 

§2. Mathematical Formulations to Estimate 
the Experimental ay's of the Mixtures 

For a TD column with both ends closed, the 
hydrodynamical part of the column theory 
related with the transport of the lighter compo
nent up the tube, so far developed by Furry, 
Jones and On sager, 91 yields that the net 
transport of the ith component of a binary gas 
mixture up the column tube is zero, i.e. 

iJc; 
T;ii=HC;Cj-(Kc+Kd) -=0, (3) az 

where z is the coordinate along the column, 

Ex pt. Ex pt. ar X 10·' based on 

lnqmax F, 
arX 103 · models Theo. ar 
present ··-·-·-·--·---- \dastic) 
method Maxwell L-J Slieker 

0.0213 5.40 4.20 1.60 3.80 \1.226 
0.0210 5.30 3.00 1.20 2.40 lU53 
0.0187 3.946 4.70 2.70 1.00 2.10 lU73 
0.0275 7.10 3.60 1.40 2.90 0.327 
0.0340 8.60 7.20 2.50 5.80 0.340 

0.0115 2.90 4.20 4.50 3.40 0.247 
0.0178 3.946 4.50 7.30 7.50 5.40 0.218 
0.0249 6.30 13.70 15.50 11.00 0.236 

0.0146 3.946 3.70 5.40 1.70 4.40 0.0248 

and H, Kc and Kd are called the transport 
coefficient, the convective remixing coefficient 
and the diffusive remixing coefficient, respec-
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Fig. 4. Experimental a·, against mole fraction of He' 
of He4-Ar""' mixture at mean temperature f=340 K. 
I Expt. a.,. (our calibration factor method), II Expt. 
a 1 (Maxwell's model), Ill Expt. aT (Slicker), IV 
Thcorcticalu 1 (clastic), V Expt. a 1 (L-1 model). 
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of Ne20-Xe132 mixture at mean temperature f=340 
K. I Expt. aT (our calibration factor method), II 
Expt. aT (Maxwell's model), lli Expt. aT (Siieker), 
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tively; they are complicated functions of the 
wall temperatures, the geometry of the col
umn and also the transport properties of the 
binary gas mixture, and are given by 

_ 2rr fr• pD;i G(T) 
H-Q3 J ;:-aT-rdT, 

T, 
(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

where p is the density, r is the radial coor
dinate, A. and Dii are the thermal conductivity 
and diffusion coefficient of the gas mixtures, re
spectively, Th and Tc are the hot and cold wall 
temperatures, and 2rrQ denotes the radial heat 
flow per unit length of the column. The func
tion G.(T) is the solution of the fourth-order 
differential equation 

ddT c~2) ddT ( 1) ddT (A.;r2) ddT (P~ii G(T)) 

dp 
=-g dT' (?) 

with the boundary conditions 

. G(1'c)=G(Th)=G'(Tc)=G'(Th)=O. (8) 

Here q and g denote the coefficient viscosity of 
. the gas mixture and the acceleration of grav

ity, respectively. 
Integrating eq. (3) between the column ends 

z=O and z=L~ where L is the geometrical 
length of the column, one gets 

HL 
In Qe • 

Kc+Kd 
(9) 

The coefficients H, Kc and Kd for an ideal col
umn are proportional to the 2nd, the 4th and 
the Oth powers of the pressure p in· a~-

Table II. Column shape factors and other molecular parameters used to calculate aT of He"-Ar""', Ne:!II-Xe132 

and Ne20 -Ne22 mixtures at f= 340 K and the. L-J potential £ 12 in erg. 

Systems 

He4-Ar""' 
Ne20-Xe132 

Ne20-Ne22 

He4-Ar""' 
Ne20-Xem 
Ne~0-Ne22 

34.95 
79.36 
27.50 

34.95 
79.36 
27.50 

3.191 
3.457 
2.858 

3.191 
3.457 
2.858 

Shape factors due to 
Maxwell's model 

h' kd 

0.99425 0.97734 

Slicker's shape 
factors 

[SF], 

0.7041 
6! 

1.7647 

Lennard-Jones' shape factors 

h k< k" 

0.00750 0.00224 0.41!!75 
0.002.50 0.00180 0.40700 
0.00975 0.00240 0.42310 
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mosphere, respectively. for a binary gas mix
ture, and hence eq. (9) reduces to 

ap1 
lnq.=-b ~· 

+p 
(10) 

However, in a practically constructed column, 
parasitic remixing of the components of the 
mixture always occurs. This can be taken into 
consideration by adding a term Kr, propor
tional top\ in the denominator of eq. (9), so 
that eq. (9) becomes 

or .... 

a'p2 
lnq=--

e b'+p~' 

(11) 

The a' and b' in eq. (11) are related to a and 
b in eq. (10) by a a=a'(l+Kp/K.) and 
b=b'(l +Kp/ K.), respectively. The a and bin 
eq. ( 1 0) again are expressed in terms of the col
umn coefficients and the pressure of the binary 
gas mixture as 

a=(HL/ K.)p2 and b=(kd/ K.)p4
• 

Further, since (1 + KP/ K.)=Kd/ b' K., we have 

H=a'Kd/b'L=Kd/LC, (12) 

where C=b'/ a' is given by the straight line 
expressing eq. (11) for p 2 /In q. against p 4

, 

demanded py the FJO column theory.9
' 

The possible values of H, K. and Kd can be 
obtained by the following equations: 
i) Maxwell's8

' model of binary interaction 
(aT being assumed to be temperature-indepen
dent and n = 1, for Maxwellian molecules), 

2rr (aTp2g) 1 
H=(j -

11
-· 

1

2 (r.+rh)(rc-rh)3(2u)2h', 

2rr 1 
Kc=:=9T (p3g 2 I q2D)I 2 (r.+ rh)(rc- rh)'(2u)2k~, 

Kd~2n(pD)I ; (rc+rh)(r.-rh)kd, 

ii) Slieker's3
' model-independent method, 

C1=H=[SF]1r~ (p
2

~a·1 ). (~f 
Cz=Kt~=n(l-a2)r~(pD)., 

C -l' -[SF] ~ .1 :/ 1 IJT)2 
J-n<- Jr<(P g 11 D)l \ f ' 

iii) Lennard-Janes' molecular model of 
binary interaction, 

2rr (aTp2g) 
H=-

6
, -- r~h, 
. '1 I 

2rr 
Kc=9T (p3g 2 

/ q2D)1r~k<, 

Kd=2n(pD)Ir~kd. 

The dimensionless quantities h', k ~ and k d, 
[SF]1, [SFh and rr(l-a2

) and h, k<, and kd, 
called the column shape factors due to Max
well, Slicker and Lennard-Janes, respectively, 
are presented in.Table II; the factors in (ii) are 
free from a molecular interaction model; 
u=(Th-Tc)/(Th+T.), a=rh/r. and LIT= 
Th- T •. The experimental aT's of He4-Ar.w, 
Ne20-Xem and Ne20-Ne22 can thus be evaluated 
by three methods, the former two at the mean 
temperature T=(Th+ T.)/2 and the last one us
ing L-J model at the cold wall temperature Tc 
of the column. Equation (12) is usually 
employed to calculate the experimental aT's, 
in terms of H, Kd, L and the experimentally ob
served intercept C( = b' I a') for a given ex
perimental temperature by the existing three 
methods. The experimental values, thus ob
tained, are presented in Table I and shown 
graphically in Figs. 4 and 5 for comparison 
with the experimental aT's due to our method 
and the theoretical aT's also. 

Now, the parameters a' and b' in eq. (11) in
fluence the manner of variation of In Qe for 
any binary gas mixture with the pressure at 
any experimental temperature. The graph of 
In q. against the pressure for He4-Ar40 and 
Ne20-Xe132 mixtures are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, 
respectively, at different compositions of the 
lighter components, along with that for Ne20-
Ne22 isotopic mixture. As in most cases of ex
perimental observation, Figs. 2 and 3 show 
that, as the pressure increases, In q. increases 
for a given composition of the binary mixtures 
mentioned above and becomes maximum at 
the pressure p=(b')1'4, where a In q./ ap=O. 
From eq. ( 11) the value of In q. at the point of 
maximum is 
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In q"''"=a' /2' b'. · {13) 

Th~ reliable value of In lJm':" of the inert gas 
mixture of a certain composition and at a 
given temperature can thus be measured from 
eq. (13), in terms of the experimental 
parameters a' and b' which are obtained by 
fitting the experimental data of In Qe and 
pressure p in atmosphere. Using eqs. (2) and 
(13) with the knowledge of the value of the col
umn calibration factor, the TO factors aT of 
the inert gas mixtures at different concentra
tions of the lighter components are then esti
mated, and shown in Table I and in Figs. 4 
and 5. 

§3. Theoretical Formulations 

The theoretical aT's can be calculated from 

1 S!i>x.- su>x. 
I ~ (6C* 5) (14) 

aT 6[.itu]• [Xi.+ Yl] u- ' 

where the symbols are defined by Chapman 
and Enskog. 11

•
2
> Here, (6Ct- 5) depends 

strongly on the temperature alone, and the 
other factor in eq. (14) is not:only a function 
of the · temperature but also a complicated 
fun:ction of the compositions and the thermal 
conductivities of gases and gas mixtures. The 
aT's thus computed from eq. (14) are 
prese~ted in the last column of Table I, and 
shown graphically -in Figs. 4 and 5, respec
tively, for. the gas mixtures He4-Ar40 and Ne20

-

Xe132. A sample calculation was also made 
from 

au 
(6Ct-5)f,l;j (.itJ':rans_ .it~rans), 
5nk[Duh Xjmj x;m; 

(15) 

as deduced by Monchik, Munn and Mason 121 

by assuming elastic collisions between the 
molecules;· and the results obtained are found 
to be much higher than those computed from 
eq. (14). 

§4. Results and Discussions 

The Chapman-Enskog kinetic theory of 
gases 11 ' is strictly applicable only to spherically 
symmetric molecules like noble gases, and give 
a good account of the viscosity, diffusion and 
heat conductivity of gases so excellently that it 
has often been used with fair success to inter
prete the experimental thermal diffusion fac-

tors of isotOpic mixtures of noble ~ases. ;~~ But 
it has been found that for binary mixtures of 
spherically symmetric molecules the theory is 
quite unable to explain the <:l)mposition 
dependence and probably the I~mperature 

dependence of the experimental thermal diffu
sion factors aT for mixtures of different noble 
gases. We computed the theoretical aT's from 
eq. (14) with the available force parameters as 
presented in Table II, for the mixtures He"
Ar~ and Ne20-Xe132

; ,the data thus obtained are 
shown in Table I and in Figs. 4 and 5, only to 
see that they do not tally with the experimental 
ones computed by the present as well as the ex
isting methods. The theoretical aT's are found 
to be two-order higher in magnitude than the 
experimental aT's estimated, while in the case 
of Ne20-Ne22 isotopic mixture the theoretical 
a/s agree fairly well with the experimental 
ones as shown in Table I. This is the reason 
why ~ost of the authors, in this field of 
research, conclude that the FJO column 
theory is successful in predicting both the tern:. 
perature and the composition dependence of 
the experimental a,'s for isotopic mixtures as 
they are reproduced by the theoretical a/s as 
computed by the Chapman-Enskog theory of 
monatomic gases. 

In the column theory, to estimate the ex
perimental a/s for binary mistures, molecular 
models such as Maxwell's inverse fifth power 
and Lennard-Jones' 12:6 potential model are 
commonly used. ·The method based on Len
nard-Jones' potential model is applicable to 
evaluating aT at the cold wall temperature Tc 
of the column. The column shape factors and 
other molecular transport parameters also are 
required to be determined at the cold wall tem
perature. As evident from Table I, the aT 

· values for He4-Ar40 mixture due to the L- J 
molecular model shape factor as shown in 
Table II, are very low compared with our a/s 
from the column ·calibration factor (F_,) 
method as well as with those due to Maxwell's 
moelcular model and Slicker's model-indepen
dent method. For He4-Ar40 mixture, as the 
percentage of the lighter component, say He\ 
increases, the experimental llT's decrease 
gradually, attain the minimum values, and 
then increase again as shown in Fig. 4. This 
sort of behaviour of the composition de-
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pendence of ar for He~-Ar~'' ~ould not be at 
all explained by the elastil' theoretical ar's 
obtained from the Chapman-Enskog kinetic 
theory of monatomic gases. The magnitudes 
of the values are found to be two-order higher 
than all the experimental aT's as observed in 
Table I. The similar situation occurs in the 
case of Ne20-Xe132 mixture; the theoretical aT's 
here also could not explain the composition 
dependence of the experimental aT's , which 
are also two-order less in magnitude than the 
theoretical ones, as observed from Table I and 
Fig. 5. 

It is interesting to note that our experimen
tal aT's due to the column calibration factor 
method, which is simple, straightforward and 
free from any binary molecular interaction 
model, is very close to those due to Slieker's 
method as well as the method using Maxwell's 
model, so far as the trends of variation of the 
aT's with mole fraction and their magnitudes 
are concerned. The existing method using L-J 
model yields aT's of less magnit,..de for He4

-

Ar~ mixture but, in the case of Ne20-Xe132
, 

gives aT's of about the same magnitudes as 
the aT's due to Slieker's and our method. 

Thus it is concluded that the present 
method, with the use of the column calibra
tion factor F. and the experimental In Qmax as 
obtained from the experimental parameters a' 
and b', is not only applicable to is~topic gas 
mixtures, like the existing methods based on 
molecular models and Slieker's method, but is 
also a universal method to estimate the ex
perimental aT's of polyatomic gas mixtures. 
The temperature as well as the composition 
dependence of the actual and relatively small 
aT of any binary gas mixture can thus be esti
mated by our present method. This study 
finally establishes that the column calibration 

factor F, play.s a significant role in column 
measurements. Thus it is wise to stuJy a large 
number of columns of ditferent r<, rh and L 
and to explore the functional relationship of 
F., tor<, rh, L and f, by choosing the interesting 
gas pairs forming binary mixtures, so that we 
can arrive at the unique formulation of the col
umn calibration factor for a given column. 
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Abstract. Using column calibration factor (CCF) F. for a given column, the temperature 
dependence of experi~ental thermal diffusion factors ocT of hydro genic trace mixtures in helium 
are accurately determined. This study, however, observes the inelastic collision effect in tl~ese 
trace mixtures when ocT by our CCF method are compared with those by the existing methods 
and theoretical ones respectively. 

Keywords. Column calibration· factor; thermal diffusion factor; thermal diffusion column; 
inelastic and elastic collisions. 

PACS No. 44·90 

I. Introduction 

In the existing column theory as developed by Furry and others [1-3] the column 
geometry plays an important role in determining the exact value of thermal diffusion 
factor ctT of a binary gas 'mixture. The column as such cannot yield the actual ctT 

values both in trend and in magnitude with respect to temperature and composition 
as the binary molecular interactions are often called into play. Thermal. diffusion 
column is still far superior to any other ctT measuring instruments as the equilibrium 
separation factor qe defined by 

is very large even in the case ofsmall mass difference between the components of a 
mixture. Here, Xi and Xi are the mass fractions of the lighter and the heavier components 
respectively. Hence for a binary mixture ,of almost identical masses, shapes and sizes 
a calibrated TD column can safely be used to measure a reliable relative and small 
ocT values. For this reason we have calibrated the given column of Slieker and de Vries 
[4] with kn~wn and reliable ctT of He- T2 mixture to arrive at the column calibration 
factor (CCF) F. from the relation: · 

(1) 

where Tis the mean temperature of Th and T0 , Th and Tc being the hot and cold 
wall temperatures in K. rc and rh are the radii of cold and hot wall of a column of 
geometrical length L. F. is supposed to be an independent molecular model solely 
dependent on the column geometry at any mean temperature Tin K. 
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A number of studies by Acharyya et al [5-7] anq }'l"avarro et al [8] on F, enabled 
us to study the temperature dependence of IXT of DT and HT in helium only to 
explore the fact that the TD column is. a reliable relative IXT measuring instrument 
and to observe the inelastic collision effects in them. In this study, we ·estimate the 
experimental parameters a' and b' governing the very nature of variation of the 
available experimental In qe against pressure p of He-DT and He-HT gas mixtures 
[4], the hydrogenic components were never becoming larger than 5% in helium at 
three experimental temperatures. · · 

The computed data oflnqe ofHe-DT and He-HT against pressure in a~mosphere 
are shown in figures 1 and 2 respectively to ensure that the least square fitted curves 
agree excellently with the experimental ones. For He-HT an interesting feature is. 
that unlike the usual behaviour, In qe becomes smaller with temperatures, not noticed 
earlier [7]. · 

The hydrodynamical part of the column theory is excellently obeyed by He-DT 
and for some selected experimental points of He-HT as their p2jln qe against p4 were 
found out to be · · 

and 

82 

p2/lnqe=0·7758+0·8161 p4 at 338K. 

= 0·4938 + 0·7294 p4 at 378 K 

= 0·3964 + 0·6024 p4 at 423 K 

p2/ln qe = 9·0749 + 14·8368 p4 at 338 K 

= 13-5999 + 64·6412 p4 at 378 K 

= 14·6461 + 411·5226 p4 at 423 K respectively. 

1·'00 

0·8 

0·6 
QJ 

c:r 
E 

0·4 

0·2 

0 
0· 325 p 0·650 

( Pressure in atm. l 

He-DT 

0·975 

Figure 1. In q. against pressure p in atmosphere for He-DT trace mixture, at 
T= 338, 378 and 423 K, '0' experimental points. 
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Figure 2. In q. against pressure p in atmosphere for He-HT trace mixture at 
T = 338, 378 and 423 K, '0' experimental points. 
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Figure 3. Variation of ay with Tof He-DT trace mixture, 1. Our expt ay from 
In qmax and F,; 2. Expt ay(Maxwell case); 3. Expt ay(Slieker case); 4. Theor 

-- ay(elastic) from Eq (7); 5. Theor ay(inelastic) with Z,
01 

= 300 from Eq (7); 6. Theor 
ay(inelastic) with Z,

01 
calculated from Barua et al (1970) from Eq (8); 7. Theor 

c:xy(inelastic) with Z,
01

- calculated from Parkers [12] formula with adjustable 
z~ot = 7·08 [13]. 

In the absence of any reliable possibility to estimate the actual experimental aT of a 
mixture through the use of molecular model we used the values of F. already obtained 
for the column [7]: 

F.= - 66·52202 +-0·3502286 r- 4·1879 x w- 4 7"2
• 
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Figure 4. Variation of exT with Tof He-HT trace mixture 
1. Our expt exT from In qmax and F,; 2. Expt exT(Maxwell); 3. Expt 
exT(Slieker); 4. Theor exT(elastic) from Eq (7); 5. Theor exT(inelastic) with 
Z,

01 
= 300 from Eq (S); 6. Theor exT(inelastic) with Z,

01 
calculated from 

Barua et al [12] from Eq (8); 7. Theor exT(inelastic) with, Z,
01 

calculated '. 
from Parker [13] formula with adjustable Z~ot = 12-15 .. 

Now oc/s of He-DT and He~HT were obtained from (1) and compared with those 
by the existing methods using column theory as well as the theoretical oc/s based on 
elastic and inelastic [9] collisions in fig~res 3 and 4 respectively in order to reveal 
the existence of inelastic collisions in these mixt.ures. 

2. Theoretical formulation to estimate experimental a;T 

Both ends being closed for the ideal column of length L, In qe of a gas mixture at 
any mean temperature'T is given by 

1 
, HL 

nqe=---
. Kc+ Ka 

(2) 

where H, Kc and Ka are the functions of transport coefficients of a gas·mixture and 
proportional to p 2

, p4 and p0 respectively, p being·pressure in atmosphere. 
In order to remove parasitic remixing effect, Furry and Jones [2] simply added a· 

term K P proportional to p4 to the denominator when (2) becomes 

84 

a' p2 
lnq =--

e b' + p4 
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which is at'so written as 

a' and b' are however related- by 

(4) 

-H, K" Kd are the functions of the transport coefficient of a mixture and K P is the 
remixing coeffiCient. 

Again if c represents the intercept of the straight line of (4) we have 

· H = (Ki/Lc) (5) 

the exact expressions for H, K, and Kd are given in our previous publications [5-7]. 
The estimation of the experimental aT through the existing formulations involved 

the shape factors taking account of the inherent asymmetry of the column geometry. 
The mass density p, the viscosity coefficient 17 and the diffusion coefficient D were 
calculated from MTGL of Hirschfelder et a/ [10], the column shape factors and the 
force parameters required had already been reported earlier [7]. 

It is opserved in figures 1-2 that a·s the· pressure increases lnqe increases and 
becomes maximum when p = (b')114 for which (bin qe/bp) = 0. 

We then have from (3) 

In qmax = (a'j2..jfJ) (6) 

It is also observed in He-HT, unlike He-DT, that some experimental data of In qe 
are not in fit with the hydrodynamical part of the column theory as they have tendency 
to cyield the negative intercept of p2 /in qe against p4 which is absurd unless inversion 
of ocT would take place. Hence we are bound to select some six or seven data from 
the reported graph to fix the values of In qmax from the (6). 

Table 1 and the graphs of figures 1-2, revealed that In qmax from (6)"in terms of a' 
and b' are in good agreement with the graphically determined values earlier [7]. This 
establishes the fact that our choice of the In qe data ·with pressure particularly for the
He-HT mixture where the mass difference between the components is practically nil, 
is almost' right. · 

3. Theoretical formulations to calculate exT 

Theoretical ocT can, however, be estimated from 

(i) (j) 

OCT= _I_S Xi-s Xi(6Ci.- 5) 
6[J.u] 1 _ [X.~.+ Y,~.] 1 

(7) 

where (6C~- 5) depends mainly on the temperature while the other factors involved 
in (7) are the complicated functions of composition, masses and thermal conductivities 
of gases and gas mixtures. The ocT, calculated from (7), is presented in the 12th column 
of table I, and shown graphically in figures 3-4 for He-DT and He-HT respectively. 
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::p Table 1. Experimental and Theoretical exT values of binary gas mixtures with temperature. ~ 
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1!!1 Theoretical exT from !::. 
~ Exp! IXT with Theor. Eq (7) with zrot 
~ ~~ 
~ Hot Our Eq (6) 300 Barua Parker 
'[ wall Cold Mean In qm.. calibration Maxwell Slieker elastic et al 
.: temp . wall Temp a' in b' in computed Expt F, factor method shape shape theor. 
~ System T, in K 7; in K Tin K (atm)2 (atm)4 from Eq (5) Ref (6) Eq. (1) factor · factor method 
.... 
~ He-HT 393 283 338 0·0674 0·6116 Q-0431 4·001 0·0107 0·0014 0·0017 0·030 0·121 Q-055 0·002 
'l- 473 283 378 0·0155 0·2104 ()-0169 6·026 0·0020 0·0028 0·0007 0·030 0·124 0·037 ()-009 
.;... 563 283 423 0·0024 0·3559 Q-0064 6·691 0·0009 0·0010 Q-0006 0·030 0·129 ()-005 0·005 

;o He-DT 393 283 338 1·289 1·0519 Q-6284 4·001 0·1567 0·060 0·186 0·105 Q-100 0·158 0·158 
~ 473 283 378 1·371 0·6670 ()-8331 6·026 . 0·1382 0·054 0·187 0·104 0·105 0·188 0·154 
:0 563 283 423 1·660 0·6580 1·0232 6·691 ()-1529 Q-050 ()-194 ()-103 ()-109 0·226 0·159 
~ . .... 
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Thermal diffusion factors 

The inelastic thermal diffusion factor rxii is given by according to Monchick et al ~JJ] 

( 6Ct - 5) /lij ( Aj trans A'f trans) 1 
rtT = 5nk[D;) 1 Ximi - X;m; + 5nk[Dii]l 

[
(6CJ; ~ 5)J.jint _ (6Cil- 5)l'tint] 

. Xi X; 
(8) 

where the symbols have _their usual meanings only the collision integral ratio cij 

differs from Cij. In fact C;1 is not symmetric with respect to the interchange pf the 
indices i and j and is very sensitive to inelastic collision. 

For a 'pure gas the exact values of Aj trans and ).~trans is given by 

). =.!!...[(~c pDintc )-(~~iin')(~-pDint)
2 

'i trans M 2 v trans + '1 in I 1t z rot 2 '1 

{ l + _2 (~ Cint + pD1n')}-
1 

]· (9) 
nZ rot 3 R .'1 

Here C~ trans= 3R/2, the constant value of' translational heat capacity, Zrot is' the 
rotational translational collision numJ?er for inelastic collision. 

The nonspherical terms of (8) we used Hirchfelder-Euken expression [to] to 
calculate the thermal cond_uctivity A.~int from 

).':'. I= n[D;;]l cinl 

I m 1 + (xj/X;)(D;;/Dij)l 
(10) 

Theoretical inelastic ct/s for He-DT and He-HT thus calculated from (8) with the 
help of (9) and (10) are shown in table 1 and also in figures 3-4 respectively for · 
comparison with other experimental exT values. 

4. Results and discussion 

The inhflrent asymmetry in the column geometry is however, taken into account by 
Maxwell, Slieker and Lennard-Jones dimensionless shape factors [7]. We calCulated 
the experimental aT's of He-HT and He-DT trace mixtures at T = 338, 378 and 
423 K respectively from (5) using those shape factors. Slieker's case does not involve 
any molecular model and it gives rather a rough estima,tion of the experimental rxT 
while the for~er includes inverse fifth power potential. As the cold wall temperature 
T, was held fixed experimental aT due to L-J case cannot be applicable here. The 
'aT thus obtained due to Maxwell and Slieker cases is presented in table 1 and shown 
graphically by the curves 2 and 3 respectively of figures 3 and 4. 

The ex'perimental o:T from (1) as obtained in terms ofln qmax of (6) and F. is shown 
by curve. 1 in figures 3 and 4. When they are compared with those due to Maxwell 
(curve 2) and Slieker (curve 3) it is found that so far as_ the trend is concerned the 
data due to Slieker agree better than thos_e due to Maxwell's shape factors. This is 
perhaps due to the fact that both. Slieker and our method are free from any binary 
molecular model. As the mass difference between the components of a binary mixture 
decreases as in the case of He-HT the agreement is more close. 

The theoretical rxT based on ehistic collision theory, (7), as shown by curve 4 in ' 
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figures 3-4 appears to be temperature independent. Unlike He-HT, He-DT however 
show slightly lower value at higher temperature. The inelastic ocT as calculated from 
(8) with Zrot = 300, show its positive temperature dependence as represented by curve 5 
in figures 3-4. 

When ocii were calculated with the available rotational translational collision 
number ofBarua et al [12] an interesting feature is that the curve 6 of figures 3-4 
coincide with ocT's of our CCF method. This fact prompted us to adjust z • .;1 from 
Parker's formula [13]. Using Zrot = 2·78, 2·91 and 3·05 for HT and Zrot = 4·78, 5·01 
and 5·23 for DT at 338, 378 and 423 K respectively inelastic ocii's are then estimated 
for both He-DT and He-HT trace mixtures and were shown by curve. 7 in figures 3-4 
respectively for comparison with other ocT's. 

With Zrot determined by us inelasti~ theoretical ocT's curve 7 (15th column of table 1) 
so far as the magnitude and trend are concerned in the case of He-DT, support our 
exT's curve 1 (9th column of table 1) and. only in trend with exT's due to Slieker (11th 

. column of table 1). In the case of He-HT ·these theoretical oc/s almost coincide 
with our oc/s, but in trend with the experimental oc/s due to Maxwell. 

All these comparison of ocT's so far obtained thus reveal that inelastic collisions 
e_lay an important role in such trace mixtures. Again the variation of In qmax against 
Tfor He-HT is given by 

· lnqmax=0·89879-4·2097 X 10- 3 T'+4·9647 X 10- 6 T2 

- ' showing that at T ~ 429 K, In qmax may be zero as shown in figure 5. The isobaric 
He-HT mixture may yield an interesting phenomenon of inversion of both In qmax 
and exT with respect to ~emperature like isobaric system N 2-CO as studied in our 
recent publication of Saha et al [14]. The· system He-HT deserves a detailed study of 
~easurements ofln qe against pressure for its different composition and temperatures. 
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Thermal diffusion factors 

we· are, therefore, now in a position to conclude that CCF is an accurate etT 

determining factor of isotopic, nonisotopic and isobaric et/s of binary gas mixtures. 
The functional relationship ofF, with rc, rh, L and Tshould be studied both from . 
the theoreticill and experimental viewpoints. 
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The column calibration factor (CCF) Fs of a column (Roos and Rutherford 1969) has been 
accurately estimated to yield the thermal diffusion factor a:T's of Kr80-Kr86 , Xe129-Xe136 , C028-
C029, CH~6-CHr and N~8-N~9 respectively at two different experimental temperatures. The 
probable temperature dependence of a:T's are used to obtain the force parameters ci;/k and 
ITij of the respective molecules. Again, the a:T's as obtained from lnqmax and Fs are compared 
with the experimental a:T's by the existing method involved with column shape factors as well as 
theoretical a:T's based on elastic and inelastic collisions among the molecules. The comparison of 
the estimated force parameters with the reported ones finally suggests the technique of predicting 
O:T's as a function of temperature is extremely useful. 

KEYWORDS: thermal diffusion factor, elastic and inelastic collisions, column calibration factor 

§1. Introduction 

The theoretical thermal diffusion factor as derived 
from Chapman-Enskog gas kinetic theory,1) based on 
spherical molecule with spherically symmetric potential 
field is generally not in good agreement with the experi
mental a:T 's of a binary nonisotopic or even isotopic gas 
mixture. It is still of special interest, from the technical 
point of view to enrich rare as well as ordinary isotopes. 
The close col"ielation between the theoretical a:T's with 
the intermolecular forces may conveniently be used as an 
effective tool to investigate the molecular force parame
ters C:ij/k and O"ij where C:ij is the depth of the potential 
well, k is the Boltzmann constant and O"ij is the molec
ular diameter as the process of thermal diffusion unlike 
viscosity is a second order effect. 

Although, TD column was supposed not to yield the 
actual O:T values both in trend and in magnitude with 
respect to temperature and composition of the mix
ture, still it is far superior to any other O:T measur
ing instruments like two bulbs and trennschaukel as 
the equilibrium separation factor qe defined by; qe = 
(xi/xi)top/(xi/xj)bottom is very large even in the case of 
isotopic gas mixture where the mass difference between 
the components i and j is practically very small. Xi and 
Xj are the mass or mole fractions of the lighter (i) and 
the heavier (j) molecules respectively. The equilibrium 
separation factor qe of any binary gas mixture is usually 
determined for different compositions of a gas mixture 
at a fixed temperature T or for mixture of fixed com
position at different experimental temperatures. With 
the help of qe thus measured at different pressures well 
below and around one atmosphere, a:T of a gas mixture 
could be ascertained. The existing method to evaluate 
the experimental a:T from lnqe measured in a column at 

different pressures is usually involved with Maxwell and 
Lennard-Janes model dependent as well as model inde
pendent Slieker column shape factors. 

In order to obtain the actual a:T of a binary gas mix
ture, a large number of workers2- 5) has, however, intro
duced a scaling factor F s called the column calibration 
factor (CCF) for a TD column in the relation: 

lnqmax = a:TFs(Tco!d, 1hot, L, T) (1) 

where r cold and Thot are the cold and hot wall radii of 
a column of geometrical length L. T is the mean tem
perature of the gas mixture defined by T = ThottTcnld 

where Thot and Tcold are the hot and cold wall tempera
tures in K respectively. F s is supposed to be a molecular 
model independent parameter and entirely depends on 
the geometry of a TD column. 

Roos and Rutherford6) had measured the pressure 
dependence of lnqe of Kr80-Kr86 , Xe129-Xe136, CQ28_ 

C029
, cm6-CH~ 7 and N~8-N~9 with their natural iso

topic abundances at two experiment~! temperatures in 
K in a hot wire TD column of L = 487.7 em, Tcold = 
0.9525cm and That = 0.0795cm respectively. The mea
sured lnqe at different pressures in atmosphere by Roos 
and Rutherford6) were plotted in Figs. 2 and 3 respec
tively by least square fitted curves with the estimated 
a' and b' values at two available temperatures. The a' 
& b' for the third temperature were also obtained and 
the variation of lnqe at that temperature is, ,however, se
lected for each of them and shown in Figs. 2 and 3 by 
dotted curves. 

From the known and reliable a:T values7> as well as 
experimentally determined lnqmax of Ar36-Ar40 , F8 for 
a column as was derived by Datta and Acharyya4> was 
first carried out to yield the temperature dependence of 
a:T of Kr80-Kr86 as 
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1 
aT= 0.0453 -11.0479T. (2) 

The corresponding aT's at the required experimental 
temperatures T = 455.5, 530.5 and 680.5 Kin the column 
of Roos and Rutherford6) were then obtained. They are 
shown in Table I. These values together with the experi
mentally estimated lnqmax of Kr80-Kr86 from the curves 
of lnqe vs p as shown elsewhere8) at those temperatures 
were then utilised to arrive at the probable temperature 
dependence of F s for a column:6) 

Fs = 67.1066- 0.158091' + 3.29153 X w-41'2 (3) 

which is shown graphically in Fig. 1. The values of F s 

together with the corresponding experimentallnqmax at 
any temperature give us aT's of the different systems 
fl;om eq. (1). The force parameters E:ij/k and CJij were 
estimated from the comparative study of the probable 
temperature dependence of aT and c;j (12-6 Leonard-

Jones potential) with respect to ~ and ;. respectively 

where T* = T/(cij/k). The temperature dependence 
of aT could not be predicted with aT's measured at 
only two experimental temperatures. Nevertheless, an 
approximate middle temperature is, however, essential 
to be selected to reveal the actual variation of aT's of 
those systems under consideration with respect to tem
perature in consistent with the estimation of the actual 
force parameters among the molecules. 

The experimental aT's for these systems by the exist
ing method, involved with column shape factors due to 
Maxwell model9) and Slieker,10) as presented in Table II, 
were obtained and shown graphically in Figs. 4-8. The 
theoretical aT's based on elastic and inelastic collisions 
were also computed with the estimated force parameters 
E:ij/k and CJij (Table II) and are shown in Figs. 4-8, for 
comparison with experimental aT's. The data thus ob
tained are, however, shown in Table I together with the 

lzor-----------------------------

95 
/f. 

lL 
u 
<.:> 

F5 = 67·1055- 0-15809 'f. 

+ 3.29153 xu) 4 1'2 

45L---------L---------L-------~ 
o.o 250 500 750 

--------+- 'i' 
c Mean temp. in K) 

Fig. 1. Variation of column calibration factor F 8 ( CCF) against 
temperature in K. 

other essential data. The CCF method together with 
the technique of simultaneous determination of force pa
rameter is thus found to be successful in predicting the 
exact, reliable and correct temperature variation of aT 
of a binary isotopic mixture. 

The curves of aT's against T in Figs. 4-8, however, 
support the possibility of estimation of binary interac
tions among the molecules as one obtains those from the 
viscosity of gases and gas mixtures. The estimation of 
aT's by the present CCF method are found to be in 
close agreement so far trends are concerned, as observed 
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Fig. 2. Variation of lnqe against pressure p in atmosphere. 
-6-6- Experimental lnqe at T=530.5 K for C028-CQ29. 
----- Predicted lnqe at T=485 K for C02s-co29 . -o-o- Ex-
perimental lnqe at T=455.5 K for CQ28_CQ29 . -6-6- Exper
imental lnqe at T=520.65 K for CHl6-CHf. ----- Predicted 
lnqe at T=485 K for CHl6-CHf. -o-o- Experimental lnqe at 
T=440.65 K for CHi6-CHf. 
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Fig. 3. Variation of lnqe against pressure p in atmosphere. 
-6-6- Experimental lnqe at T=680.5 K for Xe129-Xe136. 
-----Predicted lnqe at T=600.0 K for Xe129-Xe136 . -o-o- Ex-
perimentallnqe at T=539.0K for Xe129-Xe136. -6-6- Experi-· 
mentallnqe at T=680.5 K for N~8-N~9 ----- Predected lnqe at 
T=600.0 K for N~8-N§9 -o-o- Experimentallnqe at T=530.5 K 
for N~8-N~9 . 
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in Figs. 4-8, with the theoretical ones in terms of the es
timated force parameters (Table II). Thus the method
ology so far extended is really a simple, straightforward 
and unique one. 

Jones11l simply added a term Kp called remixing co
efficient, being proportional to p4 to the denominator 
of eq. (4). Hence eq. (4) finally .becomes 

§2. Mathematical Formulation to Estimate the 
Experimental aT 

Both ends being closed for an ideal column of length 
L of a gas mixture at any temperature T is given by11l 

or, 

a'p2 
lnqe=-b' 4 +p 

2/ b' 1 4 
P lnqe = 1 + !P a a 

(5) 

(6) 

HL 
lnqe = K K (4) a' and b' are, however, related by 

c+ d 

where H, Kc and Kd are the functions of transport co
efficients of a gas mixture. They are proportional to p 2 , 

p4 and p0 respectively, p being pressure in atmosphere. 
In order to remove parasitic remixing effect, Furry and 

and 

HL 2- I (1 Kp) -·p -a +-
Kc Kc 

Table I. Experimental and theoretical thermal diffusion factors D<T of binary isotopic mixtures of simple gases with temperatures in K. 

Hot Cold Mean Temp. 
Computed Column 

wall wall inK 
Column 

System Temp. Temp. T= 
a' b' lnqmax Calibration 

used 
(That) (Tcald) That +Tcald 

(atm)2 (atm)4 from factor 

inK inK 2 
eq. (15) Fs (CCF) 

623 288 455.5 0.0622 0.00055 1.333 63.586 

L=Length 
Kr 773 288 530.5 0.1007 0.00074 1.855 75.869 

of the column 
1073 288 680.5 0.2464 0.00143 3.252 111.94 

=487.7cm 790 288 539 0.0066 0.00014 0.280 n562 
Xe 912 288 600 0.0099 0.00019 0.362 90.748 

1073 288 680.5 0.0187 0.00036 0.492 111.94 

Hot wall 623 288 455.5 0.3336 0.0142 1.398 63.586 
radius co 682 288 485 0.3919 0.0149 1.603 67.858 
rhat = 0.0795 em 773 288 530.5 0.5028 0.0166 1.951 75.869 

593.15 288.15 440.65 0.3414 0.0376 0.886 61.357 

Cold wall 
CH4 682.00 288.00 485.00 0.4768 0.0361 1.255 65.858 

radius 
753.15 288.15 520.65 0.6059 0.0340 1.643 74.023 

rcald = 0.9525 em 773 288 530.5 0.3156 0.0201 1.115 75.869 
N2 912 288 600 0.4423 0.0265 1.360 90.748 

1073 288 680.5 0.7311 0.0437 1.707 111.94 

Estimated aT using 
Computed 

theoretical D<T 

Column 
System 

used Present 
Maxwell Slieker 

method 
shape shape Elastic Inelastic 
factor factor 

0.0210 0.0134 0.0146 0.0107 

L=Length 
Kr 0.0245 0.0165 0.0184 0.0127 

of the column 
0.0291 0.0252 0.0290 0.0150 

=487.7cm 0.0036 0.0010 0.0018 0.0087 
Xe 0.0040 0.0018 0.0021 0.0096 

0.0044 0.0022 0.0025 0.0102 

Hot wall 0.0221 0.0100 0.0113 0.0052 0.2861 
radius co 0.0236 0.0107 0.0117 0.0057 0.3104 
rhat = 0.0795 em 0.0257 0.0114 0.0127 0.0061 0.3334 

0.0144 0.0070 0.0076 0.0036 0.0230 

Cold wall 
CH4 0.0191 0.0086 0.0095 0.0046 0.0296 

radius 
0.0222 0.0099 0.0110 0.0054 0.0342 

rcald = 0.9525 em 0.0147 0.0065 0.0073 0.0090 0.4010 
N2 0.0150 0.0069 0.0078 0.0094 0.4081 

0.0153 0.0077 0.0088 0.0102 0.4148 

.:::r 

~ 
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The constants a' and b' were, however, estimated by fit
ting eq. (6) with the experimentally observed lnqe at 
different pressures in atmosphere. Both a' and b' are 
now the experimental parameters to govern the vari
ation of lnqe against pressure as shown graphically in 
Figs. 2 and 3 for C028-C029 , CH~6-CHF, Xe129-Xe136 

and N~8-N~9 respectively with the experimental data6 • S) 

placed on them at two available temperatures. The third 
temperature would then be selected from the plot of 
aT = A+ B/T with the measured aT's at two tem
peratures. 

In each case as observed in Figs. 2 and 3, lnqe increases 
gradually with pressure and assumes maximum value 
lnqmax at a pressure p = (b')i for which gp(lnqe) = 0. 
Hence from eq. (5) we have 

a' 
lnqmax = ru· 

2vb' 
(7) 

Now a' and b', in Table I, help us fix the values oflnqmax 
from eq. (7) and hence the experimental aT's for the 
above mentioned systems could, however, be determined 
from eq. (1) with F 8 • To use the existing method with 
Maxwell and Slieker column shape factors eq. ( 4) also 
becomes. 

HL 
lnq - --== max - 2-Jk,;kd (8) 

when gP (lnqe) = 0. The final expressions of the exper
imental aT's in terms of the column shape factors are 
finally given by: 

aT= 2.39 X Tcold- That 
L 

and 

T !J.(1k' l VAcAd 
X L1T nqmax . -h-,-

- ' 2 1 
_ Tcold ._!_

1 
{1r(l- a )[S · F]3}2 

aT- 2.00x L L1T nqmax [S. Fh 

(9) 

(10) 

respectively, where the symbols used are of usual signif
icance as mentioned elsewhere. 9• 10) The column shape 
factors which are supposed to take into account the in
herent asymmetry of the column geometry are presented 
in Table II. The computed aT's with Maxwell and 

. Slieker column shape factors (Table II) are placed in Ta
ble I and shown graphically in Figs. 4-8 by curve No. 2 
and 3 respectively in order to compare with those by the 
present CCF and theoretical ones. 

§3. Derivation of Force Parameters 

The principal contribution12l to the temperature de
pendence of aT theor comesfrom the factor (6Cij- 5) of 
Chapman-Enskog expression1 l where 

aT theor = g(6Cij - 5). (11) 

The term (6Cij - 5) contains only unlike interactions 
among the molecules. The other part i.e., 'g' depends 
on the composition of the gas mixture. Although, 'g' de
pends slowly on temperature it can be taken fairly con
stant for a short range of temperature and for a fixed 
composition of the gas mixture as in the case of the 
present investigation. It is also seen that13) 

B 
aTexpt =A+ T (12) 

where A and B are two arbitrary constants. Cii of 
eq. (11) can also be written as a function of reduced 
temperature T* 

* D 
Cii = C+ T* (13) 

C and Dare two new constants. Now from eqs. (11) and 
(13) we have 

aT theor = [(60- 5) +~]g. (14) 

When aT theor = aT expt we may write from eqs. (12) 
and (14) 

(60- 5)g =A. (15) 

The experimental aT's at two available temperatures by 
the CCF method are now used to get values of A and 
B. Similarly with the reported Cij vs T* curve14l for 12-
6 Lennard-J ones potential within a short range of tem
perature T*, C and D of eq. (13) were easily evaluated. 
(60-5) and A could yield 'g' which enables one to locate 
the value of c:j and T*; and hence Cij/k. 

This sort of evaluation was further improved by tak
ing into account the small variation of 'g' with tempera
ture. This was done by repeating the entire procedure as 
mentioned earlier to get the exact value of 'g' with the 
initially estimated Eij /k and hence the exact value of 
Eij /k is finally located. The Eij /k thus estimated agrees 
well with the literature values as shown in Table II, for 
molecules Ar, Kr, Xe, CO, CH4 and Nz respectively. 
With these Eij jk, the respective CTi/S were also deter
mined from available viscosity data and are placed in. 
Table II, together with the literature values. . 

§4. Theoretical Formula to Estimate aT theor 

(i) Elastic: The aT theor due to Chapman-Enskog1l 
is already given by eq. (ll) which consists of two factors: 

1 s(i)Xi- sUlxj 
g = -- · and (6Cij - 5). 

6[Aijh X,A + Y.A 

The first factor is the complicated functions of compo
sition, thermal conductivities of gas and gas mixture 
while the second one is strongly a temperature depen
dent term. The symbols used are described in detail in 
MTGL.1l The aT theor thus computed with Eij/k and O'ij 
(Table II) are presented in the 13th column of Table I 
and shown graphically in Figs. 4-8 for comparison with 
aT expt by existing and the present CCF method. 

(ii) Inelastic: According to Monchick et al.15) the 
aT theor due to inelastic collisions is given by: 

( 6Cij - 5) [ Aj trans Af' trans] + 1 
aT theor = - ] 

5nk[Dijh XjMj x,:Mi 5nk[Dij 1 

X [(60ji- 5)).Jint _ (60ij- 5)Af'intl (l6) 
Xj X,: 

where the symbols used have their usual meanings.15l 
The collision integral ratio Oij which differs from Cij, 
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is very sensitive to inelastic collision and not symmetric· 
with respect to the interchange of the indices i and j. 
The excact value of >.j trans or .Af trans for a pure gas is 
given by15) 

ex 'T] [(5 pD;nt ) Aj trans = M 2Cv trans + -'T/-Cint 

_ (~. Cint) (~ _ pD;nt)
2 

71' Zrot 2 'TJ 

dependence of lnqe in the selected intermediate temper
ature for all the systems except Kr80-Kr86 is shown in 
Figs. 2 and 3 by dotted lines. The least square fitted 
equations of p2 /lnqe against p4 at all the temperatures 
for the aforesaid binary mixtures are given by: 

i) Kr80-Kr86 ; p 2 /lnqe 
= 0.0088 + 16.0771p4 at 455.5 K 
= 0.0074 + 9.9602p4 at 530.5K 
= 0.0058 + 4.0584p4 at 680.5 K 

X {1 + _2_ (~ C;nt + pD;nt) }-1]· (17) ii) 
7rZrot 3 R 'TJ 

Xel29_Xe136; p2 /lnqe 
= 0.0212 + 151.515p4 at 539.0K 
= 0.0192 + 101.0101p4 at 600.0K* 
= 0.0192 + 53.4759p4 at 680.5K 

Here, Cv = £R =the constant value of translational heat 
capacity, Zrot = rotational translational collision number 
for inelastic collision. To evaluate the nonspherical part 
of eq. (16) we used Hirschfelder-Euken expression15) to iii) co2s_co29; p2 /lnqe 

= 0.0426 + 2.9976p4 at 455.5K calculate the internal thermal conductivity >.fint from: 

).ex _ n[DijhCint ( ) 
i int- 1 + (xj/Xi)(Dii/Dij) · 

18 

= 0.0382 + 2.5517p4 at 485.0K* 
= 0.0330 + 1.9888p4 at 530.5K 

The inelastic aT theor for C028-C029 , CH!6-CHf and iv) CH~6-CHF; p2 /lnqe 
= 0.1101 + 2.9291p4 at 440.65K N~8-N~9 were calculated from eq. (16) with the help of 

eqs. (17) and (18). The mass density Pii, the coefficient = 0.0757 + 2.0973p4 at 485.0K* 
= 0.0561 + 1.6504p4 at 520.65K of viscosity 'TJ;.j and the diffusion coefficient Dij of the 

gas mixtures were calculated from MTGL,1l in terms and 
of the evaluated cij/k and O'ij (Table II). The aT theor v) 
(inelastic) thus calculated for CO, CH4 and N2 isotopic 

N~8-N~9 ; p 2 /lnqe 

mixtures are placed in Table I and shown graphically in 
Figs. 6-8 for comparison. 

§5. Results and Discussions 

The least square fitted equations of p2 /lnqe against 
p4 were worked out from the pressure dependence of 
experimentallnqe 6) for Kr80-Kr86 , Xe129-Xe136, C028-
C029, CH!6-CH17 and N~8-N~9 with their natural iso
topic abundances. In case of later four systems lnqmax 
were estimated in terms of a' and b' at two available ex
perimental temperatures. The pressure dependence of 
lnqe at any intermediate temperature could, however, be 
obtained from the temperature dependence of both aT 
and Fs of eqs. (12) and (3). The linearity of b' with a 
short range of temperature fixes b' and hence a' from 
eq. (7) at the intermediate temperature. The pressure 
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Fig. 4. Plot of aT's against f' inK for Kr80-Kr86 . -o-o- Curve 
1: Experimental aT from F s and lnqmax· -l::.-l::.- Curve 2: Ex
perimental aT using Maxwell shape factors. -0-0- Curve 3: 
Experimental aT using Slieker shape factors. Curve 4: Theoret
ical aT based on elastic collision. 

= 0.0637 + 3.1686p4 at 520.5 K 
= 0.0599 + 2.2609p4 at "~600.0 K* 
= 0.0598 + 1.3678p4 at 680.5 K 

* Intermediate temperature. 

The experimental aT's due to Maxwell and Slieker 
column shape factors were placed in the lOth and 11th 
columns of Table I and are shown graphically by curve 
Nos. 2 and 3 respectively in Figs. 4-8 as a function of 
temperature. They are almost of the same trends with 
those of CCF method as evidient in Table I and Figs. 4-
8, although, the Slieker column shape factors are very 
crude in comparison with those of Maxwell inverse fifth 
power potential model. 

The experimental aT's as obtained in terms of lnqmax 
and F s from eqs. (1) and (3) are placed in the 9th column 
of Table I and shown graphically by the curve No. 1 in all 
the Figs. 4-8, These are slightly higher than those due 

0.010 
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Fig. 5. Plot of aT's against f' inK for Xe129-Xe136 . -o-o- Curve 
1: Experimental aT from Fs and lnqmax· -l::.-l::.- Curve 2: Ex
perimental aT using Maxwell shape factors. -0-0- Curve 3: 
Experimental aT using Slieker shape factors. Curve 4: Theoret
ical aT based on elastic collision. 
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Table II. Maxwell's model dependent and Slieker's model independent column shape factors, coefficient of viscosity '1'/ij and Diffusion 
coefficient Dij together with estimated force parameters C:ij/k and molecular diameters (]'ij used in the calculation of aT of simple 
isotopic gas mixtures. 

Estimated Reported 

System 
Model Mean Temp. 

Potential C:ij/k (]'ij C:ij/k G'ij (T) inK 
inK inA inK inA 

371.0 
125.2* Ar36_Ar40 LJ 12-6 125.03 3.516 119.5** 

3.405* 378.0 
387.5 

455.5 
199.2* Krso_Kr86 LJ 12-6 199.55 3.712 4.020* 530.5 
166.7** 

680.5 

539 
222.2* Xe129_Xe136 LJ 12-6 228.20 4.253 4.362* 600 229.0** 

680.5 

455.5 
co2s_co29 LJ 12-6 200.56 3.620 11o.ot 3.59ot 485.0 

530.5 

440.65 
148.9* CH16_CH17 LJ 12-6 323.28 3.360 3.630* 485.00 4 -A 310.0* 

520.65 

530.5 
95.2* 

N~s-N~9 LJ 12-6 80.963 3.914 91.5* 3.341* 600.0 
680.5 

Column shape factors 

System 
Model 

Maxwell Slieker '1'/ij X 105 D;j 

Potential gmcm-1 sec-1 cm-1 sec-1 

h' k' c k' d [S ·Fh x 6.1 11"(1- a2) [S · F]J x 9.1 

Ar36_Ar40 LJ 12-6 

1.015 2.05 0.8143 
Krso_Kr86 LJ 12-6 1.225 3.00 0.7829 

1.580 4.81 0.7571 

1.251 3.105 0.7804 
Xe129_Xe136 LJ 12-6 1.405 3.85 0.7679 

1.579 4.81 0.7571 
1.2165 

1.015 2.05 0.8143 
co2s_co29 LJ 12-6 1.095 2.40 0.8000 

1.225 3.00 0.7829 

0.965 1.84 0.8229 
CH~6-CH~7 LJ 12-6 1.095 2.40 0.8000 

1.195 2.85 0.7857 

1.225 3.00 0.7829 
N~s-N~9 LJ 12-6 1.405 3.85 0.7679 

1.580 0.81 0.7571 

• Maitland et al. (1981). 
Hirchfelder et al. (1964). 
G. Vasaru (1975). 

to Maxwell (curve 2) and Slieker (curve 3), but exhibit 
the similar trends as mentioned earlier. 

The reliability of the temperature dependence of the 
experimental aT's by the CCF method of the aforesaid 
binary mixtures is, however, ensured with the determina
tion of the respective molecular force parameter cij /k's 
and O"i/s for the molecules. The estimated force param
eters seem to be very sensitive to intermolecular interac-

28.53 
32.25 
39.01 

33.61 
36.62 
40.39 

3.121 0.7702 
24.17 0.4157 
25.45 0.4629 
27.33 0.5499 

12.58 0.3639 
13.77 0.4379 
14.68 0.5009 

33.31 0.6742 
35.85 0.8293 
38.97 1.0141 

tions and agree excellently well for Ar, Kr and Xe while 
for CO, C!Lt and Nz they deviate remarkably. Both 
cij/k's and O"i/S are all presented in columns 3 and 4 
to compare with the literature values placed in columns 
5 and 6 respectively of Table II. This fact at once sug
gests the existence of inelastic collisions in the later three 
isotopic mixtures. It was, however, pointed out by some 
workers16• 17) that the theory of inelastic collision effect 
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Experimental aT using Slieker shape factors. Curve 4: Theo
retical aT based on elastic collision. Curve 5: Theoretical aT 

based on inelastic collision. 

in thermal diffusion is not widely applicable except for 
eccentrically loaded sphere molecule as one of the com
ponent in binary mixtures. The simple theory so far 
adopted here to estimate the force parameters is based 
on the elastic collision amongst the molecules. The in
elastic collision in molecules like CO, CILt and N2 may 
be the reason of such deviations (Table II). 

The aT's due to elestic collision theory from eq. (11) in 
terms of C:ij /k and O'ij are also shown graphically by the 
curve no 4 of Figs. 4-8 for comparison with aT's by CCF 
method. They are placed in the 12th column of Table I. 
The graphs in Figs. 4-8 and Table I, clearly show that in 
case of Kr and Xe elastic aT's almost coincide with aT's 
by CCF method so far the magnitudes and trends are 
concerned. But in case of CO, CH4 and N2 elastic aT's 
are of one-order smaller in magnitudes and not with the 
same trends with aT's from CCF method. 

The fact as mentioned above indicates that Chapman
Enskog gas kinetic theory1) could not interprete the vari
ation of aT's of CO, CH4 and N2 isotopic mixtures with 
temperature probably due to the presence of inelastic 
collision among such molecules as shown in Tables I and 
II. But the theory appears to be successful to explain the 
temperature dependence of aT of spherically fJymmetric 
molecules like Ar, Kr and Xe as evident from Tables I 
and II and Figs. 4 and 5. 

The aT based on inelastic collisions as derived by 
Monchick et al. 15 ) from eq. (16) for C028-C029 , CH~6-
CHF and N~8-N~9 are presented in column 13 of Table I. 
They are plotted graphically by the curve No. 5 in all the 
Figs. of 6-8 for comparison. 

From all the discussions we may conclude that aT's 
as obtained by CCF method is a simple, straightforward 
and unique one. This study further indicates that the 
nature of variation of F s is the same as observed ear
lier,2-4' 17) but differing in the magnitudes of coefficients 
A, Band C in F. =A+ BT + CT2. Thus the nature 
of variation of F s with temperature T (Fig. 1) confirms 
that the CCF method to locate the magnitude and trend 
of aT in Figs. 4-8 is correct. 

§6. Conclusions 

Although, F s is supposed to be an essential tool in 
determining the experimental aT in a column measure
ment, still the functional relationship of F s with Tcold, 

That. L and T remains unexplored. Simultaneous deter
. mination of F s and the force parameters seems to be an 
important step forward to observe aT of both isotopic 
and nonisotopic binary mixtures of simple molecules as 
a function of temperature. A rigorous study of experi
mental F s through experimentally determined lnqmax of 
binary mixture having accurate aT is needed with dif
ferent column geometries to serve this purpose. 

The very existence of inelastic collision effects in ther
mal diffusion of suitable molecules forming binary mix
ture have to be studied in detail through lnqmax and 
F s to improve the theory of inelastic collision effects in 
thermal diffusion. 
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Using Ar=18-Ar40 as calibrating gas, the simultnnf>Cms determlnation.ofthermal diffusion factors 
OT'& at two a\-ailable experimental temperatures as well as the prediction of pressure dependence 
oC In q. at an intermediate temperature is possible Cor some isotopic inert KBS mixtures in terms of 
column , nlibralion factor F. (CCF) of a givt'n column. The variation of OT with 1' is then used 
to estimate the Coree parameters of the molecuiP.!I only to erasure the reliability of the proposed 
temJ,erature dependence ol o·r. The P.XJ.Ierinlf'ntnl o-,-'!1 due to Maxwell and Slleker.shape facto111 
are 111111, calculated fflr c;,ompuisiJn with th•~ hy I hi! CCF method u well as by theoretical onet 
ba'II~;J fJD elMUc collltlo1111 among the mokocul·~- It _.Ill!! that ar -., by CCF method play an 
important role In determining the Coree paramet•~u of molecules Indicating thereby the model 
independency of F. aa a sensitive OT measuring parameter. 

KEYWORDS: thermal diffuaion factor, column caiibration factor, elastic and inelastic colliaions 

§1. Introduction 

_ The theoretical formulation of thermal diffusion factor 
OT .u derived from Chapmau-Enskog gas kinetic th.c
ory1) ~based on the assumption that the molecules are 

. elastic spheres With spherically 8)'1111Delric potential field. 
The theory c:aa, however, hardly explaln the experimen
.tal.o-r of bin&ry ncmisOtopic or even isotopic pa mix
turee. Thermal diffualbn Ia etill interesting for Ita close 
correlation with the intermolecular forces. Moreover, un
like vilcosity, thermal diffusion Ia a secOnd order effect. 
Thus it ill generally used 'to inwstigate the elastic or in
elastic collisions among tl~e\ molecules. The phenomenon 

. ill alsO responsible to enrich'hre as weU as ordinary iso
topes in thermal diffusion eoiumn. 

The temperature dependence ofCxpcrimental OT 's of a 
binary gas mixture may offer a convenient method to es
timate the molecular force p~ameterslike e;;/k and u;; 
where e;; is the depth of potential well, k is the Boltz
mann constant and u;; Is the molecular diameter. e;;/k 
and a;; become e;;/k or eu/k and u;; or a;; for iso
topic components .in a binary mixture of gases~ They are, 
therefore, expected to play an important role to yield the 
exact theoretical o-r:'s based on elastic or inelastic colli
sions. 

To estimate experimental ·aT the theory of TD col
umn· which was already developed by a large number 
of workers,2-4) Is still insufficient. TD column, on the 
other hand, Is a very sens.itive instrument to investigate 
the temperature and composition dependence of o·r, par
ticularly for a binary isotopic gas mixture of molecules 
having· practically no mass difference. 

The equilibrium separation factor 'q.,' of a gas mixture 
in a TD column is defined by: 

9e = (x;/x;)tap/(x;/x;)bollom 

where x1 and x1 are the mass or mole fractions of the 
lighter (i) and heavier (j) components respectively._ln a 
TD column q., is usualiy measured at different pressures 
in atmospheres, for a fixed composition of a binary ps 
mixture at different temperatures or at a fixed tempera
ture ·for difl'ereut c:Ompoeitions. The existing method of 
evaluating the experimental OT ill involved wi~ Maxwell,· 
Lcnnard-JoilB"model depenclent as well aa Slieker model 
independent column shape factors (CSF). The methodil,t 
however, co~plicated and the resulting o-r's are usually 
not in agreement with the theoretical OT 110 far ita tem
perature and composition dependences-are concerned. 

We, 5-7) therefore, introduced a scaling factor F. called 
CCF for· a TD column to get the actual OT of a binary 
gas mixture frpm column measurements by the following. 
relation: 

(1) 

Here In 9mu is the logarithmic maximum equilibrium 
separation factor, rc and rn are the cold and hot wall 
radii maintained at temperatures T.: and Th respectively 
in a TD column of geometrical length L and the mean 
temperature T of the gas mixture is given by T = ¥. 

The molecular model independent parameter,7•8) 

F. can now be used to evaluate the actual o-r's of binary 
isotopic or nonisotopic gas mixtures from their ln11mu 
measurements. Moran and Watson9) bad already mea· 
snrcd the pressure dependence of lnq., of Ne20-Ne22, 
Ar-16-Ar40 , and Kr"'-Kt'6 mixtures at two experimen
tal temperatures in a TD column of L = 182.0cm, . 
rc = 0.635cmand rn = O.ll~''i4cmrespecti\'cly. The mea-. 

· surements,9) however, inspired us to observe the probable·. 
temperature dependence of OT of those isotopic mixtures 
in tenns of CCF together ~ith the estimation of EiJ/11: . 
and U;j of the reSpective molecules. The purpose of such 
study is to establish thl' molecular model independency 

1111\ 
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ofF., too. 
The experimental1l In q,_ of Arl8-Ar40 at 432 K aad 

537K and the reliable10l ay's of Ar were, however, u~l 
to Kive two \'alucs of F.. As F. is a molecular mo• !- ! 
independent parameter, the.experimentaJ9) ·In 9mu ami 
reliable10l ay of Ne20-Ne22 were used again to get F. 

·at the intermediate' temperature 447 K. The probahle 
temperature dependence of F. for the column9 l is tl1en 
obtained: 

F. = s.t.3m- o.us2T + 1.4350 x 10-4t 2 {2) 

which is shoWD graphically iu Fig •. 1. This F. and the 
experimental In q- for any gas mixture yield OT at the 

• experimental temperature f' from eq. (1). 
A large number .of workcfs11• 12l had expressed ct-r in 

the form: 

{:1) 

when A and B are two arbitrary conatanta. The CXpcl'i

Jileutal o-r's for Nro-Ne22, Ar'8-Ar40 and Kr'I'-KrB6 as 
a fimc:tion of 'i· are, however given by . . · 

' 1 
OT = 0.03019,.... 0.80013. T t -

. 1 
OT = 0.03476- 5.08155- T and 

. '1 . 
. f OT = 0.27993 ~ 69.3446 • f - (4) 

· i which ue lh~ Ia F"JP. 3-6 respec:tlvely. The plot of"· 
· · i experimental PT'a apinR T &lrOs enables us to'·CYalu-
! ale e,s/11 aDd ',,s .pi the aeilpec:&iw molecules. J3•14>· 'fhe · 

·) -...tta ·an llboWD• iD T&bJe--u lor' eomp.riaon with the 
· literature valuea. The eompuilon' tiaJI1' lndic:ates that 
: cuna u ~ ba Figs. Win terms of F. and tn.,._ 
:from eq. (1) b Ne, Ar and Kr au m1xtura are claimed 
to be pedect. The theoretical u well u the experimeo
tal OT'a by·the CCF method u a function off' were, 
-however, used to estimate A' and II and hence ln~~e at 
auy intermediate 'lemperatme betWeen 432 K to 537 K 
Cor each ayatem. They are also shown in Fig. 2 by the 
c!_otted lines together with actual In q. at two available 
TK. 

The experimental aT's by tl~e mdsting method in
; volved with CSF due to Maxwell and Slieker were also 
·evaluated and shown in Fip. 3-5. The CSF due to L-J 
model can not be applied here as the cold wall tempera
ture of the column was held fixed. The theoretical o-a·'s 
based on elastic collisions were also (ounil out with the 
estimated E;;/k and u;1, placed in Table II, and shown 
in.Fip. 3-5 only to see. how far the elastic theory is now 
sucCessful to exPlain the experimental o-r's (Table I) by 
the CCF and the ex~ting method. The theoretical a,· 's 
are placed in the last column of Table I. Both the Ta
bles I and II however, indicate the adequacy or otherwise 
of the CCF method to predict the actual and reliable OT 
of such isotopic mixtures toguther with ~heir correct force 
parameters !rom thermal diffusion. 

· §2. :1\Jathematlcal Formulations to Estimate Ex
perimental aT 

In case of an ideal column of length L, both ends bei'!g 

111\1 

cJo:.l'U, lu q., Ol il gas IIIIXlUI"C at auy IIICaU tCIUIJCI atui'C 

t is gh-en by~i.s) 

IlL 
lnq., = 1\ K c+ d 

(5) 

II, Kc and Kt~ are the functions of the transport coef
ficients of a gas mixture and arc ptoportional to p2, p~ 
and p0 respccth·cly, p being the pressure i.a atmosphere. 
The above eq. (5} thus becomes 

o,il 
lnq.,=b~· +p 

{6) 

But in case of actual column, parasitic remixing generally 
occurs. This can be taken into consideration by adding 
a ter111 K P.• proportional to p4, in the denominator or' 
CCJ. {5}, lnq., then becomes · 

a'p2 
-lnq0 =-

ll +p1 

where a' and b' arc related to a and b by: 

. :a ~ a' ( 1 + ~) and b = b' ( 1 + i) · 
The above cq. (7} can then be writien as 

II 1 
P2/ln~~e =-+ -p4 

A~ a' 

(7} 

(8) 

where a' and II are two arbitrary constants which can be 
obtained from experimental In 9. at. diJferent pra1Sumt p 
in atm.·at a given temperatme TK. 

-Again; it bas been fc;»und in Fig. 2 that the experinien- . 
tal baq., incrCascs with p and eventually becomes maxi
mum at p = (b')114 ror wblch ~(Ia ~~e) = o. The eq. _ m. 
then becomes · · 

•••• 

••• o 

.. · 

-2 2 
'•- w.:rrn- e.nu J .. t.tllleate· ' · 

aa.ol.1---~2-!:_.~--~.~.=----~ .. =-----:,:.:
T l'--•'"•• l!' I) 

Fis. 1. Variation or colunm calibration Factor F. (CCF) •pinal 
temperature inK. 
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r 
·· Wilb the lmOMI 1n 9nwr JD •terms of o' and II (Table I) 
'and F1 (Flg. 1) of a given column,•> CIT of bbwy iso
topic ps mixtures of Ne, Ar, Kr wbre found out from 
eq. (1). They are placed in Table I and shown graphi
cally in Flp. 3-6. 

Ono may obtain the experimental lnqmu &om eq. (5) 
which is aJao given by: · 

· HL 
In qmax = .;K;Kd . 

2 c: d 
(lO) 

The exact expressicms for H; K., and Kd are given by: 

2'11' (CkTP1-9) . 1 
· (i) H = 6f -·-.-'- · 2(r., + 'h)(r.,- Tl.)3 (2u)2h' 

.f1oJ 1 

2'11'( 3 2 2 1 K., = g! Pij9 /'I;;Dij)12(rc + 'h)(rc- '"hf(2u)2k~ 

Kd = 2'11'(P;;D;i}J 4(r., + '"h)(rc- f"b)k~ (11} 

and 

in Mnxwellmodelnnd Slicker's model independent mcth
ocll'. 'J'hr. n·r in Mnxwcllmodcl clcJ,cmlent nnd Slicker'!! 

. ... : ·. ··, 
: I •· : I• • ' . t:::. ; '• •'' ·~JI; 

tabled by uaillg .. (10) "(11), ~.(10).~;(~) ~ ' 
tlwly in the 'TOD~.forml: · · · .. ,. . . · 

OT ( M=-··j·~;~.~gr"~~ .'JT'1~-~~'h' 
• . . . : .' • i. . (i3J" 

Md . ' . .: 

(SHeker) = 200~ T .j11'(1- a2)(s. F]31n . . ·, 
o-r . . L i!T (S·Fh Clmu· . 

. (14) 
The symbols h', ki k k~; [S · Fl1• '11'(1- a2

) k [S · F)s 
arc dimensionless CSF due to Maxwell Md Slicker re. 
spectively. PfJ is the mass density of the gas mixture of 
coefficient of viscosity 'liJ and diffusion c~cient D,1; 
u = R+~! , i!T = T~a - Tc and g is the acceleration du. 
to gravity. 

The aT's th~ evaluated from eqs. (13) and (14} due to 
Maxwell model-and SHeker's CSF respectively are placed' 
in Table I. They are also shown in Figs. 3-5 for Ne'O
Ne22, Ar8-Ar40 and Kr"''-Kr811 mixtures in order to 
compare them with the theoretical aT comput~ with 
their respective £'J/k Md D'iJ· 

§3. Theoretical Elastic or together with Force 
Parameters ~ij/lc and t:Tij 

According to gas kinetic theory the theoretical OT 
based on elastic collisions1l is 

(15) 

mnclrl inclrJ,r.lulr.n~ mr.lhocls111• 16l cnnld, howcvr.t, he nh· where 
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Table I. EXperimenlal and tlworrtacal t ht·rmal thllu~Ut..ln (Klur "'T ,.-( luu.u ~ a:.,ttupac mi"hlit'~ or Nt"&.lU, Aq.~on tuaJ 1\.rypton ":1th 
lallperaturn in K. 

lint Col,! l\h•an T~mp 
('pmputr,! l~hllllll w .• u \\';•II Ill 1\ 

C'.olumn 
Sysll!lll Temp. ·r=- .. , .. ln .• " .... f,\lalnallull 

liNd 
T<•mp. 

(atml1 (atmj• from lartor 
(Th) (T<) 'li. + ·/;. 

, •• ,. (9) (f-.) 
inK. in K. --2-

£=Length 
o( the column 

=182.0cm. 

Pot Wall 
radius 
1'\ = 0.0254 em. 

Cold Wall 
radiua 
rc • 0.635 em. 

Column 
UMd 

ic(Aqth 
· ollhe column 

•l82.0c:m. 

Ho& Wall 
ndiUI 

• '11 • 0.0254 em. 

Cold Wall 
radiua 
rc = 0.635 em. 

596 
N~2o_l\.,n 656 

716 

576 
Ar36-Ar•0 6;t6 

716. 

596 

Krw-Kr80 656 

716 

Sytotem 

N.,2o-Ne32 

1 Slil:r; _ SUlxi 
g---

- 6(>.;;]1 XA + YA 

298 ·1-17 
328 ·1!!2 
358 53-• I 

288 ·132 
323 -1114.5 
358 537 

298 .J.Ji 

328 ·192 

358 537 

Preaenl 
method 

0.0284 
0.11286 
0.0287 

0.0230 
0.0243 
0.02&3 

0.1248 

0.0153 

0.1390 

0.0170 

0.1508 

0.0181 

is a complicated function of composition and thermal 
conductivi~ies of a gas mixture. The te~perature de
pendence of OT is mainly governed by (6C;j- 5) which 
involves with like or unlike interactions. The experimen
tal arT as a function of f• is: 17l 

(arT)expt. =A+ BfT. (16) 

Although g is a slowly varying function of 1', we may 
assume· it to be a tempt·rature independ··nt one. c~ 

may be expressed as a fum: lion of reduced temperature 
r· like 

C~ = C+ D/'f•• 
•J 

( 17) 

2 5-170 2 0181! O.ti!lti3 :11.559!1 
3.3tii0 3.3025 0.9:.!6·1 32.-1355 
·1.3365 ·1.!1660 0.9730 33.9012 

0.29-12 0 0·115 O.i221 31.3957 
0.41-19 0.0701 O.i836 32.2485 
0.7037 0.1683 0.8577 33.9012 

0.5342 0.0046 3.9382 
31.5599 

0.0653 0.0016 0.-1814 

0.7963 0.0078 4.501!2 
:12..J3.'i5 

O.II'J73 0~0078 O • .'i511 

1.55-10 0.0231 5.1123 
33.9012 

0.1000 0.0231 0.6250 

t-:stiJnatr.cl OT usin1 

l\.l~xwcl1'• Slicker'• 
ComJ>uted 
thcoritical o-r 

sh"J"' shape 
rnctor Caclor 

0.11156 0.0179 0.0294 
0.11161 0.01115 0.02911 
0.0169 0.0195 0.0297 

0.0126 0.014.C 0.0259 
0.0136 0.01&6 0.0266 
0.0140 0.0171 0.0277 

0.0684 0.0785 0.0135 

0.07113 0.0899 0.01&7 

11.0888 0.1019 0.0170 

where 

The above cq. (15) thus becomes 

6gD 
(o-r)th,"<>r. = (6C- 5)g +To (18) 

where C and D arc new constants. Comparing eqs. (16) 
and (HI) one may get 

A 
9 = -:-:(6'""C---5...,.)' 

From the fitted equations of (ar·r )expt. against 1/T, A 
and B were first evaluated. Similarly C;j reported e~ 
where 18l for (12--6) L-J potential was plotted against 
lf'i'• to gel C and D of eq. (17). 

Thus '!J' along with (o•l')u1•'- = (fiCij - 5)y fixes 
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ExperlmenlAI o-r rrom. Fo and In ""'••· -D-C- CuMI 2: i;.. 
pl!flmenlAI o;- itllln« M-Il'• .. .,.pe rlldonl. -6-1:>- Curvr. 3:' 
F..xperimr.nlAI O"Ji turin!( Slll!br'• llhApa flldon. --· Curvr. -i: 
TbeoreUcal o-r bA-t on elulli: colli•ion. 

Ci; and hence •j'• to estimate e;;/k of the respective 
molecule. 

With· the value of £;;/It: fint estimated, one may re
peat the total procedure as mentioned above, to get more 
correct £;;/It: in order to present them in ~ble II. They · 
are found in good agreement with the available litera
ture values. Reported viscoSity' data are then used with 
the estimated £;;/k to get the molecuiar diameter CTij as 
shown in Table II. The theoretical OT's for Ne20-Ne22, 

Are-Ar40 and Kr'D-Kr" were then evaluated with those 
£ff/lt:, t:;1/lt: and EiJ/It: (Table II) and shown in Figs. 3-5 
respectively. 

§4. Results and DlscWIIIlons 

The least square fitted equations of p'l /In q. against p4 

from the available In q, vs p.ln atmosphere9) as illustrated 
graphically in Fig. 2, were worked out for 9.7% of ,Ar36 

in Ar40, Ne20-Ne22 and Kr'D-Kr", the latter two with 
thr.ir nntnrnl i110topic abundances, at two experimental 
lt~ms•rrnl\lrl'!'. 'l'h11 s•rl'llll\lrll doJ•omlrnro of lnq,. nl nn~· 

c.tt .. .. .. -.. 
.; 
! .. 

H ! 

-· ··-----.... ------------I 
'·"'-:--::----.~.~-----:-=-----:::-~--_. 

----:P ··-" ... , 
Fig. 5. l'lnl nf ..,- apla..t T fnr Kr80 -K,SO. -0-o- CurYI! 1: 

1-:xt>r.rimr.nllll D-r rrom F, and lnq,na•· .-D-0- CuMI 2: Ex· 
Jtl!rinumlal D-f u.lna MAX-II'• ehape factor. -6.-6- Curve 3: 
r~xj>crimenllll OT IHiq Sllelcer'a ah11pe r.ctor. --Curve 4: 
Theoretical OT baaed on elulic collimoa. -0-0- Cune 5: Ex
perimentAl OT from F1 and adjuatA!d In 9wtu· 

intcnncdiate temperature for them, as ~wn by dotted· · · 
lines iri Fig. 2, were also inferred· &om In 9maX In ~ 
of known F. and ·or assumin& the linear relationship of, 
(II/ a') with 7' fa,; the three aforesaid mixtures. P' I In q. ; 
as D linear functlOD Of pa &re, however 1 expressed by the i 
following equatioDI ~ . . . · 
i) Ju36-lu~ (with 9.7% of ArM• in Ar40) 

~ / lnq.= 0.1411 + 3.3990p4 at 432K 

p2 /In q. = O.lboo + 2.4102p4 at 484 K 

p'l I In q. = 0.2392 + 1.4210p4 at 537 K 

ii) Nc20-Ne22 (with natural isotopic abundances)· 

~/lnq8 = 0.7926+ 0.392Gp4 at 447K 

p2 /In 9e = 0.~808 + 0.2970p4 at 492 K 

p2/lnq8 =1.1452+0.2306p4 at 537K 

and for Kr'D-JUM (with natural i:rotopic abundances) 

p2 1 In q~ =:: ·o.0086 + 1.8720p4 at, 447·K · 

p2 /In 9e = 0.0098 + 1.2558p4 at, 492 K 

p2flnq8 = 0.0149 + 0.6435p4 at 537K 

respectively. But In 'lmax of Krypton, estimated from thi 
measured values of In fie as a function of pressure (Fig. 2) 
in terms of a' and II (Table I) is found. to be 8.18 times. 
1arger than the widely reported data elsewhere. 7> Adjust
ment of In qe is, therefore, necessary to get actual o-r's 
of KrS"-Kr", as shown by curve 5 ·in Fig. 5, from the 
following p'l /In 9e against p4 relations: 

p2 flnq. = 0.0704 + 15.3139p4 at 447K 

p2 /In q8 = 0.0802 + 10.2775p4 at 492 K 

p2 /In q, = 0.1216 + 5.2632p4 at 537 K. 
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!Wilen. ~faxweU's IIIOc.Jel dependent and Sliek,·r"s mu .. Jd lllth•pc·udc•nl cuhunu .shape· 1.\c"h)l:i. (t 'SF cuc•llicic.•ul of ,·isc-osit)' tug<'lhc.'r 

: 'lrhh estimated force parameters £,,/It: and molecular oliaant'ter o,1 used in the calculation of,.,. of sunple isotopic a~as mixLurcs. 

~lode! I·:$tin.atc~,l lt•·p,nh'Ci ~lean TemJ•. 
Sy•i•m 

l"'t.rutial "•I 'kin A <, 1 .:1.: iu 1\ £, 1 :1.: in 1..: · :r,1 in..\ fl') in K 

·11.19" .I.Cli-1" -1-17 
Ne20-Ne22 LJ 12-6 40.i7 :I.IS-111 ·1!12 

21.50"" :UI58"" 5:17 

125.20" :1.-105· ·132 
Aal'-Ar40 w 12-6 118.41 :\.!15-t:l ·11!-1.5 

11!1.50"· 3.826 •• 5:17 

199.20. -t.o2o· .J.Ij 

Krii'-Kr116 w 12-6 202.41 -l.11il!9 ·192 
166.70"• -1.13o·· 537 

Column shaJ>C factors (CSf) 

Syatem Model 
Maxwell Slicker ,,,1 "· 1W· 

potential g_n• x cau-• x sec- 1 

h' . k~ k' d [H· 1·'). x ti! 71'(1-~2) IS· f'b )( 9! 

Nel"-Ne22 w 12-6 0.815 1.760 0.790 0.9:17 

Ar'-Ar40 
1· ••. 

LJ 12-6 0.815 1.760 0.700 0.9:17 
I 

f;'. . 
: -~ icr'O..JC .... LJ i2-f 0.815 . 1.760 0.700 0.937 

~ .. 

:~'i\1~~· ~pin atmoepb~ile~ by the ad-· 
~'Jicen'· C:urv-.in Fig. 2~ The C!OmspOndiDg ln9max's are 

·;·placed ln~le 11 together with thOIIO obtained from In q, 
.. ;;·, meuurecl b,y Moran imd Wataon.11) The 1D q;nax 's for 
•."all the Isotopic molec:ular mixtureawere, however,.detcr-
mined from· '!'I· (9) with a' and V governing their pressure 
~tion of In q. ·u shown in Fig. 2. They are placed in 
the 8th column of Table I. 

31..10 
:1.137 . 0.711 33.35 

35.17 

21.80 
:1.1:11 0.711 23.95 

26.10· 

25.50 
3.137 0.711 211.15. 

,30.80 

dcpen~nce of OT the molecular ·force parwueters £i;/k 
and llij were also determined by using eq. (lH) and tho 
available coefficients of viscosity respectiVely. The esti
mated £ii/k or ~JJik and t1;1 or liJJ of tho isotopic g8I;Cis .·· 
arc placed in the 3rd and the 4th columns of Table II. 
The close agreement ·of them ~th the literature ~U"' 
at once suggests the technique to estimate o-r is really. 
accurate and r~iable. The. experimental o-r's were also 
computed from eqs. (13) and (14) by using Maxwell's 
inverse fifth power potential and Slieker's model' indc
pcndctat column shape factors (CSF) which are placed 

Since F. is supposed not to depend on molecular n1oqel . 
we therefore, estimated three values of F. from cq. ( 1) 
for this colwnn9> through the measured In q,..,.,. imd re
liable o-r's from the other sources:10l for Ar36-Ar411 at 
432K, 537K and Ne20:_Nc2 :.1 at 447K respectively. It is 
interesting to note in Fig. 1, that the temperature vari
ation of F. is the same as observed earlie~·BJ only the 
coefficients of 'i' and f'2 are slightly diJferent. Although 
re/rn (=25) for the present column is too large; the tem
perature variation of F. is found to be concave in nature. 

. in Table II. These oT's arc placed in the ll.th and the 

The magnitudes and trends of o-r wit11 respect to tem
perature T cquld, now be obtained for Ne20-Ne22' AiJG
Ar40 and Krl"'-Kt'6 from eq. {1) in terms of lnqmax and 
F,. The expected close agreement of o~'s from-the CCF 
method with theoretical ones might express the reliabil
ity of F. and the model independency of CCF method 
may once again be confirmed.· The o-r's by the CCF 
method are placed in the lOth. colum:~ of '!'able I. Tl.i· 
variation of these OT 's with 1' arc shown graphically in 
Figs. 3-5 for Nc20-Ne22 , Ar6-Ar40 and Kr811-Krl'6 re
spectively by the curve No. 1. 

In order to ensure the reliability of the temperature 

12th columns of Table I respectively. The variation of 
these oT's with 'f• arc also shown graphically by curv~. 
2 and 3 respectively in Figs. 3-5. The oT's as shown in 
Figs. 3-5, due to MaxWell and Slicker's methods agree 
excellently with oT's by the CCF method, so far their 
trends with .f• are concerned, although the magnitude of 
o-r by the present method is higher. 

The existing frame work of derivations of cqs. ( 13) 
and (14) are really very interesting. 'l'bc formulations 
so derivco show that the molecular model appears in 
them through CSF which seems to bc·al1 important s~cp
forward in the existing method based 011 Furry2l and 
Joncs"l column theory. 

With the estimated force parameters of E;;/k and a;; 
presented in Table II theoretical OT 's baSed 011 the elas
tic collisions were also evaluated and placed in the 13th 
column of Table I. The variation of theoretical aT's with 

. 'i" arc shown graphically by curve 4 in each of the Figs. 3 · 
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5 for Nc20-Nc22 , Arl6.:.Ar~0 and Krl'0-Krl'6 respecth·cly. 
The OT's due to elastic collision theory arc found to he 
·.llmost of the samt' magnitude '1\'lth thosr hy the ('('F' 
mt'thod. Besides all these, it is sccu that Usc trt'uds of 
oT's with respect to temperature by the present C(~F' 
method agree excellently well'with the theoretical ones 
in all the systems. 
_ From the discussions made abo\·e, it is confirmed that 
F. is a molecular model independent parameter. F.. is 
further, claimed to be a perfect, simple and straightfor
ward one to locate the magnitude and trend of oT with 
respect to 'i'. Moreover, OT against 1/f' may be con
sidcrcc.l 1\S n simple and useful technique in determiuin~ 
the exact force p~ramctcr of molecules too, to obscn•· 
the temperature dependence of OT of any binary isotopi•· 
aud nonisotopic gns mixture. 

§5. Conclusion 

Model independency of CCF F., is now once again es
tablished in determining the reliable o-r's of any binary 
gas mixture in column measurements. It is, therefore, 
desirable to study more '(D columns of different column 
gco~etrics to arrive at the functional relationship of F. 
with rc, rh, L and T With the experimentally detenuined 
In q....;. . and OT of interesting pair of molecules. · The 
simultaneous estimation of o1-'s and F1 with the cor
responding force parameters &om o-r·vs 1/f' seems to 
be an important stepforwa.rd to test the applicability of 
F.. Furthermore, the very existence of inelastic collisions 
among the molecules in the prOcess of thermal diO:usion 
might be detected and improved· with certainty.through 
such rigorous study. · 
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Abstract. An approximate formulation of the column calibration factor (CCF), F5 , at 
any given temperature T is derived for thermal diffusion columns (TDC) from the 
Navier-stokes equation in cylindrical coordinates. The values of Fs are then used 
to estimate the experimental thermal diffusion factor ar of a neon gas·mixture with 
its natural isotopic abundances from In Qmsx measured in four columns of different 
column geometries. The molecular force parameters of the molecule are estimated 
from the intercepts and slopes of the linear variations of ar and the collision 
integral c; against 1fT and 1/T respectively. The excellent agreement of the 
estimated force parameters with the available literature values and the comparison 
of the temperature variation of ar by the CCF method with the existing 
experimental and theoretical ones establish the fact that the derived relationship of 
Fs with the column geometries is more than adequate. 

Mathematical symbols used in the text and tables 

F., 
aT 

T 

Th 
Tc 
Cij 
qe 

X; 

T/ij 

H 
Kc 
Kd 
Dij 
h', k~ and k~ 

(SF)t. (SFh 
and rr(1 - a2

) 

column calibration factor (CCF) 
thermal diffusion factor (TDF) 
mean temperature T = (Th + Tc)/2 
temperature of hot wall of radius rh 

temperature of cold wall of radius r c 

collision integral 
equilibrium separation factor defined by 
qe = (x;/xj)rop/(x;/xj)bottom 
mass or mole fraction of the ith 
component 
depth of the potential well 
molecular diameter 
length of the column 
maximum value of separation factor at 
optimum pressure Popt 
coefficient of thermal conductivity of a 
binary gas mixture 
coefficient of viscosity of a binary gas 
mixture 
column transport coefficient 
column remixing coefficient 
back diffusion coefficient 
diffusion coefficient 
Maxwell-model-dependent column shape 
factors (CSF) and 

Slieker-model-independent CSFs. 

0022-3727/98/091092+08$19.50 © 1998 lOP Publishing Ltd 

1. Introduction 

The thermal diffusion column (TDC) is a very useful device 
for concentrating impurities of ·a gas. The enrichment of 
impurities becomes squared when the length of the column 
is doubled. The TDC is also used to determine the thermal 
diffusion factor aT of any isotopic or non-isotopic gas 
mixture. The column theory, on the other hand, may be 
improved by the accurate experimental determination of 
aT of the binary gas mixture in a column. Again, the 
close correlation of aT with the molecular force parameters 
allows one to locate the exact force parameters of the 
interacting molecules. Thus, both from experimental and 
from theoretical points of view; an accurate estimation of 
aT is necessary. 

In the absence of a theoretical possibility of estimating 
the actual experimental aT from the existing column theory, 
Acharyya et al [I] and Datta et al [2], however, introduced 
a scaling factor Fs called the column calibration factor 
(CCF) into the relation: 

(1) 

rc and rh are the cold and hot wall radii of a given column 
of geometrical length L and T = (Th + Tc)/2, Th and 
Tc being the hot and cold wall temperatures in kelvins 
respectively. Here In qmax is the maximum value ofln qe at 
the optimum pressure and qe is the equilibrium separation 
factor. Although, the model independency of Fs is well 
established [3] for its important role in the estimation of 
reliable aT [1-4], the functional relationship of Fs with rc, 
i-11 , L and T remains unknown. 
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Figure 1. A plot of In Qe against the pressure pin atmospheres of Ne20-Ne22 mixtures: curve I, for column I at 530.5 K and 
680.5 K; curve II, for column II at 530.5 K and 680.5 K; curve Ill, for column Ill at 380.5 K, 530.5 K and 688.0 K; and 
curve IV, for column IV at 334.5 K and 530.5 K. 

Rutherford and Kaminsky [5] had measured the 
column coefficients H', K~ and K~ using Ne20-Ne22 gas 
mixtures with their natural isotopic abundances at various 
experimental temperatures in four different columns; see 
table 1. The hot Nichrome V wire of their [5] I, II and 
m TD columns had radius rh = 8 X w-4 m. Their 
column IV was a thin-walled Nichrome V tube of radius 
rh = 3.2 x w-3 m. The radii of water-cooled metal 
tubes of all these columns were rc = 1.6 X 10-2 m, 
1.27 X 10-2 m, 9.43 X 10-3 m and 9.43 X 10-3 m 
respectively. The geometrical length of columns I and 
II was L = 3.05 m whereas columns ill and IV had 
L = 1.524 m. This inspired us to observe aT values 
from the pressure dependences of In qe values of Ne20-
Ne22 mixtures at the experimental temperatures. The ln qe 
of Ne20-Ne22 gas mixtures as a function of the atmospheric 
pressure are shown in figure 1 by the least square fitted 
curves for these columns. The H', K~ and K~ [5] are 
used to study the temperature dependence of aT and hence 
the molecular force parameters of neon. The experimental 
aT values due to Maxwell's model-dependent and.Slieker's 
model-independent column shape factors (CSF) together 
with the theoretical aT values based on Chapman-Enskog 
gas kinetic theory [6] were also estimated. They are plotted 
against T in figure 2 for comparison. The experimental 
and theoretical F, as well as the estimated experimental 
and theoretical aT values are presented in tables 1 and 2 
respectively. The theoretical formulation ofF, is, however, 
derived in section 3 and is compared with the experimental 
F, as seen in figure 3. 

The plots of aT against T obtained by the CCF 
method and of the collision integral Cij against the reduced 

temperature r* were simultaneously used to calculate the 
force parameters Eii I k or Ejj I k of the isotopic components 
of neon. Eii I k or Ejj I k are the depths of the potential 

well (see section 4). The molecular diameters au or aii 
were then obtained from the coefficients of viscosity with 
the estimated force parameters (see table 3). The excellent 
agreement of the force parameters with the literature values 
(table 2) and the close agreement of aT obtained by the 
CCF method with the theoretical ones as seen in table 2 
and figure 2 establish the fact that the derived relationship 
of F, is reliable. 

2. Formulations of the experimental thermal 
diffusion factor 

Both ends being closed in an ideal TD column of length L, 
ln qe is given by 

(2) 

where qe is defined by 

qe = (xi/Xj)ropl(xi/Xjhottom· 

(xi/xj)rop and (xi/xj)bottom represent the ratio of mole or 
mass fractions of lighter (i) and heavier (j) components 
of a binary gas mixture at the top and at the bottom 
of a TD column of geometrical length L. The column 
coefficients H, Kc and Kd are proportional to the second, 
fourth and zeroth powers of the pressure p in atmospheres 
respectively. On writing H = H'p2 , Kc = K~p4 and 
Kd = K~, equation (2) can be put into the form 

(H'LIK')p2 
lnq - c 

e- (K~IK~) + p4 

or 
(3) 

where a' = (H'LIK~) and b' = (K~IK~). The 
experimental parameters a' and b' of table 1 govern 
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Table 1. The geometry of the columns with length L, cold wall radius rc and hot wall radius rh together with column constants 
G1 and G2, column calibration factor F5 , a', b' and In qmax· 

Geometry Hot Cold Theoretical 
of the wall wall Mean Column Column Fs from Experi-
column in temp. temp. temp. a' b' constant constant equation mental 
m Th (K) Tc (K) T (K) (atm2) (atm4) In qmax G1 (103) G2(1 04) (14) Fs 

Column I 
L= 3.05 773 288 530.5 0.5184 0.0158 2.0621 9.4145 67.8322 76.3741 
rc = 1.6 x 10-2 3.4997 
rh = 8.0 x 10-4 1073 288 680.5 0.7367 0.0211 2.5358 11.6400 83.9669 91.8768 

Column II 
L=3.05 773 288 530.5 1.1982 0.0684 2.2907 9.6822 88.7777 84.8407 
rc = 1.27 X 1 o-2 3.4138 
rh = 8.0 x 10-4 1073 288 680.5 2.0376 0.1282 2.8460 11.9803 110.3101 103.1159 

Column Ill 
L = 1.524 473 288 380.5 1.0358 0.5498 0.6985 5.6300 33.8041 27.0736 
rc = 9.43 X 10-3 773 288 530.5 2.3547 0.5902 1.5327 10.0152 3.6486 60.1340 56.7667 
rh = 8.0 x 10-4 1088 288 688.0 4.7567 1.2955 2.0896 12.4915 75.0028 75.7101 

Column IV 
L = 1.524 381 288 334.5 2.3265 4.6460 0.5397 3.3865 27.1315 21.5880 
rc = 9.43 X 10-3 2.2993 
rh = 3.2 x 10-3 773 288 530.5 10.2385 5.2510 2.2340 10.4788 83.9535 82.7407 

0"060 
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Ne- Ne 
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o·ooo 

JOO 400 500 600 "700 
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Figure 2. A plot of TD factor exT of Ne20-Ne22 against Tin kelvins: curve I, (0), by the CCF method; curve II, (D), due to the 
Slieker CSF; curve Ill, (.c;), due to the Maxwell CSF; and curve IV, (· · ·), due to the elastic collision theory. 

the vanatlon of the experimental In qe as a function of 
the pressure p in atmospheres at a given temperature. 
They were obtained from the measured values of H', 
K~ and Kd by Rutherford and Kaminsky [5]. The 
pressure dependences of In qe thus estimated are illustrated 
graphically in figure 1 by the fitted curves for four 
columns I, II, III and IV at various experimental 
temperatures. It is evident from equation (3) that, in each 
case seen in figure 1, as p increases In qe of the gas 
mixture increases and eventually reaches a maximum value 
of In qmax given by 

a' 
lnq ---max- 2.Jb' (4) 

at the optimum pressure Popt given by Popr = (b') 114 for 
which (ajap) lnqe = 0. The experimental ctT or often the 
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experimental Fs is obtained by using equations (1) and (4) 
in terms of Fs and lnqmax or fiT and lnqmax· 

Again, equation (2) on maximization becomes 

.... 
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Table 2. Experimental and theoretical aT at various experimental temperatures together with estimated force parameters 
Eij/k and molecular diameters aii. 

Experimental aT using 
Estimated Reported 

F5 of Slieker's Maxwell's Theoretical 
Mean temp. equation shape shape aT using Eij/k O"ij Eij/k O"ij 

Column T (K) (14) factor factor equation (15) (K) (1010 m) (K) (1010 m) 

Column I 530.5 0.030 0.043 0.040 0.028 
680.5 0.030 0.042 0.035 0.028 

Column II 530.5 0.026 0.037 0.033 0.028 
680.5 0.026 0.036 0.029 0.028 47.oa 2.72a 

48.58 2.69 
41.186b 3.07b 

Column Ill 380.5 0.021 0.032 0.017 0.027 
530.5 0.026 0.037 0.030 0.028 
688.0 0.028 0.040 0.030 0.028 

Column IV 334.5 0.020 0.012 0.013 0.026 
530.5 0.027 0.015 0.027 0.028 

a Clifford eta/ (1977) [13]. 
b Aziz (1976) [13]. 

1•2 
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X 
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r· 
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o·o 375 750 1125 1500 

Tin K 

Figure 3. A plot of the theoretical F5 (equation (14)) with the experimental F5 on it against Tin kelvins: curve I, for column I, 
(0), experimental points; curve II, for column II, (Ll), experimental points; curve Ill, for column Ill, (D), experimental points; 
and curve IV, for column IV, (•), experimental points. 

The experimental aT due to the Maxwell-model-dependent 
CSF is thus 

r - r T (k' k' ) 112 

aT(Maxwellmodel) = 2.39T- !:iT c :, 1nqmax 

(6) 

where !:iT= Th -Tc. Similarly the column coefficients due 
to the model-independent Slieker' s [8] CSF (SF)" Jr (l-a2

) 

and (SFh are 

aTp~.g (!:lT)2 

H = (SF) 1r:--'1- -=-
'Iii T 

Kd = n(l - a2 )r~ Pii Dij 

Kc = (SF)3r~( p}g

2

.) (~)
2 

'lijDIJ I T 

where a= rhfrc. Using Slieker's CSF, aT is given by 

. rc T [n(I-a2)(SFh] 112 

aT (Sheker) = 2.0- In qmax. (7) 
L !:iT (SF), 

The experimental aT values using the CSF were obtained 
from equations (6) and (7) together with those by the CCF 
method from equations (I) and (4) in terms of measured 
In qmax and Fs. All these aT values are placed in table 2 for 
comparison with the theoretical ones. They are also shown 
graphically in figure 2 with respect to T for Ne20-Ne22 
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Table 3. Maxwell-model-dependent and Slieker-model-independent column shape factors, coefficient of viscosity TJii and 
thermal conductivity A.ii of Ne20-Ne22 gas mixture. 

Column shape factor 

Maxwell Slieker 
Mean temp 

Column T (K) h' k' c k' d (SF)1 (1 03) 

530.5 1.035 3.300 0.700 
Column I 1.3639 

680.5 1.585 6.075 0.725 

530.5 1.060 3.100 0.715 
Column II 1.3914 

680.5 1.600 5.525 0.740 

380.5 0.800 1.050 0.745 
Column Ill 530.5 1.120 2.975 0.750 1.2838 

688.0 1.590 4.975 0.770 

334.5 0.970 0.500 0.912 
Column IV 239.23 

530.5 1.185 1.775 0.925 

gas mixtures. The corresponding CSFs based on Maxwell
model-dependent and Slieker-model-independent methods 
are entered in table 3. 

3. The theoretical formulation of the column 
calibration factor 

The column parameters in cylindrical coordinates derived 
from the most elementary theory of the thermal diffusion 
column by Cohen [9] are 

H = -2rr1'c fXT~(InT)dr(l' Pijvrdr), 
rh ar rh 

which can, however, be approximated almost in the same 
manner as was done earlier by Slieker [8]. Here Pij and Dij 
are the density and diffusion coefficients of the gas mixture, 
r is the radial coordinate and T is the absolute temperature 
in kelvins. 

Under the influence of the temperature gradient along 
the horizontal plane of the column, the convective velocity 
v of the molecule in the vertical direction is obtained from 
the Navier-Stokes equation in cylindrical coordinates: 

a3v 1 a2v 1 av pijg dT 
-+-----=--
ar3 r ar2 r 2 ar TJ;/i dr . 

If we consider the rectilinear flow of heat from the hot wire 
or wall of temperature Th to the cold wall of temperature 
Tc of a TDC, the temperature T is given by 

or 
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8..T 
T = Th- --(r -rh) 

rc- rh 

dT 8..T 
=---

T/ij T/ij 

(SF}3(1 06) (105 kg m-1 s-1) (1Q2 cal m-1 s-1 K-1) 

5.0333 1.7900 
1.9717 

6.2543 2.2236 

5.0333 1.7900 
1.9140 

6.2543 2.2236 

3.8123 1.3558 
1.6646 5.0333 1.7900 

6.3153 2.2459 

3.4378 1.2226 
4662.2 

5.0333 1.7900 

Putting r = ex and solving the above equation, we get 

2 pijg 8..T r3 
v = C1 + C2lnr + C3r - ---=---

T/ijT (rc- rh) 9 

= Gr/;(KI + K2ln ¢ + K3¢2 + ¢ 3) (8) 

where 

Cz 
K2=--, 

Gr'f 

and G = Pij!__E_~. 
T/ijT (a- 1) 9 

C1, C2 and C3 being the integration constants,¢= rfrc is 
the new variable and a = rhfrc. The boundary conditions 
are 

(i) v = 0 at r = rc for which¢= 1, 
(ii) v = 0 at r = rh for which ¢ = a and since 

there is no transport of components of the gas mixture 
at equilibrium in the vertical direction up and down the 
column, we have 

(iii) r; fa1 
pv¢ d¢ = 0. 

Here, KJ, K2 and K 3 are dimensionless constants which 
are, however, given explicitly in terms of a(= rhfrc) of 
a TDC by applying the boundary conditions mentioned 
above: 

5a2(1 - a)(l + 2a2Ina- a 2) +In a 
KI=-~~-~~~~~~~--

~ 5(a2 - 1)2 + 5(1- 2a4) Ina ' 

5a2(1 - a)(l- 2a2)- (1 - a 2) 
K2 = -----,,----=--------,---

5(a2- 1)2 + 5(1- 2a4) Ina 

and K3 = -(KI + 1). 

The column coefficients H, Kc and Kd are now derived 
as follows: 

11 a 1"' 
H = - 2rrr; exT- (In T) d¢ Pij v¢ d¢ 

a a¢ a 



D..T 4 = 2rrar--pijGrc 
1-a 

x 11 _!_(KI¢2 + K2¢2 (In¢-~)+ K3¢4 
a T 2 2 2 4 

¢5 ) 
+5+K4 d¢ 

where 

Here, the temperature and composition dependences of 1Jij, 
Pij• Dij and ar are not taken into account [7-9] and the 
above equation for H becomes 

(9) 

(10) 

retaining the term containing up to the third power of 
D..T I[T(1 - a)] because the contributions of higher terms 
are negligibly small. Again, an is very small compared 
with unity for n 2: 4. 

The coefficient Kc of a TDC is given by 

(11) 

where 

Kf 5K:} 2 KJ 3Kl K2 
G2 = 16 + 128 - K41na + 128- ----n-

K1K3 K1K4 2) K2K3 K3K4 
+---u:- + -2-(1- a - ~ + -8-

K2K4 2 2 K1 9K2 K3 
--4-(2 +2a Ina-a)+ 35-490 + 90 

2K4 1 
+25 + 250 (12) 

The column calibration factor 

and the coefficient Kd of a TDC is obtained from 

Kd = 2rrr; 11 

PiiDii¢d¢ = rrr;PijDij(1-a2
). (13) 

Thus the CCF per unit length, Fs I L, is finally obtained 
from equation (5) with the help of equations (9)-{13). It is 
given by 

(14) 

The theoretical CCF per unit length of any TD column can 
thus be approximated in terms of GI> G2, a and rc of the 
column. The values of formulated Fs are placed in table 1 
for columns I, II, III and IV. They are shown in figure 3 
together with the experimental Fs I L obtained from In qmax 

and known ar values of Ne20-Ne22 gas mixtures. FsiL 
of equation (14) plays an important role in determining 
ar of any binary gas mixture [1-4]. Because its model 
independence is well established [3], Fs I L can safely be 
used to concentrate impurities of any gas to any desired 
level in TDC experiments. 

4. Force parameters from the TO factor 

The theoretical ar based on Chapman-Enskog gas kinetic 
theory [6] is given by 

where 

ar = g(6Cu - 5) 

1 s<il xi - s<j) xj 
g=-

6Aij X>.+ Y>. 

(15) 

is a complicated function of the composition of the gas 
mixture and of the thermal conductivity Aij whereas (6Ci)-
5) strongly depends on the temperature. The Aij terms are, 
however, obtained from the 1Jij terms by using the relation 

15 R 
Aij = 4 M1Jij· 

The experimental values of 1Jij of the Ne20-Ne22 gas 
mixture are taken from Yamamoto eta/ [10]. The estimated 
theoretical ar values for Ne20-Ne22 are shown by curv~ IV 
of figure 2, in which they are compared with ar values 
obtained by the existing method, curve II and curve III, 
due to the Maxwell and Slieker CSFs as well as with ar 
values of curve I obtained by the CCF method. 

Now, the slowly varying function of temperature g is 
given by [3, 11] 

A 
8 = 6c -5· 

A and C are two arbitrary constants. A is determined from 
ar of the CCF method at two available temperatures T in 
kelvins and C from the reported data of Ci) versus T* [12]. 
Using the relation 

(6C". _ 5) = (ar )expt 
I] g (16) 

the collision integral Ci) at the experimental temperature is 

determined. Now Ci) fixes 'f* [12] where 'f* = T I(EI k) 
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and h~IJC~:,EiJ I k of the molecule is located. Because the 
variation,pf g with the temperature is very slow, the entire 
procedure yy.ith the initially estimated E;j I k is repeated to 
get the exact value of E;j 1 k. The molecular diameter a;j 

is then determined from the viscosity data [10] with the 
estimated Eij I k. It is worthy of mention that, in the case 
of isotopic components, the force parameters due to binary 
interactions Eij I k and aij become Eu I k or Ejj I k and a;; or 
ajj respectively. 

5. Results and discussion 

The equations of p2 I In qe against p4 of Ne20-Ne22 gas 
mixtures were, however, worked out in terms of the 
measured values of H', K~ and K~ [5] from the pressure 
dependences of Inqe in four columns of different column 
geometries and at various experimental temperatures. They 
are for column I: 

p2 { 0.0305 + 1.9290p4 

lnqe = 0.0286 + 1.3574p4 

for column II: 

p2 { 0.0571 + 0.8346p4 

lnqe = 0.0629 + 0.4908p4 

for column III: 

{ 

0.5309 + 0.9654p4 

1 
p

2 

= 0.2506 + 0.4247 p4 

nqe 
0.2703 + 0.2102p4 

for column IV: 

p2 { 1.9970 + 0.4298p4 

lri qe = 0.5129 + 0.0977 p4 

at T = 530.5 K 

at T = 680.5 K 

at T = 530.5 K 

at T = 680.5 K 

at T = 380.5 K 

at T = 530.5 K 

at T = 688.0 K 

at T = 334.5 K 

at T = 530.5 K. 

The variation of ln qe with p in atmospheres is found to 
increase with increasing length L and rhlrc of the TD 
columns as shown in figure 1. Popt• the optimum pressure 
at which ln qe becomes maximum as observed in figure 1, 
also increases on going from column I to column IV for 
increasing rhlrc. The variation of p21lnqe against p4 

is governed by a' and b' of equation (3). a' and b' 
were, however, obtained by applying a least square fitting 
technique to equation (3) with the experimental data of 
H', K~ and K~ [5]. They are placed in the fifth and 
sixth columns of table 1. ln qmax in terms of a' and b' 
of equation (4) are also placed in the seventh column of 
table 1. 

An approximate formulation of theoretical Fs with the 
column geometry has been derived by considering the 
convective velocity of the molecules in a TD column 
from the Navier-Stokes equation in cylindrical coordinates. 
Rectilinear flow of heat from a hot wire or wall to a cold 
wall seems to be a better choice, unlike Slieker' s derivation. 
Although the temperature and composition dependences of 
the transpoit. parameters like Pii, 'f/ij, Dij, Aij and ctT were 
riot taken into account, the derived relationship of F., with 

i , • ' I 
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the column geometry and the temperature is nonetheless 
reliable, simple and straightforward. This is strictly valid 
in the case of a hot wire or cryogenic wall or even for a 
hot wall column. 

The column constants G 1 and G2 depending on· the 
column geometry and wall temperatures were worked out 
for four columns and are placed in the eighth and ninth 
columns of table 1. F.d L of each column at experimental 
temperatures were then determined using equation (14) 
and are placed in the tenth column of table 1. G 1 and 
Gi of equations (10) and (12) are dimensionless column 
constants, suggesting the fact that these parameters are 
independent of the molecular model. G1 depends on 1:!.. TIT 
and rhlrc of a TDC whereas G2 is expressed in terms of 
rhlrc alone. The physical meanings of G 1 and G2 can be 
realized from equations (9) and (11). G 1 is related to the 
column transport coefficient H which is involved in the 
process of thermal diffusion, whereas G2 is related to Kc, 
called the convective remixing coefficient, for convection 
occurring in a TD process. However, Kp and Kd are 
the longitudinal and back diffusion coefficients in a TDC. 
Nevertheless, G, and G2 are of much importance for 
locating the exact values of Fs, ctT and Popt at which In qe 
becomes maximum. The available ctT values of Ne20-Ne22 

gas mixtures, which are 0.0250, 0.0258, 0.0270, 0.0276 and 
0.0276 at 334.5 K, 380.5 K, 530.5 K, 680.5 K and 688 K 
respectively [5], help one to get experimental Fs at various 
values ofT from estimated lnqmax of equation (4) of the 
TD columns. The experimental F,,. when plotted against 
T in figure 3 are in close agreement with theoretical Fs 
derived from equation (14) at various T. 

Using equation (1) the aT values of Ne20_:_Ne22 gas 
mixtures are estimated through theoretical F., by the CCF 
method. These ctT values are presented in the third 
columns of table 2 and plotted against T in figure 2. The 
experimental aT values obtained by the CCF method from 
ln qmax and F., are found to fall almost on the same curve I 
and increase slowly with T. 

The slight disagreement between the experimental and 
theoretical F,. seen in figure 3 and table 1 results in a 
slight difference between the theoretical ctT values and the 
experimental ones obtained by the CCF method. This may, 
perhaps, arise due to the effect of parasitic remixing in the 
thermal diffusion process. 

The molecular force parameters of Ne20-Ne22 were 
estimated from the slope and the intercept of the aT 

against 11T equation. The ctT at 500.0 and 600.0 K from 
curve 1 of figure 2 were found to obey an equation of 
the form aT = 0.02913 - 1.125 01(11T). The molecular 
force parameters Eu I k or Ejj I k of Ne20-Ne22 were thus 
determined as explained elsewhere [3, 11]. The 1'/ij [10] of 
Ne20-Ne22 were then used to obtain the molecular diameter 
au or ajj. The close agreement of the estimated force 
parameters, placed in table 2 with the reported ones [13], 
establishes the reliability of ctT as obtained by CCF method. 

The ctr due to Slieker's CSF, as seen in table 3, are 
calculated from equation (7) and are placed in the fourth 
column of table 2. These aT values, although slightly 
higher in magnitude than the aT values obtained by the CCF 
method, are plotted with T in figure 2 on curve II. The ctr 



values from In qmax of column IV are scattered (figure 2), 
but still maintain the same trend as that of the CCF 
method. The magnitudes of the Maxwell-model-dependent 
CSF are really very difficult to locate exactly. They were, 
however, obtained. by interpolation and extrapolation from 
the data of Vasaru [7] ·and placed in table 3. The probable 
temperature dependence of aT using the Maxwell-model
dependent CSF was then obtained from equation (6) and 
shown in the fifth column of table 2. They are plotted 
with T in figure 2 on curve ill, showing both the trend and 
the magnitude of ctT against T. It fails to accord with 
r:tT obtained by the other methods. The theoretical ctT 

values based on elastic collisions among molecules were 
also calculated from equation (15) at 334.5 K, 380.5 K, 
530.5 K, 680.5 K and 688.0 K for Ne20-Ne22 and placed in 
the sixth column of table 2. These are plotted against T on 
curve IV of figure 2. Both the magnitudes and the trends 
of these ctT values are more or less the same as those of 
the ctT. values obtained from the CCF. It is also interesting 
to note that the theoretical aT values of curve IV exhibit 
the same trend of increasing with temperature as do the aT 

values obtained by the CCF method. 
In fact, asymmetry in column geometry is an inherent 

property and as such it invited remixing. Thus in the 
1D column theory Furry and Jones [14] added a term Kp 
called the rembci~g coefficient, proportional to p4 in the 
denominator of equation (2). Obviously in an ideal column 
Kp is supposed to be zero. Leyarovski et al [15] had shown 
that Kp never-exceeds 20% of Kc. Thus, owing to remixing 
effects, the maximum error that creeps into Fs and hence 
into ctT is 9.54%. In spite of that the excellent agreement 
of the experimental aT (curve I) and the theoretical ctT 

(curve IV) in figure 2 right from T = 2Tc and onwards 
(figure 2) is evidence that equation (14) is reliable for 
FsfL. Moreover, it indicates that Kp decreases with T 
and vanishes at and after T = 2Tc; that is, remixing stops 
from T ·= 2Tc in a 1D column. 

The discussion above makes it clear that ·the theoretical 
formulation of the CCF, which is the central point of 
study in this paper, is a model-independent parameter, as 
observed earlier [1-4, 8, 16]. Furthermore, the ctT values 
obtained from the CCF with T of a binary gas mixture 
are convenient means of estimating the molecular force 
parameters like E;j 1 k and aii of the molecules. The subject 
in this paper is thus related to the efficiency of the gas 
separation using thermal diffusion column to throw some 
light on the basic physical properties of a gas mixture 
through the CCF and ctT. 

6. Conclusions 

In fact, the theoretical background of the process of 
thermal diffusion simultaneously involved with longitudinal 
and back diffusion in a TDC is much too complicated. 
The presented mathematical forinulation of equation (14), 
achieved so far, seems to be a significant improvement over 
the existing theories. Determination of Fs j L appears to 
be an important means of estimating the experimental ctT 

through lnqmax• particularly when AT /T is close to unity 
or T = 2Tc and afterwards. When !lT /T is well below 

The column calibration factor 

unity the experimental ctT obtained by the CCF method 
differs from the theoretical ctr. Again, experimental ctr 

values obtained by using Slicker-model-independent and 
Maxwell-model-dependent CSFs are low compared with 
theoretical ar values in the lower temperature region. 
Asymmetry in column geometry through K P may be a 
reason for such a deviation. The theoretical aT derived 
from the elastic collision theory is not in good agreement 
with experimental ctT for the non-spherical molecules. 
Even in the cases of spherical molecules, the agreement 
is no better. The model-independent parameter F:r/ L of 
equation (14) thus ought to be used to estimate aT for the 
pair of molecules concerned through experimental In qmax 

in the TDC. The procedure of determining ctT by the CCF 
method is, therefore, necessary in order to improve the 
theory for obtaining ctT for elastic or inelastic collisions 
among the molecules [ 17]. The simultaneous use of reliable 
aT by the CCF method and Cij against 1/T and 1/T* 
respectively appears to be a unique method of locating the 
exact force parameters of the molecules too. 
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